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Chapter I GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
For талу years ichthyologists have been collecting egg-laying toothcaxps 
or killyfishes in temporary bodies of freshwater in both South America and 
Africa. Several genera of these fish complete their life cycle within one 
year. Myers (19^2) was the first who used the term "annual fishes" to de­
scribe these freshwater oviparous cyprinodonts. They deposit their eggs 
in the muddy bottom of pools. During the dry season the pools dry up and 
juveniles and adults die, while the species survives only in the egg 
stage, hurried in the damp mud. At the beginning of the rainy season the 
ponds and mudholes refill with water and the embryos hatch. Growth from 
larva to adult is rapid and within a few months spawning starts. 
The survival of diapause embryos in the muddy bottom of the pools over 
a period of several months (according to some reports even one or several 
years; Scheel, I968) is a unique feature of annual fish development. The 
development of non-annual teleost fishes occurs at a much higher rate 
(Hisaoka and Battle, Ι95Θ; Armstrong and Child, I965) but it takes a 
longer time between hatching and spawning (Hugh, Ι96Θ). Annual fish em­
bryos, in contrast to non-annual fish embryos can undergo spontaneous de­
velopmental arrest or diapause (Peters, l963;Wourms, 1972c). This is the 
first major difference. A diapause is a characteristic stage in the devel­
opment of certain animals during which growth and development is suspend­
ed or greatly retarded. Through a tough zona radiata (also called chorion 
or eggshell) the eggs can withstand desiccation. Diapauses may occur at 
three different stages in annual fish development (Wourms, 1972c). In the 
case of species belonging to the African genus Nothobranchius diapause I 
is usually facultative, which means that environmental factors have a 
modifying effect. It occurs at the dispersed-cell phase (after epiboly, 
stage 20). Diapause II also is facultative and occurs at the long somite 
stage (stage 32). Diapause III (just before hatching, stage 4-3) seems to 
be obligate in all annual fishes studied so far. Diapauses are of vari­
able duration (Peters, І96З; Wourms, 1972c). Not all eggs enter an obli­
gate diapause. A few (5-10$) so-called "escape eggs" continue their de­
velopment ana bypass diapause III (Wourms, 1972c). A reduced oxygen ten­
sion might terminate the pre-hatching diapause III (Peters, I963). As a 
result of the three diapause stages, either facultative or obligate, and 
the existence of escape eggs which avoid diapauses, a single egg popu-
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Іа іоп of identical age will eventually generate several subpopulations 
which differ in their continuation through development. At the beginning 
of the rainy season the pools become reflooded and eggs in diapause III 
may hatch. If for some reason the rainfall is insufficient and the pools 
dry up within a few weeks, the larvae will die. Since not all the eggs 
were in diapause III, embryos are left in the soil. These embryos con­
tinue their development beyond diapause I and/or diapause II, while the 
pool was filled with water. Part of them may have entered diapause III 
and hatch after the next rainfall. This was called by Wourms (1972c) 
"a survival strategy based on the multiplier effect; i.e. interposition 
into the developmental pathway of three diapause stages of prolonged, 
variable duration, generates eight different variable durations of total 
developmental time". The diapause stages in development of annual fish­
es are a prerequisite to maintain permanent populations in a habitat of 
alternating wet and dry seasons (Wourms, 1972c). 
The early development of teleost fishes, annual and non-annual, starts 
with the accumulation, after fertilization, of ooplasm which will gradu­
ally form a cap bulging above the yolk surface. This so-called blastodisc 
will undergo cleavage without the participation of the yolk mass, a pro­
cess referred to as meroblastic, discoidal cleavage (Costello, 1955)· The 
first cleavage gives rise to two blastomeres. At subsequent cleavages the 
cell number is doubled. The yolk sphere remains unsegmented during cleav­
age. At the end of the cleavage phase the division rhythm of the blasto­
meres slows down. In subsequent blastula stages two cell types and a 
multinucleated syncytium can be distinguished (Flg.l). A coherent mono-
layered cell sheet, the enveloping layer (EVL), roofs the segmentation 
cavity in which the deep cells are situated. The marginal cells of the 
EVL are attached to the yolk syncytial layer (YSL). A thin layer of cyto­
plasm surrounds the yolk sphere, the yolk cytoplasmic layer (YCL), which 
is continuous with the YSL. Recently, Betchaku and Trinkaus (I978) pro­
posed the use of the term YSL instead of periblast for the syncytial 
cytoplasm which can be found below (i-YSL) and around (e-YSL) the cel­
lular blastoderm (Fig.l). The terms central periblast (a contradiction) 
and marginal periblast (a redundancy) are inadequate. At the end of the 
blastula phase epiboly commences. During epiboly cells move over the yolk 
and at its completion the yolk surface is completely invested by syncy­
tial cytoplasm and enveloping layer. The course of cell movements is not 
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Figure 1 
A schematic representation of a transverse section through a 
blastula stage of a teleost fish. On top of the yolk sphere (Y) 
in which lipid droplets are present (L), lies a protoplasmic 
cap, the blastoderm. The latter consists of two cell types, the 
enveloping layer (EVL) and the deep cells (DC), Deep cells lie 
in the segmentation cavity and are separated ftom the yolk by 
the internal yolk syncytial layer (i-YSL). That part of the 
yolk syncytial layer which lies outside the cellular blasto­
derm, with nuclei inside, is called the external yolk syn­
cytial layer (e-YSL). It is continuous with the yolk cyto­
plasmic layer (YCL) and these layers surround the yolk sphere. 
ζ = zona radiata or eggshell; PVS = perivitelline space. 
identical in annual and non-annual fish development and this constitutes 
a second major difference. In non-annual fishes deep cells aggregate dur­
ing epiboly to form the embryo proper and at the end of epiboly a somite 
embryo with a developing brain is present. In the annual fish embryo 
aggregation of deep cells occurs after the termination of epiboly. Deep 
cells first completely disperse over the surface of the yolk and only 
therafter aggregation starts, immediately followed by organogenesis. In 
non-annual development the phases of epiboly, aggregation and organogen­
esis are more condensed than in annual fish development. The periods of 
cleavage, blastula and epiboly stages constitute the early development. 
Whereas deep cells are definitely committed to organogenesis, the enve­
loping layer contributes little (Bouvet, I976) if any (Ballard, I966; 
Wourms, 1972b) to the embryo proper. 
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An important finding of Wourms (l972b) was his observation that only a 
few hundreds of cells axe involved in early development of annual fishes, 
In non-annual fishes several thousands of cells are present during early 
development (Richards and Porter, 1935; Marrable, I965) which makes it 
almost impossible to observe and analyse the behaviour of individual cells, 
except in early cleavage stages (ignatieva, 1976). The older literature 
mentions one cell lineage study of a teleost fish, which shows the con­
tribution of each blastomere from cleavage to organ formation later in 
development (Oppenheimer, I936). In order to trace cell migration in gross 
morphogenetic movements during epiboly of Salmo gairdneri. chalk particles 
have been used (Ballard, 1973b). Without markers the study of individual 
cell locomotion is restricted to superficial cells or to cells situated 
near the margin of the blastoderm of Fundulus heteroclitus (Trinkaus, 
І97З)· On the contrary cell locomotion can be studied quite easily in liv­
ing eggs of annual fishes (Wourms, I972b; Lesseps et al., 1975)· Because 
of the transparency of the zona radiata and the small number of cells in 
the annual fish embryo during early development, it is possible to follow 
the behaviour of individual cells over longer periods of time in the liv­
ing embryo. The aim of the present investigation is to study cell behav­
iour during early development of annual fishes, with special reference to 
cell division and cell migration, and the possible regulation mechanisms 
governing these processes. 
No cell lineage study has been made of a teleost fish which includes 
the period of cell diversification. Also, the origin of the YSL is un­
known in annual fishes. In the present study development from fertil­
ization until blastula stages was analysed and the cell lineage was set 
up. Simultaneously, information became available about the time of divi­
sion of the cells. A mitotic gradient may act as a cause for cell dif­
ferentiation (Agrell, I964). Because such a gradient does exist in N. 
guentheri. the relationship between gradients and cell diversification 
was analysed. 
One of the basic questions in cell biology concerns the control of cell 
division since the factor(s) determining the rate at which cells divide 
and the signal(s) stimulating cell division are still unknown today 
(Nurse, I980). Dividing blastomeres in early metazoan development differ 
from any other population of dividing cells by their short and equal in-
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tercleavage times. Depending on the species under consideration, the pe-
riod of synchronous cleavages ends sooner or later (Zeuthen, 1964). From 
that moment on intercleavage times become increasingly asynchronous as a 
result of variahility in intercleavage times. 
By their large size blastomeres are amenable to experimentation and they 
are often used in the study of the process of cytokinesis (Rappaport, 
1974)· The period of synchronous cleavages has been studied with respect 
to cleavage control. Cyclic changes occurring in the blastomeres with the 
same rhythm as the division cycle have led to the proposition that a bio-
logical clock, possibly located in the cortex, regulates synchronous cleav-
ages (Hara et al., 1980¡ Vacquier, I98I). In order to explain the mitotic 
gradients in sea urchins during the period of meta-synchronous cleavages, 
Parisi et al. (I978) proposed that the micromeres act as a pacemaker re-
gion from which a chemical signal departs which is transmitted to the 
neighbouring cells and from there to the next cells. Less attention has 
been paid to the control of cell division during the period of asynchro-
nous cleavages. 
To explain variability in interdivision times two kinds of kinetic models 
have been proposed. According to the deterministic growth controlled model 
of cell cycle control the cell has to attain a certain size before it is 
committed to divide (Shilo et al., I976). The model assumes that the 
growth-determining properties are initially distributed in the popula-
tion of cells according to some function, such as the normal Gaussian. 
Recently, the transition probability model of the cell cycle (Smith and 
Martin, І97З) has attracted considerable attention: a cell in a so-called 
A-state (CL) does not progress towards division but has a chance (the 
transition probability) to enter the В phase (S-G.-M) after which divi­
sion takes place. It is assumed that cells are essentially identical and 
that in G, DNA-synthesis is initiated at random with a constant probabil­
ity per unit time. Since cell growth is absent in embryonic cells, the 
transition probability model was used in the present investigation to an­
alyse the observed variability in intercleavage times in N. guentheri. 
In non-annual fishes deep cells disperse over the yolk during epiboly. 
Meanwhile some of these cells accumulate into a germ ring whereas others 
aggregate to form the embryonic axis (Armstrong and Child, I965; Ballard, 
1973a). Organogenesis starts immediately and before completion of epiboly 
a somite embryo is present. In the annual fish embryo, deep cell movements 
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axe less complicated since aggregation occurs after epiboly ал<і germ ring 
formation has not been observed (Wourms, 1972a, b). This difference be­
tween "annual" and "non-annual" development seems to be coupled with 
their life cycle and with the total number of cells involved in early de­
velopment. Besides "true" annual fishes, a number of species exist in 
which early development is not strictly "annual" (Wourms, l972b). It 
could well be that these species do not have such a low number of em­
bryonic cells like annual fishes. They might display a more condensed 
pattern of dispersion and aggregation, and possibly even germ ring forma­
tion. Indeed, during the second half of epiboly in Epiplatys dageti deep 
cells behave as a coherent monolayered cell sheet. At the end of epiboly 
a rather flat germ ring has been observed (Heinig, 1979). Teleost em­
bryos therefore offer unique possibilities to study cell migration and 
cell locomotion in different situations of increasing complexity. 
Little is actually known about the mechanism of teleost blastoderm ex­
pansion and the mechanism of simultaneous convergence of deep cells in 
the germ ring (in case of non-annual fishes) or of the aggregation of 
deep cells after epiboly has concluded (in case of annual fishes). Why 
deep cells start moving and dispersing over the yolk, what substratum for 
locomotion they use and why they converge or aggregate to form the embryo­
nic axis is largely unknown. One of the few well established facts in re­
lation to the aforementioned questions is that deep cells indeed move dur­
ing epiboly and use the EVL, YSL or other deep cells as a substratum 
(Trinkaus, 1973; Lesseps et al., 1975)· In contrast with the deep cells, 
attempts to show that the enveloping layer moves as a consequence of lo­
comotion of its marginal cells have been unsuccessful (Betchaku and 
Trinkaus, I978). Since the outer surface of the YSL is displaced in the 
direction of the vegetal pole during epiboly (Trinkaus, 1971) it is sug­
gested that spreading of the EVL occurs passively, due to some motive 
force inside the YSL (Betchaku and Trinkaus, І97 ). Conclusive evidence, 
however, is lacking. 
The aim of the present investigation was to analyse the behaviour of in­
dividual cells and of populations of cells, as it appears ftom the micros- . 
copie observation of an intact, living annual fish embryo. 
This analysis was focused on four topics: 
1. A cell lineage study from fertilization to blastula stages. 
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2. The involvement of mitotic gradients and/or the duration of the cleav-
age cycle in the diversification of the initial population of tilasto-
meres into deep cells, enveloping layer cells and yolk syncytial layer. 
3. The control of cleavage divisions. 
¿J·. The mechanism of epiholy and the control of cell directionality during 
epiboly. 
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Chapter II 
COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF SEVERAL SPECIES OF THE 
ANNUAL FISH GENUS NOTHOBRANCHIUS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE DETER­
MINATION OF CLEAVAGE PLANE ORIENTATION AND THE MECHANISM OF EPIBOLY. 
R. Van Haaxlem 
Summary 
Living етЪгуоз of ten species of the teleost fish genus Nothohranchius 
were observed from fertilization until the ten somite stage. Differences 
as well as similarities were found between the species with respect to 
cellular behaviour in early development. In only one species the blasto-
meres are arranged in two rows of four cells during the eight cell stage. 
In three other species the blastomeres are arranged in two layers of four 
cells on top of each other and in the remaining six species the arrange­
ment is somewhere in between these two. Hybridization experiments show­
ed that the sequence of cleavage plane orientation is under the control 
of maternal factors. In the cleavage period fusion of the marginal peri­
pheral cells of the blastoderm was observed, thus giving rise to the an-
nulus of the yolk syncytial layer, the future external yolk syncytial 
layer. A second period of cell fusion occurs just before epiboly starts 
and a third one after epiboly has concluded. Careful observation revealed 
that the marginal cells of the enveloping layer do not possess cell pro­
trusions like lobopodia or filopodia or other types of surface extensions 
common to locomotory cells. Therefore, the spreading of the enveloping 
layer during epiboly by means of locomotion of their marginal cells seems 
unlikely. Evidence is presented that the deep cells are contact inhibited 
with each other during epiboly and use the enveloping layer as a substra­
tum. These two properties of the deep cells explain their behaviour during 
epiboly and the dispersion over the yolk. A description of normal stages 
of the early development of Nothobranchius species is presented. 
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Introduction 
Soon after fertilization of a teleost fish egg, cytoplasm accumulates 
at the animal pole and a number of cleavage divisions will take place 
(Slewing, I969). Also in annual fishes cleavage is meroblastic and dis­
coidal, giving rise to a series of cleavage stages in which the blasto-
meres lie on top of the yolk (Wourms, 1972a). After five or six cleavages 
two cell types are present: the peripheral blastomeres and the deep cells 
(Fig.l). The peripheral blastomeres form a monolayered cell sheet whose 
marginal cells are continuous with the Yolk Cytoplasmic Layer (YGL) and 
the internal-Yolk Syncytial Layer (i-YSL). At the end of the cleavage 
phase the peripheral blastomeres will become tightly apposed to each other, 
thus forming the Enveloping Cell Layer (ECL). The deep cells lie in the 
segmentation cavity (Fig.l) between the ECL and the i-YSL. Later on these 
cells will form the embryo proper. The YSL (formerly called the periblast, 
see Betchaku and Trinkaus, I978) is a multinucleate syncytium, which is 
continuoua with the YCL that surrounds the yolk sphere. 
Figure 1 
Diagrams presenting the formation of the YSL annulus as it 
can be seen in side view of the living egg. 
A = 32-cell stage, just before flattening of the marginal 
blastomeres. The marginal peripheral blastomeres (p) are 
continuous with the yolk cytoplasmic layer (y) and the in­
ternal yolk syncytial layer (i). 
В = high solid blastula, at the time when marginal peripheral 
blastomeres (p) flatten on to the Jrolk. Deep cells (d) lie in 
the segmentation cavity (s). 
С = flat solid blastula, with an annulus that is flattening 
and so gives rise to the external yolk syncytial layer (e). 
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During еріЪоІу the ECL and the YSL spread over the yolk and the deep 
cells move as individual cells in the expanding segmentation cavity. In 
non-annual teleosts, like Fundulus heteroclitus (Armstrong and Child, 
1965)» Salmo gairdneri (Ballard, 1973a.) and Oryzias latipes (Gamo and 
Terayima, I963) deep cells aggregate during epiboly to form the germ 
ring. On the contrary, in annual fish aggregation of deep cells occurs 
only after epiboly has concluded (Wourms, 1972a, b). This separation of 
the processes of epiboly and the formation of the embryo proper, makes 
annual fish a suitable object to study the mechanism of epiboly. 
So far the mechanism of teleost epiboly is only partially understood 
(Trinkaus, I976). From Fundulus deep cells is known that they use the ECL, 
the YSL and other deep cells as a substratum for locomotion (Trinkaus, 
І97З). What directs their locomotion during the initial stages of epiboly 
and germ ring formation, is unknown. Deep cells of the annual fish Notho-
branchius korthausae are contact inhibited during epiboly (Lesseps et al,, 
I979ί Van Haarlem, 1979) and seem to use preferentially the ECL as a 
substratum (Van Haarlem, 1979). These two properties explain the direction 
of migration of these cells during epiboly (Van Haarlem, 1979). 
Up till now, no evidence has been presented for an active spreading of 
the ECL by means of locomotion of its marginal cells. Since cell division 
plays no role in the spreading of the ECL during epiboly of teleost fish­
es (Kessel, I96O; Betchaku and Trinkaus, 1978; Kagejama, I980), it has 
been suggested that the spreading of the ECL may be due to factors inside 
the YSL (Betchaku and Trinkaus, I978). 
During a search for a suitable species of fish to elucidate the mecha­
nism of teleost epiboly, we studied the normal development of ten species 
of the African annual fish genus Nothobranchius. Differences and similari­
ties with regard to the normal development up to the 10-somite embryo 
were apparent. Since no description of the normal development of annual 
fishes of the genus Nothobranchius has been published, our observations 
are presented in this paper. Special attention is paid to a description 
of the different cleavage patterns, the origin of the external-ÏSL (e-YSL) 
and the behaviour of the deep cells and the enveloping layer cells, 
during epiboly. A table of normal stages of the early development of No-
thobranchius species is presented. 
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Materials and Methods 
Annual fish were a kind gift of Mr. Steinfort (Boskoop, The Netherlands). 
The ten species used in this study are listed in Table 1, together with 
their code names. 
Species of 
N. 
N. 
N. 
N. 
N. 
N. 
N. 
N. 
N. 
N. 
TABLE 1 
the genus Nothobranchius 
Species 
guentheri Pfeffer 
janpappi Wildekamp 
kirki Jubb 
korthausae Meinken 
lourensi Wildekamp 
melanospilus Pfeffer 
neumanni Hilgendorf 
palmqvisti Lönnberg 
rachovi Ahi 
steinforti Wildekamp 
used in this study 
Codex 
GUE 
JAP 
KIR 
KOR 
тли 
»Ч. 
Nb,-
PAL ν 
RAG " 
SIN 
) This code was devised and introduced by Scheel (Ι968;. 
Eggs were collected about I5 minutes after spawning, as described 1 
Lesseps et al. (1975). from full-grown fish at least four months old, 
that already had been spawning for one month. The eggs were washed three 
times for two minutes in sterile tapwater at 25.0 * 0.5oG. 
Observations were made by means of an inverted microscope with facili­
ties for bright field, phase contrast and nomarski differential inter­
ference contrast optics. The eggs were put into a home-made deep depres­
sion slide with a coverglass as a bottom. Because of the difference in 
egg diameter between the species, a series of plastic slides (26 χ 76 mm) 
with a hole of a diameter of 10 mm was made, stepwise increasing 0.1 mm 
in thickness to give the hole a depth between 0.6 and 1.4· mm. Thus, if the 
appropriate depth of the depression was selected, the egg could be rotated 
in the desired position by moving the top coverslip. Linear measurements 
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were done Ъу means of ал ocular micrometer. To facilitate cell counting, 
the image was divided into several small areas Ъу means of an ocular 
micrometer consisting of a number of concentric circles with the inter­
section of two square lines as a center. Time-lapse filming was performed 
with a Bolex H ІбМ camera, operated Ъу a Nikon С Ш А camera apparatus, on 
Kodak Plus-X reversal 16 mm film. The films were analysed with the aid of 
a modified Bell and Howell TQIII projector (Van Haarlem et al., 198lf). 
Unless otherwise indicated, the data presented here are based on the оЪ-
servation of 100 eggs that have developed normally until stage 30 (GUE 
until stage 22). With a few exceptions, the results hold for each of the 
species. 
Normal stages 
Several years ago, Wourms (1972a) published a table of normal stages of 
another armual' fish, Aus trof undulus myersi Dahl. Therefore it seemed ap­
propriate to make use of his criteria for the normal stages of annual 
fish development of the genus Nothobranchius. Because the study of living 
eggs Ъу means of light optical methods can be done in detail only when the 
eggs are transparent and the embryo consists of a limited number of cell 
layers, the description of normal development is restricted to the early 
development up to the 10-somite stage. 
Results 
Cleavage 
In each species, like in all teleost fishes, cleavage is meroblastic 
and discoidal (Fig.2). After fertilization and accumulation of cytoplasm 
at the animal pole, the first cleavage divides the blastodisc into two 
cells of equal size. The second cleavage, whose plane is perpendicular to 
that of the first one, gives rise to four blastomeres. Both cleavages are 
vertical, i.e. perpendicular to the yolk surface, resulting in a ¿(-cell 
stage of which the blastomeres are continuous with the ÏCL (as far as can 
be observed with the light microscope on living eggs). The 1-, 2- and 4— 
cell stages are identical in each species (Fig.2A, В, C). 
Different cleavage patterns according to species appear. At the third 
cleavage, only in GUE (Fig.2D) the cleavage plane is vertical. In KOR, 
LOU and RAC it is horizontal and thus parallel to the yolk surface (Fig. 
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Figure 2 
Cleavage stages of N. guentherl (A, D, G, j), N. palmqvisti 
(Β, Ε, Η, Κ) and Ν, korthausae (G, F, If L ) presented in 
surface view (C, G, H, I) and in side view (A, B, D, E, Ff 
J, K, L), Magnification I9OX. 
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2 F ) . In all other species investigated, the cleavage plane is neither 
horizontal nor vertical but along ал intermediate plane (Fig.2E), general­
ly forming а ¿К5 degree angle with respect to the yolk surface. Thus, with 
the exception of GUE in the 8-cell stage, some of the hlastomeres are 
separated from the YCL. The fourth cleavage plane in GUE is again verti­
cal and parallel to the second one, resulting in a blastoderm of four 
rows of four cells (Fig.2G). Four or five so-called central cells are 
separated from the yolk. In KOR, LOU and RAC the fourth cleavage plane 
again is vertical, giving rise to a 16-cell stage of two layers of each 
eight radially oriented cells. In the other species it is impossible to 
record the division planes of all cells, and this phenomenon suggests a 
variation in orientation. From the fifth cleavage on (Fig.2J,K,L) irregu­
larities in the cleavage patterns are observed in all species. The cleav­
age planes are not equally oriented in the same direction anymore, not 
even in species like KOR, LOU and RAC. From now on two cell types are 
prominent: the peripheral blastomeres, a monolayered cell sheet, with its 
marginal cells continuous with the YCL and the YSL, and the deep cells. 
These cells axe situated in the segmentation cavity (Fig.2J, K, L) between 
the peripheral blastomeres and the i-YSL. The number of deep cells varies 
among the eggs of the different species from one to four. The cleavage 
pattern up to the 16-cell stage is highly constant in KOR, LOU and RAC. 
No deviations of the pattern were observed in large numbers of eggs 
(LOU and RAC η > 500; KOR η > 300θ). On the contrary, the early cleavage 
pattern of GÖE shows some variation sometimes resembling that of PAL. 
The blastomeres in the 8-cell stage in GUE axe in general continuous with 
the YCL. Sometimes (in about 10% of the eggs) we observed that one or more 
blastomeres have separated from the yolk. Also in the other six species 
variation may occur, but this is difficult to detect. However, a horizon-
tal cleavage plane was never observed. 
When the central blastomeres have separated from the yolk, a thin layer 
of cytoplasm remains on the yolk sphere, the i-YSL (Fig.l). The marginal 
peripheral blastomeres are still continuous with this layer and with the 
YCL,and from these blastomeres a cytoplasmic annulus, the future e-YSL, 
will originate (Fig.l). This YSL annulus formation starts as soon as one 
of the marginal peripheral blastomeres flattens and its boundary with the 
YCL becomes invisible. Some time later a neighbouring cell will exhibit 
the same behaviour and soon the cell membranes in between the cells will 
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disappear. Subsequently this "binucleate cell will show the same behaviour 
and fuse with another adjacent cell. This will happen repeatedly until 
all marginal cells have fused. Now one row of YSL nuclei can Ъе seen be­
low the new marginal cells of the cellular blastoderm (Fig.l). In general, 
flattening and fusion of the cells start at two or three places and the 
period of annulus formation includes three cleavage cycles (about 4.5 
hours). Only in GUE the fused marginal peripheral blastomeres do not form 
an annulus since the blastoderm has already flattened extensively on to 
the yolk (Fig.2J). Although the formation of the future e-YSL occurs in 
exactly the same way in each species, it starts in a different cleavage 
stage. In GUE the first cell flattens already in the l6-cell stage, in 
JAP, KIR, MEL, NEU, PAL and STN in the 32-cell stage and in KOR, LOU and 
RAG in the 64-cell stage. During this period of cell fusion, other cells 
may continue to divide, but a hi- or multinucleate cell will divide never 
again. Before nuclear multiplication starts, the annulus flattens on to 
the yolk and the YSL-nuclei migrate from below the cellular blastoderm. 
Repeated prolonged observation of the same eggs as well as analysis of 
time-lapse films reveal that all nuclei of the e-YSL originate of the 
initial first row of nuclei. Because of the small number of cells the 
i-YSL can be distinguished in surface and in side view. During cleavage 
and blastula stages no nuclei were observed in the i-YSL. 
Making use of the presence of several species in the laboratory at the 
same time, species with a different cleavage pattern were crossed (Table 
2). It appeared that in all fertilized eggs in which development commenced 
the cleavage pattern was entirely similar to the species to which the eggs 
belonged. 
Blastulation 
Prom stage 8 (32-cell stage) until stage I5 (early epiboly) no qualita­
tive differences between the ten species are observed. Cell division in 
the EGL is frequently observed, resulting in a reduction of cell size. The 
same holds true for the deep cells. During these stages deep cells remain 
dispersed in the segmentation cavity. No aggregation of the deep cells 
prior to epiboly (so-called consolidation, Wourms, 1972a) takes place. In 
most species accurate cell counting in these stages is impossible, for the 
deep cells lie on top of each other, hiding not only each other but also 
cells of the ECL, №om stage I5 or 16 on, deep cells start to disperse 
over the yolk. Therefore counting was performed in stage I5. The number 
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TABLE 2 
GUE 
KOR 
MEL 
NEU 
PAL 
HAG 
2 
1 
-
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
χ 
2 
-
χ 
χ 
-
Scheme of the hyhridization experiments 
в GUE KOR MEL NEU PAL RAG 
2 2 
- 2 x 
x x -
X 
(χ) Crossings of male and female of species with the 
same cleavage pattern 
(-) No eggs were spawned 
(1) Eggs were spawned but development did not staxt 
(2) Development proceeds even after еріЪоІу has con­
cluded 
of the cells varies from species to species (Table 3). As a consequence, 
during epiboly deep cells are often in contact with one or more of their 
neighbours in KIR, KOR, MEL, NEU, PAL and STN and only occasionally in 
the other species (Fig.3). The number of enveloping layer cells was de­
termined at the beginning of stage I5. In five species, the low transpa­
rency of the chorion, the large number of deep cells and the unfavourable 
size, number and position of the lipid droplets inside the yolk mass, made 
it impossible to count with accuracy. The figures presented in Table 3 
show that the number of deep cells varies more between the species than 
the number of enveloping layer cells. There exists no correlation between 
the number of deep cells and the egg size. Species differ little with res­
pect to the rate of development up to stage Ik (Table k). 
Epiboly 
Пгот late stage I5 on neither division of enveloping layer cells nor of 
the nuclei is observed. In contrast enveloping layer cells fuse and large 
hi- and multinucleate cells become prominent. In principle the same se­
quence of events as reported for the marginal peripheral blastomeres 
during YSL annulus formation occurs. The cell membrane between the cells 
changes from a rectilinear into a curved one and subsequently it cannot 
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figure 3 
Deep cells during epiboly (st 18) in GUE ( A ) , KOR (В) and 
STN (C), Deep cells in GUE seldom make contact with one 
another. On the contrary, deep cells of KOR continuously 
touch each other Ъу means of their protrusions, while deep 
cells in SIN also contact each other with their cell bodies. 
Arrows indicate the place where boundaries of enveloping 
layer cells are situated. Magnification I9OX. 
be seen anymore, not even with nomarski optics (Fig.4). Time-lapse films 
(of GUE, KOR and PAL) show that nuclei of previously neighbouring cells 
come to lie close to each other crossing the line where previously a cell 
membrane was situated. During and after epiboly enveloping layer cells 
can be observed as irregular polygonals. In stage 23 (aggregation 2) a 
third period of cell fusion occurs and from now on the EGL has become a 
multinucleate syncytium (in Chapter VIII these observations will be pre­
sented in greater detail). Neither before nor during epiboly enveloping 
layer cells form protrusions like blebs, filopodia or lobopodia. 
There is a marked difference in shape of the deep cells before and 
during epiboly. Before epiboly starts, the deep cells are completely 
spherical. During epiboly cells are more flattened and possess several 
protrusions. Deep cell shape is not equal in the species investigated and 
we were able to distinguish three types: A. The outline of the cell body 
(in surface view) is circular. Cells have little spread and can be seen in 
side view like drops hanging on the ECL. This kind of cell shape can be 
seen in GUE (Flg.ЗА), KIR, LOU, RAC and STN (Fig.3G). В. In contrast to 
type A, deep cells shape varies from cell to cell depending on the number 
of protrusions. Thus, with two protrusions the cell body is spindle shaped, 
with three the shape is triangular, with four the cell is a rectangle, etc. 
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TABLE 3 
Egg size and cell number 
Species Yolk radius in /Ua Number of , Number of 
D С deep cells EVL cells 
GUE 
JAP 
KIR 
К OH 
LOU 
MEL 
NEU 
PAL 
НАС 
STN 
392 + 13 
355 + 11 
55^ + 15 
465 + 2 
418 + 2 
592 + 4 
485 + 7 
434 + 1 
443 + 4 
472 + 3 
119 + 8 
82 + 6 
245 + 12 
172 + 7 
5 4 + 9 
200 + 19 
I94 + 12 
I82 + 3 
68 + 7 
340 + 16 
223 І 8 
160 + 7 
(320) 
276 + 11 
I5O+5 
(29O) 
(280) 
(300) 
153 ± 9 
(350) 
) Yolk radius was measured in stage I9 of at least 20 eggs 
, of each species. Values presented are mean + s.e.m. 
) Number of deep cells was counted in stage ~Œ (l/4 epibo-
ly). Values + s.e.m. are the avsrage of at least 20 eggs. 
) Number of enveloping layer cells was determined in stage 
15 when cell fusion was observed for the first time. 
Values + s.e.m. are the average of at least 20 eggs. The 
figures in parentheses are an estimation of the number 
of enveloping layer cells present (see text for an ex-
planation) . 
As a consequence of the extensive spreading of these cells, they are dif-
ficult to observe in side view. These cells are present in K0R (Fig. ЗВ) 
and in PAL. C. Deep cell shape in MEL and NEU also varies from cell to 
cell, but most cells possess only one or two rather short and broad pro­
trusions. Before epiboly starts, deep cells are lying on top of each 
other in the segmentation cavity. During epiboly and after epiboly has 
concluded (st. I9, 20, 21) deep cells form a monolayer of non-overlapping 
cells (Fig.3). These observations raise two questions: first, are the 
deep cells contact inhibited and second, do they use the EGL, the YSL or 
both layers as a substratum? To begin with the last question, in living 
embryos this is difficult to judge, because the space between the EGL 
and the YSL is very narrow. Only when deep cells have flattened extensive­
ly (K0R, PAL) one sees the cells attached to the lower surface of the EGL. 
Deep cells of the other species are generally in contact with both layers. 
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Figure ^ 
Fusion of the enveloping layer cells. Before cell fusion starts, 
cell boundaries are clearly visible as straight lines (A: stage 
l^ t·). When two cells start to fuse, the cell boundary in between 
becomes curved (arrows) and finally disappears (В, С stage 15). 
Magnification 300x. 
Nevertheless these cells too use the EGL as a substratum. This can be ob­
served on those places in the blastoderm where a lipid droplet bulges the 
yolk. The i-YSL fits the lipid droplet tightly and the ECL is lifted up 
a little, thus creating more space between these two layers. In that case 
deep cells never lie on the i-YSL. A second observation in favour of 
the argument of the EGL as a substratum for the deep cells,is concerned 
with their shape. The more a cell spreads, the thinner its cell body be­
comes. In case of the less flattened cells, the side opposite the substra­
tum will be convex in shape. In all species, except in KOR and PAL, the 
convex side of the cell is always directed towards the YSL. Thus, although 
deep cells may touch the YSL, either with their cell body or with their 
protrusions, they use the ECL as a substratum. 
The conclusion that the absence of overlapping of nuclei and cell bodies 
is the result of the property of the cells to show contact inhibition 
should be based on the analysis of intercellular collisions. The data 
presented in Table 5 show that the deep cells are contact inhibited with 
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TABLE 4 
Time of devflopnent of Nothottranchius species at ?5 G 
cleavage 
blastula 
epiboly 
(diapause) 
ag-gregation 
definitive 
axis 
10 somite 
emhryo 
stage 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1? 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
IB 
19 
?? 
27 
30 
CUE 
0 
2 
4 
6 
7.5 
9 
10.5 
12 
13.5 
-
15 
-
17 
25 
31 
UQ 
50 
62 
-
-
-
JAP 
0 
1 
3 
4.8 
6.5 
8 
9.5 
11 
13 
15 
19 
21 
22 
?4 
30 
33 
38 
^5 
5? 
4 
6 
8 
KIR 
0 
? 
3 
5 
7 
9 
1O.5 
1? 
14 
15 
17 
19 
20 
a 
27 
29 
42 
56 
70 
6 
9 
11 
K0R 
0 
1 
¿ 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
21 
23 
25 
27 
34 
39 
44 
51 
3 
4 
6 
LOU 
0 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
17 
20 
22 
25 
¿6 
28 
32 
40 
70 
92 
111 
6 
11 
13 
MEL 
0 
1 
3 
4.8 
6.5 
.З 
10 
11.5 
14 
17 
20 
22 
?3 
24 
35 
40 
52 
58 
64 
4 
5 
6 
NEU 
0 
1 
3 
4.8 
6.5 
В 
9.5 
11 
13 
16 
18 
20 
21 
23 
30 
43 
52 
61 
70 
6 
10 
1? 
PAL 
0 
2 
3.5 
5 
6.5 
8 
9.5 
11 
13 
16 
20 
23 
25 
26 
35 
38 
46 
52 
58 
4 
14 
16 
RAO 
0 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
10.8 
12.5 
15 
17 
20 
21 
23 
25 
32 
38 
60 
90 
103 
9 
12 
14 
STN 
0 
1 
2 
4 
5.8 
7.3 
6.8 
10.3 
12 
15 
18 
20 
22 
24 
30 
34 
42 
50 
58 
3 
5 
6 
Time in hours (st. 1- st. I9) or in days (st. 22 - st. 30) after spawning 
of the egg, indicating the start of each stage. 
The data are based on 1.5 or more eggs of each species. 
each other. In some species (KOR, PAL, KIR, MEL, NEU and SIN) the number 
of deep cells is so large that the cells axe often in contact with 2, 3 
or more neighbouring cells (Fig.3B and C). Time-lapse films of deep cell 
migration during epiboly of KOR, PAL and STN show cells moving in concert. 
In other species (GUE, JAP, LOU and RAC) cells contact each other occasio­
nally, but time-lapse films show that they move in concert too. Thus the 
dispersion of the deep cells during epiboly of Nothobranchius species can 
be explained (l) by their use of the ECL as a substratum, and (2) by 
their ability to exhibit contact inhibition of overlapping. 
The data on the duration of the epiboly stages (Table Ц-) and on the 
radius of the eggs (Table 3) allow one to calculate the mean velocity/ 
stage of the displacement of the blastoderm edge. In KIR, KOR, NEU and 
STN this displacement occurs at a constant rate. In GUE and JAP the rate 
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TABLE 5 
Amount of nuclear and cellular overlappings after collision of deep cells 
Species 
GUE 
JAP 
KIR 
KOR 
LOU 
MEL 
NSU 
PAL 
RAG 
SIN 
Number of 
eggs 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Number of col-
lisions observed 
in each egg 
30 
30 
100 
100 
30 
100 
100 
100 
30 
100 
Number of 
nuclear 
overlappings 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Number of 
cellular 
overlappings 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
) The results of KOR were presented in an earlier paper (Van Haarlem, I979) 
decreases, while in LOU, MEL, PAL and RAG the reverse takes place. Al-
though the rate of epiboly slows down in the species with the smallest 
egg, no further correlation was observed between egg radius or number of 
cells and the rate of epiboly or the total duration of the epiboly phase. 
Discussion 
Only in GUE the sequence of cleavage planes resembles the common teleost 
fish cleavage pattern, in which the plane(s) of the first, second, third, 
fourth and sometimes even the fifth cleavage axe vertical with respect 
to the yolk surface (Oppenheimer, 1936; Hisaoka and Battle, I958; Gamo and 
Terajima, I963). Up till now there has been no report about a teleost fish 
species in which the third cleavage plane is at right angles to both for-
mer cleavage planes, as occurs in K0R, LOU and RAG. Cleavage plane sequen-
ces like that of PAL may also appear in Aphyosemion species (Wourms, 1972a) 
as well as occasionally in other species (Agassiz and Whitman, 1889¡ Wil-
son, I89I; Kopsch, I9OI; Ballard, 1973a). Indeed, also in Nothobranchius 
species the orientation of subsequent cleavage planes is variable. 
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It is interesting to note that the rather early occurrence of a horizon­
tal cleavage plane in KOR, LOU and НАС (as compared to the seven other 
species) does not coincide with the appearance of deep cells at an earlier 
stage. Probably there is no fixed relationship between the orientation of 
the initial cleavage planes and the process of diversification of blasto-
meres into deep cells and peripheral blastomeres. In contrast to this, 
there is a correlation between the timing of the formation of the YSL 
annulus and the sequence of cleavage planes. For in GUE cell fusion starts 
in the 32-cell stage, in JAP, KIR, MEL, NEU, PAL and STN in the 64-cell 
stage and in KOR, LOU and RAC in the 128-cell stage. 
Hybridization experiments between closely related species of the genus 
Nothobranchius showed that the sperm does not influence the cleavage pat­
tern. Probably the cleavage pattern has already been determined in the 
unfertilized ovum.Although we know that the cleavage pattern of Notho­
branchius fishes is under the control of maternal factors, the precise 
mechanism of cleavage plane determination remains unknown. 
Our results show that the YSL annulus (the future e-YSL) originates from 
the marginal peripheral blastomeres during the cleavage period. Since dur­
ing the cleavage period no nuclei were observed inside the i-YSL, it is 
concluded that the marginal peripheral blastomeres contribute little or 
nothing to the i-YSL and that, like in other teleost fishes, the i-YSL 
originates from the cytoplasm left on the yolk after separation of the 
central blastomeres from the YCL (Nelsen, 1953; Slewing, I969). The pic­
ture of YSL annulus formation, as it emerged from studies on Nothobran­
chius species, in general, resembles that of YSL wall formation in non-
annual teleosts although differences are prominent. For instance, in No­
thobranchius species only one row of (marginal) blastomeres fuses, while 
in Ctenolabrus adpers (Agassiz and Whitman, I889) and in -Oryzias latipes 
(Gamo and Terajima, I963) also rows of submarginal blastomeres fuse and 
join the syncytium; or as in the case of Fundulus (Oppenheimer, I936) 
and Brachydanio rerio (Hisaoka and Battle, I958) nuclei migrate from the 
marginal cells into the e-YSL. Quite another picture emerged from studies 
on Salmo and Gatostomus (Long, I980). In these two species the YSL annulus 
is built up as a result of cytoplasmic flow during late cleavage stages. 
The contribution of such a small number of blastomeres to the YSL wall 
may be attributed to the low number of blastomeres present in Nothobran­
chius species during early development, as compared to non-annual fishes 
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(see Wourms, 1972Ъ, for a discussion on the topic of cell number in ear­
ly development). 
Three periods of cell fusion occur during early development of Notho-
branchius species. The first period tajees place when the marginal peri­
pheral blastomeres fuse to form the YSL armulus, the second when the EGL 
cells fuse just before epiboly starts and a third one, some time after 
epiboly has terminated. This change of the EGL into a multinucleate syn­
cytium was also observed by Wourms (1972a) in Aphyosemion species, but 
cell fusion was restricted to one period, immediately after aggregation 
of the deep cells had been completed. The conclusion seems justified that 
cell fusion during early teleost development is not a rare phenomenon, 
even in a phase where cell proliferation is far more prominent. 
One of the major questions in embiyological research towards an under-
standing of the mechanism of teleost epiboly is about the role of the YSL 
in the spreading of the enveloping layer. Since cell division plays no 
role in epiboly of the enveloping layer in Nothobranchius species, nor in 
Fundulus (Kessel, I96O; BetchaJm and Trinkaus, I978) and in Qryzias (Kage-
yama, I980), spreading of the EGL may be the result of active locomotion 
of its marginal cells. However, careful observation of the behaviour of 
these cells before and during epiboly and in Fundulus heteroclitus (Bet-
chaku and Trinkaus, I978) has shown that these cells do not behave like 
active motile cells. They neither bleb nor protrude lobopodia or filopo-
dia. Therefore the substratum of the EGL, the YSL may be the motive force 
in teleost epiboly pulling the enveloping layer over the yolk (Betcháku 
and Trinkaus, 1978). The results thus far obtained on Nothobranchius spe-
cies do support this hypothesis. 
Two mechanisms are known that give directionality to cell movements 
during developments Chemotaxis and contact inhibition (Trinkaus, 1976). 
In an earlier study it was shown that the deep cells of KOR disperse 
over the yolk, because (l) they are contact inhibited with each other 
and (2) they use the spreading enveloping layer as a substratum (see Van 
Haarlem, 1979). Thus the property of the deep cells of KOR to be contact 
inhibited is not a unique one. At least for nine other species the same 
holds true and probably the mechanism of deep cell epiboly is the same 
for all Nothobranchius species. 
Deep cells use the EGL as a substratum. Therefore the EGL may play a 
role in the contact inhibited state of the deep cells. Martz and Stein-
berg (І97З) argued that contact inhibition of overlapping may be the re-
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suit of a differential adhesion of the cells to the substratum, which 
means that cells do not overlap because they adhere more strongly to the 
substratum than they do to neighbouring cells. It has been shown in this 
paper that deep cells differ in the degree of spreading onto the BCL. 
This may be the result of a difference in adhesive strength of the deep 
cells to the ECL. Therefore deep cells of Nothobranchius species could be 
a suitable object to study by means of heteroplastic transplantation the 
role of the substratum in deep cell shape and contact inhibited behaviour. 
Normal stages of the early development of Nothobranchius species 
The results presented so far show that in general the description of 
the stages of normal development of the annual fish Austrofundulus myersi 
(Wourms, 1972a) is also applicable to the normal development of the 
species of the annual fish genus Nothobranchius. However, four major dif­
ferences are to be considered: (l) Fusion of marginal peripheral blasto-
meres during the cleavage period; (2) Fusion of the enveloping layer cells 
just before epiboly commences; (3) Fusion of enveloping layer cells during 
deep cell aggregation; (Ц-) Absence of aggregation prior to epiboly (absen­
ce of consolidation, Wourms, 1972a), Therefore the aggregation of deep 
cells after epiboly is called aggregation instead of reaggregation (Wourms, 
1972a), 
Stage 1. Unfertilized ovum. The unfertilized egg is a sphere of about 
1 mm in diameter. The micropyle is clearly visible near that place of the 
eggshell were the highest density of filaments is present. Numerous small 
lipid droplets are scattered throughout the yolk mass. 
Stage 2. Activated egg. Cytoplasm starts to accumulate at the animal pole. 
From now on the lipid droplets tend to fuse leaving only two or three large 
droplets. 
Stage 3. One cell stage. Accumulation of cytoplasm has stopped. The 
zygote nucleus is prominent (Fig,2A). 
Stage Ц-. Two cell stage. The first division is meroblastic and discoidal. 
Both cells are of equal size (Fig,2B). 
Stage 5. Four cell stage. The second cleavage, the plane of which is 
perpendicular to that of the first one, divides the two blastomeres into 
four cells of equal size (Fig.2C). 
Stage 6. Eight cell stage. The plane of the third cleavage is either ho­
rizontal (KOR, LOU, RAG), vertical (GUE) or at an angle of ^5 degrees with 
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the surface of the yolk (JAP, KIR, MEL, NEU, PAL, STN) (Fig.2D, E, F). 
Stage 7. Sixteen cell stage. In KOR, LOU and RAC the plane of the fourth 
cleavage is vertical. In GÖE the plane is vertical or at an angle of about 
4-5 degrees with the yolk surface. In the other species the cleavage plane 
cannot Ъе observed precisely anymore, suggesting a great irregularity 
(Fig.2G, H, I). 
Stage 8. Thirty-two cell stage. Two cell types can be distinguished. A 
shell of peripheral blastomeres attached with its marginal cells to the 
YSL, and between those two layers (i.e. within the segmentation cavity), 
one to four deep cells, which are the precursors of the cells that later 
on will form the embryo proper (Fig.2J, K, L). In GUE the formation of the 
YSL annulus has started, resulting in a diminishing number of blastomeres 
due to cell fusion. 
Stage 9. Seventh cleavage cycle. About 55 cells are present in this 
stage in GUE and 6¿l· cells in the other species. At the end of this stage 
in JAP, KIR, MEL, NEU, PAL and STN fusion of the marginal cells starts 
resulting in a diminishing cell number. 
Stage 10. High solid blastula. This is the first stage of a series of 
transitory stages during which the blastoderm flattens on to the yolk mass 
and the number of cells further increases. The boundaries of the marginal 
cells are at an angle of 60 to 90 degrees with respect to the yolk surface. 
In GUE this stage is absent, because the extensive flattening already 
starting in the 32-cell stage (Fig.2J). One row of e-YSL nuclei can be 
seen situated below the new marginal cells. The blastoderm still has the 
appearance of a circular disc. 
Stage 11. flat solid blastula. Flattening of the blastoderm proceeds. 
Deep cells are loosely arrayed in the segmentation cavity. Enveloping 
layer cells become tightly attached to each other and no intercellular gaps 
can be distinguished anymore. 
Stage 12. Early flat hollow blastula. Flattening proceeds further, re-
sulting in an expansion of the segmentation cavity over the yolk. One row 
of e-YSL nuclei is situated at a certain distance from the margin of the 
blastoderm. 
Stage 13. Late flat hollow blastula. Flattening proceeds and the number 
of cells increases. The nuclei of the e-YSL have divided and in this stage 
two concentric rows of nuclei are present. 
Stage 1^. Expanding flat hollow blastula (Flg.^A). The boundary of the 
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blastoderm is not circular anymore but pentagonal or hexagonal in shape. 
Several rows of e-YSL nuclei can be observed. Deep cells staxt blebbing 
and sometimes protrude long, thin filopodia. 
Stage 15. Early epiboly (Fig.'+B, C). The second period of cell fusion 
has commenced. The first binucleate cells appear. Almost all deep cells 
are blebbing now and move. They tend to disperse inside the segmentation 
cavity. 
Stage 16. One-fourth epiboly. The edge of the blastoderm is now at a 
distance of і/2тГг from the animal pole. Deep cells possess long, thin 
filopodia, they move and often overlapping of cell bodies is observed. The 
boundary of the blastoderm loses its polygonal shape and is circular again. 
Stage I?. One-half epiboly.The blastoderm edge is now at a distance of 
Tir from the animal pole (half overgrowth, Wourms, 1972a). Deep cells 
build up a monolayer of non-overlapping cells. 
Stage 18. Throe-fourth epiboly. The edge of the blastoderm is now at a 
distance of і/з-яг from the vegetal pole. 
Stage 19. Completion of epiboly. The yolk is completely surrounded by 
the YSL and the ECL. Deep cells are still arranged in a monolayer. The 
enveloping layer cells can easily be recognized. 
Stage 20. Dispersed phase 1. The first diapause may occur in this sta­
ge. Only in GUE a diapause can be recognized. In other species it is 
lacking or very short in duration. 
Stage 21. Dispersed phase 2. A region of higher cell density can be ob­
served. The deep cells possess numerous thin filopodia. 
Stage 22. Aggregation 1. Deep cells aggregate and form a solid mono­
layer of cells. 
Stage 23. Aggregation 2. More deep cells accumulate into the aggregate 
and the density of cells outside the aggregate decreases. At this time 
the boundaries of the enveloping layer cells disappear and during further 
development no enveloping layer cells can be distinguished anymore. As a 
result of this third period of cell fusion the enveloping layer has chang­
ed into a multinucleate syncytium. 
Stage 2^. Aggregation 3. The aggregate increases in diameter. In the 
center the aggregate is thicker than in the margin. 
Stage 25. Aggregation Ц-. The aggregate increases further in diameter. 
Stage 26. Aggregation 5. The contour of the aggregate changes from cir­
cular into elliptical. 
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Stage 27. Definitive axis. The embryo axis is indicated by a linear ar-
rangement of cells. 
Stage 28. Solid neural keel. The neural tube formation has started. 
Stage 29. Early somite embryo. The first pair of somites appears just 
behind the cephalic region. 
Stage 30. Ten somite embryo. Ten pairs of somites axe visible. The op-
tic cups protrude laterally from the developing forebrain. 
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Chapter III 
ANALYSIS OF THE VARIABILITY IN CLEAVAGE TIMES AND DEMONSTRATION OF A 
MITOTIC GRADIENT DURING THE CLEAVAGE STAGES OF NOTHOBRANCHIUS GUENTHERI 
R. Van Haarlem, R. Van Wijk and A.H.M. Fikkert 
Summary 
Living embryos of the annual cyprinodont fish Nothobranchius guentheri 
were observed under the microscope. Detailed records were made of the 
time of cell division, disappearance of the nucleus and of the position 
of each cell within the blastoderm up to and including the sixth cleava­
ge. Combination of these data revealed the presence of a mitotic gradient, 
a cell division gradient and a gradient of cell cycle duration in the 
8-cell, l6-cell and 32-cell stage. Comparison of the variabilities in the 
duration of the interphase and mitosis reveals that differences between 
sister cell intercleavage times in the 8-, 16- and 32-cell stage are, for 
the most part, due to the variability in the duration of the mitotic 
process. It is concluded that the ША-division cycle is composed of at 
least two parallel series of events. We found the random transition mo­
del of cell cycle control, originally based on the analysis of intermi-
totic times of mammalian cells in tissue culture, helpful also in ana­
lysing intercleavage time variability in embryonic cells. 
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Introduction 
The cleavage divisions which occur early after fertilization are mitotic 
and fundamentally similar to those that will take place later (Rappaport, 
197^)· They differ, however, in the relation between cell growth and cell 
division and the factors determining division rates. Wherever cleavage 
occurs in rapid succession, the total cytoplasmic volume remains constant 
during this period, resulting in a progressive diminution of cell size. 
In adult cells, this time between two successive divisions is highly 
variable, even within a cell clone (Sisken and Kinosita, I96I; Dawson, 
et al., I965; Van Wijk et al., 1977)· This variation in intercleavage 
time mainly reflects varying G. durations (Prescott, I968), To some ex­
tent this variation might be related to cellular growth (Mitchison, 1971). 
These types of regulation, presumably growth dependent, cannot influence 
intercleavage time soon after fertilization since there is no G, period 
in early development and no relation between cell growth and cell divi­
sion. 
The usually synchronous first cell divisions, as observed in the meta-
zoan embryo (Agrell, 196^) are a further proof for a high degree of con­
stancy in the duration of events which occur in the DNA-division cycle, 
i.e., that part of the cell cycle composed of DNA synthesis, mitosis and 
cell division. In the mammalian embryo no synchronous division has been 
reported (Dalcq, 1957; Kelly et al., 1978). We studied a similar charact­
eristic in the living embryo of Nothobranahius guentheri. Moreover, this 
embryo lends itself to an observation of the beginning and the end of 
mitosis in relation to the time of cleavage. This made it interesting to 
study the variability in intermitotic times and interdivision times in 
successive stages and in relation to the position of the cells in the 
blastoderm. 
Cellular generation time frequency distributions have been studied 
using a variety of probability functions (Powell, 1955ί Kubitschek, 1902; 
Dawson et al., I965). The present data were analysed using the exponential 
distribution. Such a transition probability model claims that the varia­
tion depends on a single critical event, or transition, which occurs at 
random (Cattaneo et al., I96I; Bums and Tannock, 1970; Smith and Martin, 
І97З). It is concluded that the events in the DNA-division cycle in these 
early cleavage cycles are arranged in at least two parallel sequences, 
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corresponding with the exhibition of multiple (random) transitions, 
Materials and Methods 
Specimens of the annual fish Nothotaranchius guentheri were the kind 
gift of Mr. Steinfort (Boskoop, The Netherlands). 
Eggs were collected, washed three times for 5 roin in sterile tap water 
and placed in a petri dish containing tap water at 25-0 + 0.5 C. For mi-
croscopic observations an egg was put into a deep depression slide con-
taining tap water. An inverted microscope was used to diminish the dis-
turbance of the image by the lipid droplets inside the yolk. All obser-
vations were made at a temperature of 25·0 + 0.5 G, which is the middle 
of the temperature range (21-290C) for normal development in this species. 
During each cleavage cycle two or three drawings of the blastoderm were 
made to set up a pedigree, despite slight rearrangements of the cells. 
Only data taken from embryos that developed normally up to stage 30 (10-
somite stage) will be reported. 
For chromosome staining the eggs were fixed in 7· 5% formaldehyde for 2k 
hours. After removal of the chorion, they were stained for 15 minutes in 
5$ orcein (SDH) dissolved in 80% acetic acid. Subsequently, the blastoderm 
was separated from the yolk and washed three times for 5 minutes in 50% 
acetic acid.After dehydration the blastoderm was mounted in Euparal (Chroma). 
The cell cycle was defined as the period between the first appearance 
of the cleavage furrow of two successive cleavages. The mitotic phase is 
considered to begin at the time the nucleus changes from an even,circular 
spot with a smooth edge into a striped spot with an irregular edge and to 
end when the nucleus is visible again as an even, circular spot with a 
smooth edge (cf. Results). Of course, the interphase starts when mitosis 
is terminated and ends when mitosis begins. These definitions make it 
possible to collect data from successive cleavage stages of one single 
egg. 
Results 
Cleavage pattern 
The cleavage pattern of Nothobranchius guentheri (Fig.l) resembles, in 
general, that of the other teleost fishes. Cleavage is meroblastic and 
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Figure 1 
Cleavage pattern of NOthoÏtranchlus guentherl. The notation of 
Oppenheimer (1936) for Fundulus heteroclitus is used. Dotted 
lines indicate the cleavage planes. Because of increasing com-
plexity it is impossible to record the cleavage planes of all 
the cells during the sixth cleavage. The figures inside each 
cell indicate the sequence of cell division presented as min-
utes from the first cell that divides in the respective divi-
sion. Thus, the cell that divides first is numbered 1 and all 
the cells that divide within 1 minute thereafter also possess 
a number 1, Cells that divide in the next minute are numbered 
2 and cells that divide in the minute thereafter are numbered 
3 and so on. In this manner, the sequence of cell division is 
indicated and by subtraction the time interval between divi-
sion of two cells can be calculated directly. In each stage the 
cells were classified into three groups of more or less equal 
intercleavage times. In white are cells with the shortest in-
tercleavage times, striped cells possess the longest intercleav-
age times and dotted cells have Intermediate intercleavage 
times. 
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discoidal. After a shift of the ooplasm toward the animal pole, the first, 
second and third cleavages divide the blastodisc into, respectively, two, 
four and eight cells of equal size. These cleavages are vertical (i.e., 
the planes are perpendicular to the yolk surface) and at right angles to 
each other, resulting in an 8-cell stage of two rows of four cells, situa-
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Figure 2 
Mitotic gradients in the 8-, 16- and 32-cell (A, B, G, respec­
tively) stage as seen in the "blastoderm after fixation and sub­
sequent staining of the nuclei (magnification 80x). 
ted upon the yolk mass and continuous with it. From this stage on, irregu­
larities in the geometrical cleavage pattern appear; the cleavage planes 
at the third cleavage are no longer exclusively square. Sometimes, instead 
of two rows of four cells, one blastomere is enclosed Ъу five other cells 
(Fig.2) and is even separated from the yolk. The fourth cleavage is paral­
lel to the second, producing a 16-cell stage in which the central cells 
are separated from the yolk (Fig.l, the cells A21, B21, G2l and D2l). The 
subsequent cleavages are either vertical or horizontal (i.e., parallel to 
the yolk surface) or in an intermediate plane. The number of central cells 
may vary and sometimes the so-called deep cells (i.e., the cells lying in 
the segmentation cavity between the yolk syncytial layer and the outer 
shell of peripheral blastomeres) become visible at this stage. Out of 100 
eggs studied, 22 had deep cells at the Іб-cell stage,while seventy eggs 
had deep cells from the 32-cell stage on and only eight eggs from the 6A-
cell stage. The origin of the deep cells is variable, A total of fifteen 
eggs was analysed for the origin of the deep cells at the 16-, 32- and 6^ 1— 
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cell stage. As shown in Table 1 the deep cells may originate from hlasto-
meres lying in the centre of the blastoderm as well as from cells in the 
border area. Thus, the cleavage pattern and cell position is not the same 
in each egg, which is a characteristic of the more indeterminate type of 
cleavage, rather than of the mosaic type (Costello, 1955)· 
TABLE 1 
The origin of the deep cells 
Embryo 
stage 
16-cell 
32-cell 
64-cell 
Number of deep 
cells present 
0-1 
2-3 
8 
Number 
Deep 
cells 
0 
0-1 
of deep cells originating from: 
Central Marginal 
blastomeres blastomeres 
0 
1 
2 
0-1 
1 
2 
x) These blastomeres lie in the centre of the blastoderm and are sepa-
rated from the yolk. 
) The marginal blastomeres are continuous with the yolk. 
Intercleavage times 
The pedigree data reveal that the intercleavage time during early clea-
vage stages first decreases, to increase again in subsequent stages (Table 
2). In seven eggs the mean intercleavage time of the fourth cleavage cycle 
(i.e., the 8-cell stage) is the shortest, in two eggs it is the fifth and 
in one egg it is the sixth cleavage cycle. By the 2-cell stage the blasto-
meres already divide at times which differ by 2-3 minutes (i.e., 2-3$ of 
the intercleavage period). In the next cleavage periods times differ by up 
to 8 minutes and more (Table 3). The increase in variability is shown in 
Table 2. 
Krom the 8-cell stage on three gradients are observed, spreading ftom 
the centre of the margin of the blastoderm: a mitotic gradient, a cell 
division gradient and a gradient in intercleavage times. 
(l) Nothotaranchius embryos fixed and stained at various times during the 
five cleavage cycles reveal the presence of a mitotic gradient at the 8-, 
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TABLE 2 
Degree of variability 
Cleavage 
stage 
2-cell 
4-cell 
8-cell 
16-cell 
32-cell 
Average intercleavage 
time + s.d. (min) 
IO9.I + 0.8 
98.З + 3.5 
8^  Λ + k.8 
88.7 + 5.5 
90.I + 6.3 
Coefficient of 
variation (%)' 
0.?^ 
З.60 
6.27 
6.93 
) The data are based on the intercleavage times of the ten analysed 
pedigrees. The s.d. presented is the mean of the standard devia­
tions of each pedigree. 
') Coefficient of variation is calculated as s.d./average intercleav­
age time χ 100$. 
16- and 32-cell stage (Fig.2). This is in contrast to the situation found 
in the 2- and 4—cell stages, where all the nuclei at the same moment are 
found to Ъе in a similar mitotic phase. In general, cells in the centre of 
the blastoderm divide earlier than cells in the margin. 
(2) Combination of the data concerning the time of cell division and the 
position of the cells within the blastoderm (Fig.l; Table 3) reveals the 
existence of a gradient of cell division at the 8-, l6- and 32-cell stage. 
Cells in the centre of the blastoderm divide at an earlier time than cells 
in the margin, so the cleavage pattern (Fig.l) corresponds with the data 
on the gradient in mitotic figures (Fig.2). 
(3) The presence of a mitotic gradient reflects a shorter intercleavage 
time for cells situated closer to the centre in one or more stages follow­
ing the 4-cell stage. However, it does not indicate whether such inter­
cleavage time gradients exist for one or more stages during development. 
For this purpose, in each stage the cells were classified into three groups 
of more or less equal intercleavage times as indicated in Figure 1. It 
appeared that also in the 16- and 32-cell stage cells in the centre of the 
blastoderm possess the shortest intercleavage time (Fig.l; Table 3)· So 
the gradient of cell division in the l6- and 32-cell stage is not only 
the result of a temporarily existing gradient in the 8-cell stage. 
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TABLE 3 
Division sequence and intercleavage times (see text) 
A X B · A B A B A B A B 
AB 2 111 A 3 10h Al 7 9б All 9 90 Alll l6 90 
A112 1^ 88 
A12 19 100 A121 22 96 
A122 22 9^ 
A2 1 90 A21 1 88 A211 1 83 
A212 1 83 
A22 3 90 A221 12 92 
A222 19 99 
в 3 lok ы 6 95 B U 9 91 B U I 16 90 
B112 10 8^ 
B12 I? 99 B121 29 95 
B122 25 91 
B2 1 90 В21 2 89 В211 5 86 
В212 7 88 
В22 7 9^ В221 15 91 
В222 17 9^ 
GD 1 IO9 G 2 IO6 Gl 8 98 Cil Ш gk Gill 22 91 
G112 21 90 
Gl2 18 98 G121 29 94 
C122 2^ 89 
C2 2 92 G 21 2 88 C211 4 85 
G212 2 83 
C22 7 93 G221 15 101 
C222 17 93 
D 1 105 m 7 98 D U 9 90 Dill 11 85 
D112 8 82 
D12 21 102 D121 30 92 
D122 26 88 
D2 2 93 D21 3 89 Dal 6 86 
D212 8 88 
D22 11 97 D221 26 98 
D222 I9 91 
x ) Sequence of cell division given as the minutes after the first cell 
starts the respective division. The cell that divides first and all 
the cells that divide within 1 minute thereafter are numbered 1. 
Cells that divide in the next minute are numbered 2 and cells that 
divide in the minute thereafter are numbered 3 and so on. In this 
manner not only the sequence of division of the cells is indicated, 
but also the time interval between division of two cells can be 
seen. 
') Time in minutes of the intercleavage period. 
These data and those of Figure 1 and Figure 3 were obtained from the 
same egg. 
For a more extensive analysis of intercleavage time distribution it is 
necessary to compare and combine data from several embryos. The pre­
requisites for such an analysis are (a) availability of sufficient data 
on each of the asynchronous cleavage cycles to establish time distri­
butions and (b) data on individual eggs must be comparable or differen­
ces must be normalized. For the fulfilment of condition (a) we used data 
from seven pedigrees with five successive cleavage periods (up to and in-
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Figure 3 
Pedigree of one of the eggs examined. The longer vertical stripes 
indicate the time of disappearance of the nucleus and the shorter 
ones the time of reappearance of the nucleus. Precise data on the 
pedigree are presented in Table 3< The upper of the two bottom 
lines gives the mean intercleavage time for each stage. The lower 
one indicates the mean duration of the interphase and mitosis. 
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eluding the sixth cleavage) and data ftom three other pedigrees with four 
successive cleavage periods (up to and including the fifth cleavage). Con­
cerning condition (h) we observed only small differences between indivi­
dual eggs with regard to the average duration of comparable cleavage cy­
cles. The average duration of each cycle was set at 100% and the varia­
tions were calculated as percentages, but are shown in the figures as min­
utes after the following conversion: 
percentage/100% χ average duration of the concerning cleavage cycle of al 
all ten embryos together 
(Table 2 ) . Figure k deals with the intercleavage time data. The distri­
bution of reciprocals of the intercleavage times, the so-called cleavage 
rates was determined according to Kubitschek (I962). The cumulative 
distribution of cleavage rates of each of the cleavage cycles was plotted 
on probit scale. In the most accurate part of the curves, i.e., between 
10 and 90%, the points for the k-cell stage give a reasonably good fit 
to a straight line. At the 8-cell stage two main populations of cells are 
·/. 
90 
80 
70 
60 
SO 
to 
30 
20 
10 
0009 0010 ООН 
1/min 
Figure 4 
The cumulative distribution of cleavage rates (according to 
Kubitschek, I962) of four successive cleavage cycles. O, 4-
cell stage; τ , 8-cell stage; Δ , l6-cell stage; o, 32-cell stage. 
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recognized. They have an approximately similar distribution bat are shift­
ed in absolute rate. In successive cleavage periods there is a tendency 
to reach a straight line with a slope which is 50$ of the value of the 
4-cell stage. Only in the 8-cell stage the two populations are signifi­
cantly different (P < 0.05). The frequency distribution of intercleavage 
times enables us to construct so-called a-plots (an O-plot is the pro­
portion of cells with an intercleavage time greater than that is speci­
fied on the abscissa; Smith and Martin, 1973). These d-plots show that 
the transition probability is variable in different cleavage stages as 
is the minimum intercleavage time (Fig.5). It is interesting to note 
that in the cleavage stages which have been analysed no descendants of 
70 60 90 100 110 120 
Time I m m I 
Figure 5 
Proportion of cells with an intercleav­
age time greater than that is specified 
on the abscissa (<x-plot). For clarity 
only the first and the last point of the 
lines are indicated. · , 2-cell stage; 
o, 4-cell stage; τ , 8-cell stage; Δ, l6-
cell stage ; α, 32-cell stage, 
any blastomere in the 4- or 8-cell stage can be observed with a distinct 
cleavage rate(Fig.l; Table 3). 
The characteristic variability of intercleavage times at the 8-cell 
stage could be explained by a sudden difference in intercleavage times 
of sister cells. The difference in intercleavage time of sister cells 
was studied by constructing a plot according to Minor and Smith (197*0. 
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This curve (Flg.6) shows that differences between the intercleavage times 
Figure 6 
Semi-logarithmic plot of the pro-
portion of sibling pairs with a 
difference in intercleavage time, 
greater than t against t for four 
successive cleavage cycles (ß-plot). 
О, ¿f-cell stage; T, 8-cell stage; 
Δ, 16-cell stage; o,32-cell stage. 
of sister cells are distributed exponentially for the 4~cell and the 32-
cell stage. Such β-curves were due entirely to the operation of a single 
random transition (Minor and Smith, 197^; Shields, I978). The strongly 
curved line for the 8-cell stage and to a lesser extent, the line for 
the 16-cell stage, show a fraction of cells with a sharply decreased 
transition probability. In the 8-cell stage two populations of cells 
exist with a different intercleavage time (Fig.4). The cleavage pattern 
reveals that inside both groups the cells are in a similar position 
within the gradient (the four central cells A2, B2, G2 and D2, and the 
four marginal cells Al, Bl, CI, and Dl) and that they are cousins. Ana­
lysis of the variability in intercleavage times between cousins in the 
¿(-cell stage (Fig.7) reveals that the transition probability in the ir-
celi stage is equal for sisters and cousins (0.2ξ/ηάη). The transition 
probability for cells in each one of the two populations in the 8-cell 
stage is equal (0.2l/min) and almost similar to the sister transition 
probability in the ¿I—cell stage. Apparently, two types of variation can 
J 1 1 1 I 1 1 G 1 · I ' I 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 IB 20 
m m 
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Ъе distinguished: (a) the vaxiation associated with the mitotic gradient, 
which is present in the 8-, 16- and 32-cell stage, but will Ъе reflected 
Figure 7 
Semi-logarithmic plot of the pro­
portion of siblings and cousins 
with a difference in intercleav-
age time greater than t against t 
(ß-plot). ·, cousin cells in the 
4-cell stage; •, sister cells in 
the 8-cell stage ; ο, cousin cells 
of the population of cells with a 
shorter intercleavage time at the 
8-cell stage ; α, cousin cells of 
the population of cells with a 
longer intercleavage time at the 
8-cell stage. 
in sisters only when sisters are largely different in localization with 
respect to this gradient (8-cell, 16-cell and 32-cell stage). (Ъ) A 
simple random transition which has a probability of about 0.22/min. It 
is interesting that, although the straight line in the ß-plot for the 
32-cell stage suggests a random transition, intercleavage times are 
arranged along a gradient. 
Mitotic cycle 
In order to localize the transition point(s) in the intercleavage cycle 
we studied the duration of the mitotic cycle in relation to the cleavage 
cycle. In Nothobranchius guentheri a mitotic gradient can also be obser-
ved in vivo for the nucleus becomes invisible (indicating the beginning 
of nuclear division) at first in the central cells (Figs.l and 3)· More-
over, in a pair of sister cells the nucleus of the central one divides 
earlier, but differences between the onset of nuclear division are less 
noticeable than in the case of cell division. During interphase the nu-
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elei swell continuously up to a diameter of about 20 лш and they can be 
seen as smooth circular spots, lying in the centre of a cell. The first 
sign of the approaching disappearance is the irregular edge and the strip­
ed structure, followed by a loss of the circular shape. Two or three 
minutes later the nucleus becomes invisible. When at the end of the pe­
riod of invisibility the nucleus reappears it is very small and irregular 
in shape, but soon the circular shape (with a diameter of about 6/u) is 
observed again and this sequence is repeated in the next cleavage cycles. 
The rounded shape of the nuclei is observed at almost the same time in 
sister cells. Therefore, the mean value of these times is considered to 
mark the end of mitosis of the mother cell. By means of chromosome stain-
mm 
2 k Б 8 10 12 14 
m m 
Figure 8 
Proportion of sibling pairs with_age differences at interphase 
(A) and mitosis (B) greater than"that specified on the abscissa 
(ß-plot). О, if-cell stage; τ,Β-οβΙΙ stage; Δ, l6-cell stage; 
D, 32-cell stage. 
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ing it was confirmed that the nucleus loses its smooth circular shape 
during prophase at the time no condensed chromosomes can be distinguished 
as microscopic threads. When the nucleus reappears and regains its smooth 
rounded appearance it is in interphase. Thus, although the presented 
times do not correspond precisely with the beginning and the end of the 
mitotic phase (as it is defined by the criteria of chromosome condensa­
tion and decondensation; Hazia, I96I), they can be taken as a suitable 
approximation. The times of the onset and the end of mitosis are indicat­
ed in the pedigree in Figure 3. A comparison of the variabilities in the 
Figure 9 
Proportion of cells with a time 
between the onset of mitosis and 
cell division greater than that 
is specified on the abscissa (a-
plot). ·, 2-cell stage; O, Li— 
cell stage; •, 8-cell stage; Δ, 
16-cell stage; •, 32-cell stage. 
40 50 60 
Time (min) 
duration of the interphase and mitosis between sister cells, reveals that 
a sudden increase in sister differences occurring in the 8-cell stage 
coincides with an increase of intercleavage time variability. Obviously, 
the observed variability of these intercleavage times cannot be attribut­
ed to a variability in the duration of the interphase (Fig.8). 
In the 1-, 2- and 4—cell stage the nucleus becomes visible prior to cell 
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division (Fig.3). From the fourth cleavage on the nucleus appears after 
cell division has already started and this seems to be the normal situa-
tion in later development, since we observed this also during late blastu-
la and epiholy stages. Fixation of the blastoderm at the time of cleavage 
and subsequent staining of the chromosomes reveals that the nuclei of the 
cells that just started to divide axe in interphase during the first and 
second cleavage, in interphase or telophase during the third cleavage, 
in telophase or in anaphase during the fourth cleavage and during sub-
sequent cleavages in anaphase. Apparently the sequence of cell division 
and mitotic phases changes during the cleavage period. 
Thus, in early cleavage stages a variable time is found between the 
onset of mitosis and cell division. The stage specific Ot-plots of this 
part of the cell cycle show a similar variability and a different mini-
mum duration (Fig.9). The observed shift of cleavage in comparison with 
mitosis must be attributed to a change in minimum duration, rather than 
to a change in transition probability. Apparently, the increase in sister 
2 k 6 8 10 12 H 
mm. 
Figure 10 
Proportion of sibling pairs with 
differences in the period of time 
between the start of mitosis and 
the start of cell division great-
er than specified on the abscissa 
(ß-plot). О, ¿f-cell stage; τ, 8-
cell stage; Δ, l6-cell stage; o, 
32-cell stage. 
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cell differences (Fig.lO) is not the result of a change in a transition 
probability. The data presented in Figure 3 and Figure 10 show that grad-
ually a fixed time interval between the onset of mitosis and cell division 
becomes manifest. This can be observed in the pedigrees as an increasing 
number of cell pairs in which the cell where mitosis starts at an earlier 
time also is the first one that divides (50%, ^-cell stage; 38%, 8-cell 
stage; 80%, 16-cell stage; 76%, 32-cell stage). 
In the interpretation of the data on the mitotic cycle one should rea-
lize that at least three variables play a direct role in the analysis of 
the relationship of mitosis and cleavage, i.e., the onset of cell division 
and the onset of mitosis and the length of the mitotic process. These 
variables are probably not arranged in a causal fixed sequence. Despite 
the observed variability, the data suggest that there is a tendency 
for an increasingly closer relationship in time between the processes 
of mitosis and cell division as development proceeds. 
Relationship between cell kinetics and cell diversification 
In the fifth and sixth cleavage cycle a single blastomere may produce a 
so-called deep cell. After dispersion during epiboly, these deep cells 
aggregate to form the embryonic axis (Wourms, 1972a). The peripheral blas-
tomeres form, before epiboly starts, the enveloping layer, an epithelial 
monolayer which will be used by the deep cells as a substratum (Van Haar-
lem, I979). Thus, during cleavage stages two cell types arise with a dif-
ferent fate. Comparison of the data on the cell cycle of a blastomere that 
produces a deep cell and of a blastomere that does not, revealed no dif-
ferences. Thus, neither data on cell cycle kinetics nor on the position 
of the blastomere in the blastoderm (i.e., in the gradients) make it 
possible to predict from which blastomere a deep cell will originate. 
Discussion 
The egg of Nothobranchius guentheri enables us to observe rather precise-
ly the time of division of all the cells in the blastoderm, not only be-
cause of the meroblastic type of cleavage but also because of the long 
intercleavage periods of about 9O minutes. The latter characteristic of 
this egg makes it possible to record even differences in division times of 
1% of the intercleavage time (i.e., 1 min) which in the case of embryos 
with a faster cleavage rhythm for instance the zebrafish egg (I5-2O min; 
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Marrable, I965) would be more difficult. The variability in the appear­
ance of the cleavage furrow therefore was used as a basis for the esti­
mation of cleavage synchrony, while in the past several authors (Kopsch, 
1901, 1911; Agrell, 1964; Dettlaff, 196^; Ghulitskaja,1970) used for that 
purpose the distribution of nuclei over the various mitotic phases. It is 
obvious from our observations that even in the 2-cell stage the blasto-
meres do not divide simultaneously. But should we call this asynchrony, 
when variability is rather small compared to later development and to 
experimentally derived synchrony of tissue culture cells (Prescott, 
I976; Nias and Fox, I971)? Our conclusion that synchrony is indeed ab­
sent in Nothobranchius guentheri is justified by three lines of evidence. 
First, there is the observation that, at the 2-cell stage, intercleavage 
times are already unequal and, moreover, mitosis starts at a different 
time. Second, there is a steady increase in asynchrony from the second 
cleavage on without the presence of a constant variability in a number of 
subsequent cleavage stages. The latter was observed in the axolotl egg 
where in ten cleavage cycles the coefficient of variation was Jfo, which 
led Signoret and Lefresne (I97I) to the conclusion that these cleavages 
are synchronous. We were able to calculate a certain transition proba­
bility. In the third place, there is the presence of a predictable sequen­
ce of division times from the 8-cell stage on, occurring along a gradient. 
We therefore conclude that there is no division synchrony in early cleav­
age stages of Nothobranchius guentheri. 
In this paper we studied the cleavage cycle and the mitotic cycle. Both 
cycles were found to be progressively shortened initially. The decrease 
in intercleavage times coincides with a shortening of the mitotic process, 
while the interphase remains constant. The subsequent increase in inter­
cleavage times coincides with a lengthening of the interphase while mito­
sis remains constant. A shortening of initial cleavage cycles was also ob­
served in the egg of the zebrafish (Marrable, I965), the sea urchin (Oka-
zaki, I975) and the axolotl (Нага, 1977). The cause for this was unknown. 
Our data on Nothobranchius guentheri reveal that the initial shortening 
of cleavage cycles may be due in part to a shortening of the mitotic pro­
cess. 
In models for sequential events during the cell cycle, Mitchison (1974) 
proposes a growth cycle and a DNA-division cycle (DD-cycle). The latter 
cycle, which might occur exclusively in embryonic cells, consists of the 
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succession of doubling of Ш А , division of the nucleus and of cell cleav­
age. Embryos axe therefore an ideal object to study the variability and 
control mechanism in the DD-cycle because variation in the cycle of cells 
from adult organisms may be concealed by a larger variation in the growth 
cycle. The change in the sequence of mitotic phases and cell cleavage and 
the absence of a fixed time interval between the onset of mitosis and 
cell division suggest,that even the DD-cycle is not a simple order of 
sequential events. Apparently, nuclear events and cleavage are regulated 
by parallel series of events. 
The random transition model of the cell cycle (Smith and Martin, 1973) 
adequately describes the distribution of cell cycle times of a number of 
proliferating cell types (Smith and Martin, 1973, 197^; Minor and Smith, 
197^! Shilo et al., I976; Shields, I978; Shields et al., 1978). Before 
being committed to division a cell remains in the so-called A-state 
located in the G, phase. The transition from the Α-state into the В phase 
(composed of a part of G., S, G , M eind cell division) occurs at random 
with a certain transition probability. The model claims that regulation 
of the proliferation rate of a population of cells mainly occurs by 
changing the transition probability. However, changes in the minimum cell 
cycle time (B phase) were observed (Shields and Smith, 1977)· Our data 
on rapidly cycling embryonic cells that are slightly asynchronous, make 
it likely that also in the DD-cycle at least one random transition is 
present. The distribution of intercleavage times can be expressed in so 
called Ct-curves and exponential ß-curves. The O-curves show that the 
change in the mean intercleavage time in subsequent stages is due both 
to a change in transition probability and to a change in minimum inter-
cleavage time. The exponential a-and ß-curves show the presence of a 
random transition with a probability of 0.23/min. Analysis of intercleav-
age time differences of cousin and sister cells, reveals that the origi-
ginal random transition is still present, even when the gradients are ob-
served. Therefore, differences in the increased sister intercleavage 
times in the 8-cell stage cannot be accounted for by a change in the tran-
sition probability, but must be the result of a second mechanism control-
ling cell division, which is responsible for the observed graded activity 
of the cells. This control mechanism exerts its influence via the mitotic 
process and the timing of cell division, since we observed an increase 
in the variability of the duration of the mitotic process and cell divis-
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ion, while the timing of staxt of mitosis was not affected and no posi­
tive correlation was found between the start of cell division and the 
start of mitosis. 
Recently, the original model was revised by Brooks et al.(l98o) and a 
second random transition was introduced. The argument is that two random 
transitions are sufficient to explain the initial downward curvature of 
the Oi-plots. This curvature is due to a variable length of the В phase 
and is also observed in the (X-plots presented in this study. According 
to the new model the transition from the Α-state into the В phase occurs 
at random and the cell is committed to divide. The second transition is 
located in the preceding cell cycle and it is suggested that the assembly 
of some structure is involved, for instance the duplication and growth 
of the mitotic centres. Because the ot-curves in the A—cell stage of No-
thobranchius fcuentheri already show an initial downward curvature, two 
random transitions may also occur in early stages. Our data provide no 
information about the nature of the Α-state to В phase transition. The 
variability in the duration of the interphase is rather small and in 
embryonic cells no G, is present, so an Α-state, if present at all, will 
be very small. Nevertheless, we propose that also in embryonic cells the 
initiation of DNA synthesis might occur at random, as has been shown to 
be the case for mammalian cells in tissue culture (Brooks, I979). 
Concerning the location of the second random transition, Brooks et al. 
(1980) hypothesized that it might occur in the centriole cycle. This 
seems a tenable hypothesis for embryonic cells too. In fact, it has been 
shown in embryonic material that, after some extraneous intervention to­
wards the end of the cell cycle, the next division occurs on time while 
the cleavage thereafter is delayed. Thus, in Lymnaea stagnalis after heat 
shock in the latter part of the cleavage cycle the next division occurs 
on time, but cleavage thereafter is delayed (Geilenkirchen, 1966); a 
result which could be interpreted as the disassembly of some structure 
(Mitchison, I971). 
We still do not know in what way the cell cycle control mechanism is 
influenced to give rise to gradients. The significant deviation from a 
random division pattern, demonstrated as a gradient, suggests that the 
cells might be able to interprete their position in the blastoderm and 
convert this information via cell cycle control mechanisms into a certain 
intercleavage time. In the usual meaning, positional information (Wolpert, 
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1969, I97l) may Ъе used Ъу the cells to set up patterns of cellular dif­
ferentiation. The hypothesis about the involvement of positional informa­
tion in the control of cell division in Nothohranchius gucntheri enables 
us to design experiments about the environmental control of a second 
transition in a meaningful conceptual framework. For if such is the case, 
then this information can only be obtained in the cleavage cycle immediat­
ely preceding a cleavage. The maximum variability during mitosis makes it 
likely that in that case a third transition must be operative during the 
mitotic phases. But another possibility exists. In the 8-cell stage, when 
the gradients are observed for the first time, the large initial down­
ward curvature suggests a large variation in В phase duration. Because 
the initial cleavage planes are perpendicular to each other, information 
about the future position of the daughter cells in the blastoderm may al­
ready be available in the preceding stage. The orientation of the spindle 
axis may therefore contain information about the (unequal) start of cen-
triole duplication or a (differential) growth of the daughter centrioles 
leading to a difference in В phase duration. Whether the information 
necessary for graded behaviour of the cells in the blastoderm becomes 
available at the 4-cell stage or the 8-cell stage is now the object of 
further study. 
Analysis of the cell cycle control mechanism in embryonic cleavage 
cycles has the advantage of lacking variability due to the growth cycle. 
But in a developing embryo the analysis may become complicated as soon as 
the cell population becomes heterogeneous, due to the processes of cell 
diversification and cell differentiation. Our data contain no evidence 
for a relation between cell kinetics and cell diversification. Whether in 
later cleavage stages the two cell types differ in cell kinetic behaviour 
is at present under investigation as is the question about the physical 
nature of the transitions in the early cleavage stages. 
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C h a p t e r IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE HELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE VARIATION IN INTERGLEAVAGE TIMES 
AND CELL DIVEHSIKICATION DURING THE CLEAVAGE STAGES OF THE TELEOST FISH 
NOTHOBRANCHIUS GUENTHERI 
R.Van Haa r l em, J . G . B . Konings and R.Van Wijk 
Summary 
A cell lineage study up to the 9th cleavage of the annual teleost fish 
Nothobranchius guentheri is presented and analysed with respect to a pos-
sible relationship between cell diversification and intercleavage times. 
The cleavage pattern contains both regular aspects (formation of the ex-
ternal yolk syncytial layer and irregular aspects (formation of the deep 
cells). Cells that generate cells which divide again have a similar inter-
cleavage time independent of the cell type of their daughters. Cells gen-
erating nondividing cells have an intercleavage time that is longer than 
that of cells generating dividing cells. Peripheral blastomeres with a 
shorter intercleavage time that are situated near the centre of the blas-
toderm contribute more to the formation of the deep cell population than 
do blastomeres with a longer intercleavage time that lie more to the mar-
gin of the blastoderm. No evidence was found for a relationship between 
the duration of the cell cycle and the cell type(s) a cell generates, nor 
for the involvement of mitotic gradients in cell diversification. 
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Introduction 
The study of eaxly development of multicellular organisms showed that 
after a period of synchronous cleavages the duration of the cell cycle 
becomes different and cleavages take place asynchronously (Zeuthen, 1964). 
Blastomeres with a different cleavage rhythm often give rise to the dif­
ferent tissues and organs of the embryo (Van den Biggelaar, 1971; Oka-
zaki, 1975; Ceppe et al., 1978). It has been tentatively assumed that 
graded mitotic activity may be an actual cause of differentiation 
(Agrell, 1964). 
In the teleost embryo the study of cell lineages is complicated by the 
large number of cells in cleavage and blastula stages. In a certain group 
of teleost fishes, the annual fishes, a relative smaller number of cells 
is involved in early development (Wourms, 1972b; Van Haarlem, 1981a). This 
makes it possible to trace in the annual fish the different cell lines up 
to blastula stages. 
In the annual fish Nothobranchius guentheri division synchrony in early 
cleavage stages is absent and from the -^th until the 7'th generation a 
mitotic gradient has been observed (Van Haarlem et al., I98I; Van Haarlem 
et al., 1981c). In this paper a description is given of the cleavage pat­
tern of N. guentheri up to the 9th cleavage. Special attention was paid 
to the period of cell diversification which takes place between the 5th 
and the 9th cleavage. An analysis of the relationship between the duration 
of the cell cycle and the diversification of blastomeres into the external 
yolk syncytial layer, the deep cells and the enveloping layer will be pre­
sented . 
Materials and Methods 
Collection and observation of the eggs and time-lapse cinematographic 
recording of normal development up to the 9"bh cleavage was performed as 
described before (Van Haarlem et al., I98I; Van Haarlem et al., І98ІС). 
In this study three pedigrees were analysed with respect to a relation­
ship between the duration of the cell intercleavage times and cell diver­
sification. The data of one pedigree are presented. An analysis of the 
variability in intercleavage times of this pedigree is reported elsewhere 
(Van Haarlem et al., І98ІС). îïom the 9th generation (i.e, the 9th 
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cleavage cycle preceding the 9th cleavage) on the deep cells are so nu-
merous that microscopic observation and recording of division of all cells 
together is impossible. In the development of this egg however, it was 
possible to determine in the 10th generation whether peripheral blasto-
meres divide into yolk syncytial layer cells, deep cells or enveloping 
layer cells ana whether deep cells generate exclusively deep cells. 
Results 
Comparison of the early development of different N. guentheri embryos 
up to the 9th cleavage revealed no fixed pattern of cell lineage. In this 
chapter we describe and analyse only one of the three lineages studied and 
mention similarities and/or differences with the two other lineages. Be-
cause the cleavage pattern of N. guentheri up to the 6th cleavage was 
described in an earlier study (Van Haarlem et al., I98I) in the here pre-
sented analysis we stress the period of cell diversification, which takes 
place between the 5th and the 9th cleavage. 
Cleavage pattern 
Figure 1 shows the cleavage pattern pertaining to the cell lineage ana-
lysed in this study The first and second cleavages divide the blastoderm 
in respectively two and four blastomeres. These blastomeres are continuous 
with the yolk sphere. After the third cleavage one of the blastomeres (B2, 
Fig.l) is separated from the yolk. The cell number doubles again at the 
fourth cleavage and in the l6-cell stage six blastomeres axe separated 
from the yolk. Blastomeres show no clear differences in cell size and the 
only distinction that can be made is whether they are marginal cells con-
tinuous with the yolk or nonmarginal cells separated from the yolk. After 
the 5th cleavage the blastoderm consists of 32 cells. A monolayered cell 
sheet of 29 peripheral blastomeres and two yolk syncytial layer cells, 
roofs the segmentation cavity in which one deep cell is situated (Fig.l). 
In subsequent cleavage stages the formation takes place of (a) a multi-
nucleate syncytium, the external yolk syncytial layer, (b) a population 
of deep cells and (c) the enveloping cell layer. 
a. The external yolk syncytial layer originates from fusion of marginal 
peripheral blastomeres and cells located immediately behind these margin-
al blastomeres, the so-called submarginal peripheral blastomeres. Already 
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in the 32-cell stage two marginal cells (A122, B12l) divide no longer 
(marginal and submarginal cells that divide no longer and fuse, are 
called YSL-cells). In the 7th, 8th and 9th generation more cells cease 
dividing and fuse, resulting in a number of bi- and multinucleated cells. 
At the end of the 9th cleavage cycle the external yolk syncytial layer has 
been originated from fusion of 22 marginal and Ц· submarginal cells. One 
row of nuclei is situated now in the yolk syncytial layer, just outside 
the margin of the cellular blastoderm. During the period of cell fusion 
division of the marginal cells continues, but never a cell division of a 
multinucleated cell has been observed| however, nuclear division continues. 
When all YSL-cells have fused, nuclear division takes place in a highly 
regular manner starting at one place in the yolk syncytial layer and pro­
gressing in about 15 minutes along both sides of the cellular blastoderm 
towards the opposite side. Nuclear division in the yolk syncytium takes 
place at about the same time as nuclear division occurs in the cellular 
blastoderm but it is slightly in advance of it (see for a description of 
the multiplication of the YSL-nuclei, Van Haarlem et al., 1981c). 
b. The deep cells originate from peripheral blastomeres. As soon as one 
of the daughters from a divided blastomere enters the segmentation cavity 
it becomes a deep cell. The sister cell that remains in the cell sheet is 
most of the time a peripheral blastomere that contributes later on to the 
formation of the enveloping cell layer. Only once such a cell became a 
YSL-cell. The diversification into deep cells and peripheral blasto­
meres is not exclusively unidirectional. It has been observed twice (С2І21, 
G22II) that one of the daughters of a deep cell inserts into the layer of 
peripheral blastomeres. At every cleavage all deep cells divide and con­
trary to the two other cell types no cell fusion was observed. In the 9"bh, 
10th and 11th generation deep cells arise no longer by division of peri­
pheral blastomeres. 
c. The enveloping layer cells originate from non-marginal peripheral blasto­
meres (in contrast to the yolk syncytial layer that originates from margin­
al blastomeres). The lineage of the enveloping layer is not regular. Thus, 
no regular pattern was observed in the division sequence leading to either 
two peripheral blastomeres or to one peripheral blastomere and one deep 
cell. In the 9th generation the peripheral blastomeres become tightly ap­
posed to each other and no intercellular gaps can be observed anymore. 
The number of enveloping layer cells is 110 and the proportion of nondi-
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Figure 1 
An example of a cleavage pattern of Nothottcanchius guentherl. The 
notation of Oppenheimer (І93б) for Fundulus heteroclitus is used, 
In the A—cell stage (i.e. the Jrd generation) the A and В cells 
and the G and D cells are sisters. The peripheral hlastoraeres 
can he distinguished from the deep cells (dotted lines) Ъу the 
use of capitals. During the process of cell fusion the memhranes 
of YSL-cells (p) become invisible. Because of the extensive 
flattening of the marginal peripheral blastomeres on to the yolk 
in later cleavage stages cell membranes become invisible too, 
g = intercellular gap. 
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viding cells is increasing (Table l). This preludes a second period of 
cell fusion, now of enveloping layer cells which starts in the 10th gen­
eration. 
TABLE 1 
Cell number per generation 
Generation 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 9 
YSL-cells" 
Deep cells 
Dividing (peripheral) 
blastomeresx 
Non-dividing peripheral 
blastomeres 
16 
2 
1 
'9 
18 
9 
33 
5 
19 
57 
1 
Ψ+ 
81 
29 
Number of dividing 
cells 
Total number of cells 
in the blastoderm 
k 8 16 30 ^2 76 125 
8 16 32 60 84 155 
) YSL-cells generally fuse in the next generation and are not included 
in the amount of cells of subsequent generations. 
) The blastomeres are called peripheral blastomeres as soon as one or 
more deep cells are present in the segmentation cavity. 
Cell diversification 
Like in other teleost embryos, in N^ . guentheri no cell lines are present 
that can be distinguished from each other by the size of the cells. One of 
the differences between the blastomeres in early cleavage stages is whether 
they are continuous with the yolk or are separated from it. As shown in 
Table 2 these cells are different in their contribution to the formation 
of the external yolk syncytial layer, of the deep cells and of the enve­
loping cell layer. In the 2nd and 3rd generation all cells are continu­
ous with the yolk. At these stages each blastomere leads in its offspring 
to cells which contribute to each of the three cell types. From the ¿fth 
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TABLE 2 
The origin of the three cell types 
E D Ï E D Y E D Ï E D Ï E D Y 
AB 60 25 9 A 26 11 6 Al 13 3 3 Al l 9 3 1 A l H 5 3 0 
A112 I* 0 1 
A12 ^ 0 2 A121 4 0 1 
A122· 0 0 1 
A2 13 θ 3 A21 12 4-0 A211 k k 0 
A212* θ 0 0 
A22 1 4 3 Α221 Χ 1 4 1 
A222 0 0 2 
ABCD 110 44 26 
В 34 14 3 Bl 12 4 3 B l l 4 4 2 B i l l 0 0 2 
B112 X 4 4 0 
B12 8 O l B121' 0 0 1 
Β 1 2 2
ϊ „
 8 0 0 
B2 22 10 0 В21 6 10 О В 2 1 1 Х 0 0 8 О 
В212Х 6 2 0 
В22 Х 16 0 0 Β221 Χ 8 0 0 
Β222Χ 8 0 0 
CD 50 19 17 С 24 11 7 Cl 16 О 4 C i l 16 0 0 С111 Х 8 0 0 
С112Х 8 0 0 
С12 0 0 4 С121 0 0 2 
С122 0 0 2 
С2 8 11 3 С21 7 9 0 С ? 1 1 х 2 6 О 
С212Х 5 3 0 
С22 1 2 3 0221 1 2 1 
С222 0 0 2 
D 26 8 10 DI 1 1 4 6 D i l 11 4 1 D l l l x 4 4 0 
D112 7 0 1 
D12 О 0 5 Ш.21 0 0 2 
D122, 0 0 3 
D2 15 4 4 D21 12 4 0 D211x 4 4 0 
D?12X e o o 
D22 3 0 4 D221X 3 0 2 
D222 0 0 2 
This table summarizes the oontrihution of each hlastomere to the ntimher 
of cells per cell type, produced up to the 9th cleavage. 
E = enveloping layer cell 
D = deep cell 
Y = ïSL-cell 
) non-marginal peripheral blastomere that is separated from the yolk 
) deep cell 
' ) YSL-cell 
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generation cells are present that are separated from the yolk (Table 2). 
In the H h and 5th generation the offspring of these cells consists of 
deep cells and enveloping layer cells. Contrary to this, nonmarginal cells 
in the 6th generation (A221, С22І, D22l) produce YSL-cells. Also in the 
7th generation two nonmarginal cells (A2221, G1211) will fuse and thus 
contribute to the formation of the external yolk syncytial layer. Thus 5 
out of 26 cells which form the external yolk syncytial layer (Table l), 
are nonmarginal cells. In the 4th and З^Ь generation the marginal peri­
pheral blastomeres participate in the formation of the external yolk syn­
cytial layer, deep cells and the enveloping layer cells. In the 6th gen­
eration the marginal cells contribute only to the formation of the ex­
ternal yolk syncytial layer and of the enveloping layer, but deep cells 
do not. belong to their offspring. Most marginal cells of the 6th gener­
ation will contribute only to the formation of the external yolk syncy­
tial layer. Evidently, the marginal cells axe gradually determined to 
form the external yolk syncytial layer. The YSL-lineages in the three 
embryos differ by each other in the number of cells that fuse and in 
the family relationship of these cells. 
Table 3 shows that if a cell stops to divide in the 7th, 8th or 9th gen­
eration its sister cell will stop to divide too. Since the cells that di­
vide no longer in the 7th and 8th generation are YSL-cells and the cells 
TABLE 3 
Correlation between sister cells that divide no longer 
Generation Coeff. of Level of 
correlation probability 
6 -0.07 О.92 
7 0.68 0.001 
8 О.72 О.ОЗ 
9 О.78 0.001 
The Peaxson correlation coefficient was calculated in order to determine 
the relation between sister cells that cease dividing. Thereafter the 
significance was tested (chi ) of the deviation of the observed from the 
expected frequency. 
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that divide no longer in the 9th generation are enveloping layer cells, 
this correlation holds for both cell types. Comparison of the three pedi­
grees revealed that deep cells originate from marginal hlastomeres as well 
as from blastomeres situated more to the centre of the blastoderm. In each 
embryo the four central cells in the 8-cell stage contribute more to the 
population of deep cells than do their marginal sister cells (Flg.l; Table 
2). Indeed the peripheral blastomeres, descendants of the four central 
blastomeres, give rise twice as often to a deep cell than do peripheral 
blastomeres originated from the four marginal cells (Fig.l). No fixed pat­
tern could be distinguished by which the deep cells arise. The family re­
lationship of the peripheral blastomeres that gives rise to a deep cell 
varies from one pedigree to another. The number of deep cells per genera­
tion differs between the embryos and is more variable than the number of 
YSL-cells. 
Summarizing, it is evident that the cells that generate the YSL-cells 
are found at the margin of the blastoderm. This is the same in all embryos 
and it can be considered to be the regular aspect of the cell lineage. On 
the contrary, no fixed pattern of cell division leads to the appearance of 
deep cells and the formation of the enveloping cell layer. This diversifi­
cation differs from embryo to embryo and may be considered as the irregular 
aspect of the cell lineage, 
Cell diversification and intercleavage times 
In order to determine whether a relationship exists between intercleav­
age time and cell diversification, we studied the intercleavage times of 
mother cells that differ from each other with regard to the daughter cell 
type(s) they generate. Table 4 shows the kinds of cell divisions which 
occur in subsequent cleavage stages. Statistical analysis (analysis of 
variance and t-tests) was performed on the three pedigrees separately and 
together after normalization (intercleavage time χ 100$ / mean intercleav­
age time of that particular generation) of individual intercleavage times, 
In the 5th generation cells producing peripheral blastomeres have a mean 
intercleavage time different from cells producing YSL-cells (Table Ц-). In 
the 6th and 7th generation such differences do not exist, although there 
is a tendency in all pedigrees that peripheral blastomeres with a shorter 
intercleavage time contribute more to the formation of the deep cell pop­
ulation than do blastomeres with a longer intercleavage time. 
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TABLE ^ 
Types of cell division 
Generation 
Division type 
PB 
PB 
PB 
PB 
PB 
PB 
PB 
PB 
PB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
PB-
РВ-
РВ 
PB 
PB 
YSL 
YSL 
YSL 
PB-
YSL 
PB 
PB-
PB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
YSL 
DB 
PB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
PB-
3 
499) 
¡i 
8(93) 
5 
13(87)x 
2(9?)' 
1(81) 
6 
12(87)' 
3(9^)' 
7(92)' 
6(83)' 
1(93) 
1(82) 
7 
27(93)' 
2(95)' 
1(98) 
1(122) 
1(89) 
1(5*) 
1(93) 
7(90)* 
1(93) 
8 
9(139)' 
36(119)X 
1(113) 
5(153)' 
6(120)X 
19(118)X 
In each generation the number of cell divisions was determined depen-
dent of the cell types produced. In parentheses the mean intercleav-
age time (min) of each group of cells is presented. 
PB = dividing peripheral blastomere; PB- = nondividing peripheral blas-
tomere; DB = deep cell; YSL = YSL-cell. 
Per generation, a similar asterisk indicates similar mean intercleavage 
times, a different one indicates groups with a different mean intercleav-
age time (P < 0.05). 
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Cells in the ith generation that produce identical offspring (B22, 
Gil) have a different intercleavage time (81 respectively 84 rain). A sim­
ilar phenomenon has been observed in the 6th generation for the cells A222, 
Bill and D112 with an intercleavage time of respectively 93, 76 and 103 min­
utes. Cells in the 5th generation that differ in the proportion of cell 
types they generate (Dil, Dig) both have an equal intercleavage time of 
8? minutes. A similar phenomenon has been observed in the 6th generation, 
for cells with an equal intercleavage time of 82 minutes (B211, Dill, D 
II2) differ from each other in the number of cells per type in their off­
spring. Moreover, cells in the 6th generation with an intercleavage time 
of 84 minutes either produce a similar offspring (CHI, CII2) or a dif­
ferent one (Alll, A2ll). Apparently no relation exists between the length 
of the cell cycle and (a) the cell types into which a cell divides and (b) 
the proportional presence of the three cell types in the offspring of that 
cell. 
In the 8th generation cells producing one or two daughters that do not 
divide anymore have a mean intercleavage time different from those cells 
producing cells that will divide again. These differences seem to be inde­
pendent of the cell types produced since divisions like PB-»PB + PB and 
PB->PB + PB differ in intercleavage time whereas divisions like PB-»PB + PB, 
DB-»PB + DB and DB-»DB + DB have a similar intercleavage time (Table Ц-). 
Indeed, in the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th generation the mean intercleav­
age time of cells producing one or two daughters that divide no longer is 
different (P < O.05) from the mean intercleavage time of cells producing 
dividing cells. Apparently cells that divide into two cells that will di­
vide again have a shorter intercleavage time than have cells that divide 
into two cells of which one or both do not divide anymore. 
Discussion 
The relatively small number of cells in Nothobranchius guentheri made it 
possible to set up a cell lineage of a teleost fish before and during the 
period of cell diversification and to determine precisely the time of cell 
division of each cell up to and including the 9th cleavage. The cell lin­
eage is not equal in the three analysed embryos. Although the external 
yolk syncytial layer always originates from marginal peripheral blasto-
meres in the jfth, 6th, 7th or 8th cleavage cycle, deep cells and enveloping 
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layer cells originate from peripheral blastomeres, but it is impossible to 
predict from which one. Therefore it is concluded that the cell lineage of 
N. puentheri has regular aspects, the formation of the external yolk syn-
cytial layer and irregular aspects, the formation of deep cells and of the 
enveloping layer. 
During early development three groups of cells originate from the blasto-
meres: the ïSL-cells, the deep cells and the enveloping layer cells. It 
was the aim of this study to investigate the relationship between cell di-
versification and intercleavage times. No arguments were found which sup-
port the existence of a causal relation between the intercleavage time of 
a cell and the cell types which are generated after cleavage. However, 
there is a tendency for the peripheral blastomeres with a shorter inter-
cleavage time to generate more deep cells than do cells with a longer in-
tercleavage time. Moreover, peripheral blastomeres producing ÏSL-cells 
have a longer intercleavage time than blastomeres that produce dividing 
cells. Apparently there is some, not very strong, relationship between in-
tercleavage duration and ultimate cell fate, 
Differences in intercleavage times during the period of cell diversifi-
cation arise mainly as a consequence of the fact that the cleavage rate in 
some branches of the pedigree slows down. Why during early development cei> 
tain cells stop dividing is unknown. It has been suggested (Monroy, 1979) 
that cells of a lineage are programmed to undergo a finite number of cell 
divisions. This seems to be the case in N. guentheri too, since despite 
the variability in cell number during cleavage stages, the number of deep 
cells and enveloping layer cells is rather constant at the end of the blas-
tula period (respectively 120 and 220, Van Haarlem, 198la). 
There is incomplete evidence about the relative contribution of the three 
cell lines to the formation of the teleost embryo proper. The role of the 
external yolk syncytial layer is completely unknown. The enveloping cell 
layer seems to be involved in the formation of the periderm (Bouvet, 1976). 
But the major part of the embryo originates from the deep cells (Ballard, 
I966; Wourms 1972a). Probably also in N. guentheri different cell lines 
exist during the cleavage phase but only one of these will form the embryo 
proper. The teleost embryo is different from other embryos in which sever-
al groups of cells are formed during cleavage which ultimately leads to 
different tissues and organs. 
There is some resemblance with the mouse embryo cell lineage. In the 
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mouse embryo cleavages axe usually asynchronous (Kelly et al., 1978) and 
cell lineages are irregular (Graham and Deussen, I978). In the mouse em-
bryo two cell types are present in blastula stagest the inner cell mass 
and the trophectoderm, in a more or less similar arrangement as the deep 
cells and the enveloping layer cells in N. guentheri. Moreover, Graham 
and Deussen (I978) reported that the more centrally located blastomeres, 
that divide first in the 8-cell stage, contribute more frequently to the 
inner cell mass than do peripherally situated cells. In N. guentheri from 
the four central cells in the 8-cell stage the major part of the population 
of deep cells originates. It might be speculated that there is a similar 
mechanism underlying these comparable phenomena. 
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C h a p t e r V 
ANALYSIS OF THE VARIABILITY AND OF ΊΉΕ LENGTHENING OF INTERCLEAVAŒ 
TIMES DURING THE CLEAVAGE STAŒS OF NOTHOBRANCHIUS GUENTHERI 
R. Van Haar lem, R. Van Wijk and J . G . B . Konings 
Summary 
By means of time-lapse cinematography the early development of the an-
nual fish Nothobranchius guentheri was recorded on 16 mm film up to the 
10th cleavage round. Analysis of the films showed that the mean inter-
cleavage time is more or less the same up to the 7th cleavage. Thereaf-
ter, the mean intercleavage time increases with steps of 30 minutes or 
a multiple of it, after each subsequent cleavage. As development pro-
ceeds, the variability in intercleavage times increases. Differences 
in intercleavage times between siblings are large in the kth generation, 
at the time a gradient in intercleavage times is present. When from the 
8th generation on such a gradient does not exist anymore, intercleavage 
time differences between sister cells are small and increase with de-
creasing cellular relationship. A positive correlation of sister inter-
cleavage times exists ftom the 7th generation, whereas intercleavage 
times of mother-daughter cells are positively correlated in the 9"bh gen-
eration, The results suggest that the lengthening of the cell cycle 
after the 7th cleavage is due to the insertion of a time period in a pro-
grammable mitotic clock. The duration of this time period differs between 
the different cell lines of a pedigree, probably because of a difference 
in cell volume. Variability in intercleavage times might also arise as a 
result of a random transition which the cells traverse only once per 5 
minutes with a transition probability of O.67/5 min, which seems to be 
independent of the cell's volume. 
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Introduction 
The factor(s) determining the rate at which cells divide, and the sig-
nal(s) stimulating cell division are still unknown today. Studies about 
the physical or chemical nature of the stimulus for cell division show 
that cell mass (Killander and Zetterberg, I965), cell size (Donachie, 
I968; Fantes, 1977), protein in general (Pardee, 197'+) or a specific pro­
tein (Prescott, I968; Rossow et al., 1979) may act as a trigger for cell 
division. These studies suggest that as soon as a critical cell mass, cell 
size or level of (specific) protein has been built up, the final prepara­
tions for cell division start and the cell divides. On the contrary, it 
has been suggested that commitment for division occurs at random (Bums 
and Tannock, I97O; Smith and Martin, 1973) In the transition probability 
model of the cell cycle (Smith and Martin, 1973)» a cell enters the A 
state (located in G, ) after division. Cells in this state do not progress 
towards division but have a probability of leaving it in order to enter 
the В phase (S - G - M) after which division takes place. Recently it 
has been suggested that the cell division control mechanism contains both 
deterministic and probabilistic aspects. Having attained a critical size, 
cells must traverse a transition at random on their way towards division 
(Shilo et al., I976; Shields et al., I978). 
In early development of metazoa dividing cells have a short cell cy­
cle and the absence of growth leads to a decrease in volume. Thus a number 
of possible sources for variation in the rate at which the cell division 
cycle is traversed, can be excluded. Indeed, in most organisms cleavages 
occur synchronously. However, in the teleost fish Nothobranchius guentheri 
no synchronous divisions were observed and asynchrony increases as cleav­
age proceeds (Van Haarlem et al., I981). This cleavage asynchrony might 
arise as a consequence of a transition probability of 0.2l/min. More de­
terministic aspects of the division control during cleavage stages of N. 
guentheri are (l) the fact that in each embryo blastomeres divide within 
certain time limits and (2) the occurrence of a mitotic gradient and a 
gradient in intercleavage times (Van Haarlem et al., I98l)< 
In each metazoan embryo, intercleavage times start to lengthen in the 
cleavage stages of early development (Zeuthen, 1964). In this paper we 
present an analysis of the lengthening of the intermitotic and intercleav­
age times and of the variability in intercleavage times, using the random 
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transition model of the cell cycle (Smith and Maxtin, 1973)· Since we 
found a correlation between cell volume and intercleavage times, while 
cell growth is absent in early development, it is concluded that the pro­
cesses arranged in the DNA-division cycle (Mitchison, 1971) axe influenced 
by the size of the cell. 
Materials and Methods 
Specimens of the annual fish Nothobranchius guentheri were a kind gift 
of Mr. Steinfort (Boskoop, The Netherlands). Collection of the eggs and 
observation of eggs was performed as described before (Van Haarlem et al., 
I98I). Cell behaviour up to the 10th cleavage was recorded on l6 mm film 
by means of time-lapse cinematography at a speed of 4 frames per minute. 
Special equipment was used by which the focal plane changes automatically 
during filming, so that from time to time, all cells of the slightly 
curved blastoderm, are in focus (Van Haarlem et al., 198lf). Five films 
were analysed (of which 3 up to the 10th cleavage) together with ten ped­
igrees up to the 6th cleavage, that were made by direct observation. Def­
initions of cell cycle, interphase and mitosis were as before (Van Haar­
lem et al., I98I). The volume of the spherical deep cell was calculated 
after measuring at right angles its diameter from the projected image. 
Only data from eggs that develop normally at least up to stage I9 (end of 
epiboly) were analysed. 
Statistical methods 
In each generation the degree of resemblance in intercleavage times be­
tween pedigree members specially between sisters and cousins were analysed 
by a nested analysis of variance. The interclass correlation coefficient 
between the intercleavage times of mother-daughters, G .G,, was estimated 
by pairing the mother with each of her daughters and calculating the or­
dinary Pearson product moment correlation coefficient (Rosner et al, 1977)· 
Testing for significance was performed as suggested by Rosner et al, 
(I979) i.e.: the sib-mean test in case of the same sibship size in all 
families and the adjusted pairwise test in case of varying sibship sizes. 
The intraclass correlation coefficient between the intercleavage times of 
sisters, С ,C , was estimated by the analysis of variance method (Donner 
Ξ S 
and Koval, I980). The partial intraclass correlation coefficient between 
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the intercleavage times of sisters С .G '/С was calculated by an analysis 
of variance, now also taking into account the intercleavage time of the 
mother, in order to determine whether sister correlation arises as a re­
sult of a mother-daughter correlation. For testing the correlation coef­
ficients independent families are a prerequisite. But in general they are 
not, because two mothers can be sisters. Therefore we tested the coeffi­
cients with one random mother of both mothers. 
Results 
As the pedigrees differ with regard to their cell lineage, cleavage 
pattern and intercleavage times, they were analysed separately after which 
the results were compared and eventually combined. In this study we pre­
sent an analysis of the variability of one of the recorded pedigrees of 
which the cell lineage and cleavage pattern is described in a companying 
study (Van Haarlem et al., IÇSlb). The lengthening of intercleavage times, 
which takes place after the 7th cleavage, was studied on five pedigrees, 
together with direct observations of the time of cell division and of nu-
clear division in the cellular blastoderm and in the yolk syncytial layer. 
For all pedigrees holds true that in early cleavage stages cell number 
doubles at every cleavage resulting in 32 cells in the blastoderm after 
the fifth one. The blastoderm is composed of a sheet of peripheral blasto-
meres whose marginal cells axe continuous with the yolk syncytial layer. 
Between the yolk syncytial layer and the peripheral blastomeres, inside 
the segmentation cavity, deep cells are situated. At the end of the cleav-
age period the cellular blastoderm consists of two different cell types 
and is surrounded by a multinucleated syncytium, the yolk syncytial layer 
(Fig.l). Three kinds of cell behaviour, influence the overall cleavage 
pattern: 
1. The peripheral blastomeres situated in the margin of the blastoderm 
cease dividing and start to fuse with one another to form a multinucleate 
syncytium, the external yolk syncytial layer. This occurs mainly in the 
7th generation and so the proportion of dividing cells is low (Table l). 
2. The peripheral blastomeres situated more to the centre of the blasto-
derm continue dividing in the 7th and 8th generation either producing peri-
pheral blastomeres or deep cells. However, cell division stops gradually 
before the cells start migrating over the yolk sphere and the proportion 
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Figure 1 
The blastoderm of N. guentheri near the end of the period of 
cleavage divisions. The blastoderm is composed of a sheet of 
peripheral blastomeres ( p ^ ) . Between these cells and the yolk 
(y), inside the segmentation cavity, spherical deep cells of 
a different diameter can be distinguished ( d ^ ) . Around the 
cellular blastoderm the nuclei of the yolk syncytial layer 
are situated ( n ^ ) . Multiplication of the nuclei inside the 
yolk syncytial layer has just started and in a small area 
of the volk syncytial layer no nuclei can be observed any-
more (а), с = eggshell with filaments ( c ^ ) ; L = lipid drop­
let inside the yolk mass. 
of dividing cells decreases (Table l), 
3. In general, deep cells generate daughter deep cells. Also in the popu­
lation of deep cells cleavage rate slows down and during epiboly cell di­
vision is seldom observed. 
Intercleavage time distributions show that there is an increase in the 
deviation from the mean in subsequent generations (Fig,2; Table l). How­
ever, in generations up to the 7th cleavage, the mean intercleavage time 
in all pedigrees remains more or less the same (Fig,2; Table l). There­
after, the mean intercleavage time increases with a constant period of 
time or a multiple of it after each subsequent cleavage (Table 1 and 2), 
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TABLE 1 
Cell number and intercleavage times of one pedigree 
Generation Total num- Percentage Mean inter- Coefficient Gradient" ) 
ber of cells of dividing cleavage of, variation 
cells tine + SD % ) 
h 
5 
6 
7 
e 9 
8 
16 
32 
60 
m 155 
100 
100 
<* 
70 
90 
81 
93 + 2 
67 + if 
8 8 + 6 
9 2 + 5 
124 + 15 
I89 + 19 
2 . 1 
4 . 1 
7 .2 
^•9 
12.0 
10.2 
100 
100 
100 
67 
t9 
ад 
) Coefficient of variation is calculated as S.D./mean intercleavage 
time χ 100%. 
) Percentage of sibling pairs in which the cells situated more to the 
centre of the blastoderm have the shortest intercleavage time, and/or 
cells at similar distances from the centre have an equal intercleavage 
time. 
The length of this time period differs between the pedigrees, but is 30 
minutes on the average. The large number of cells made it impossible to 
determine precisely the time of cell division in generations later than 
the 9th cleavage and to calculate the mean intercleavage time. Nuclei in 
the yolk syncytial layer show a multiplication rhythm in the 8th and 9th 
generation that is similar to that of the nuclei in the cellular blasto­
derm. Mitosis starts when one of the nuclei becomes invisible and in about 
15 minutes all nuclei have disappeared. In the 10th and 11th generation 
the time period between the first and last nucleus which enters mitosis 
is about 25-ЗО minutes. The highly regular occurrence of nuclear multi­
plication in the syncytial layer starting in one place in the syncytium 
(Fig.l) and progressing around the cellular blastoderm in about I5 min­
utes, made it possible to determine precisely the time between successive 
multiplication rounds, also in the 10th and 11th generation. It appeared 
from direct observations that in the 10th and 11th cleavage cycle the 
period of time between successive nuclear divisions is prolonged with a 
more or less similar period of time of about 30 minutes (Table 2). It has 
to be noted that the mean intermitotic time and the mean intercleavage 
time in generations after the 6th cleavage will be of equal duration 
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TABLE 2 
Intermitotic times of nuclei inside 
the yolk syncytial layer. 
Generation Intermitotic times (min) ) 
6 88 
7 СЛ 
8 119 
9 1^ 7 
10 I?? 
11 209 
) Intermitotic times between subsequent mul­
tiplication rounds of one of the 20 direct­
ly observed embryos. Intermitotic times 
were calculated from the time 50% of the 
nuclei is in mitosis. 
since from that cleavage on the period of time between the start of mito­
sis and the start of cell division is about the same (with a mean value 
of 21 minutes). 
The observed variability in intercleavage times (Table l) might be due 
to synchronous division of cells which belong to cell lines that differ 
in cleavage rhythm. However, such partial synchrony does not exist. Sis­
ter intercleavage times differ between 0 and 28 minutes (Flg.3). Accord­
ing to the random transition model of the cell cycle (Minor and Smith, 
197*01 differences between the intercleavage times of siblings must be 
distributed exponentially (Shields, 1978). We wanted to find out whether 
the observed distribution differs ftom the one expected by the random 
transition model. The data presented in Figure 3 were used to make a so-
called ß-curve (which is a semi-logarithmic plot of the proportion of sib-
ling pairs, ß, with a difference in intercleavage times greater than spec-
ified on the abscissaj îlgA) and from this a transition probability of 
0.21/min was calculated. With this transition probability the expected his-
togram of sibling differences was calculated, based on the total number 
of sibling pairs available. The observed distribution differs signifi-
cantly (P < 0.05) ftom the expected distribution. Evidently the observed 
distribution consists of a number of subpopulations overlapping each 
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other, with means at 2, Ί, 13» 18, 23 and 28 minutes (Fig.3). Intercleav-
age time distributions of single pedigrees show a similar pattern. 
In order to analyse the influence of the cellular relationship on inter-
cleavage time variability, we constructed ß-curves of sisters, cousins, 
second cousins and second-second cousins (Fig.5). Depending on the rela-
tive position of the plots with regard to one another, we determined in 
TABLE 3 
Degree of variability depending on cellular relationship 
Generation 
sc 
sc 
s 
s 
s 
s 
« 
< 
< 
^ 
< 
< 
с 
s 
se 
с 
с 
с 
< 
« 
^ 
< 
< 
< 
s 
с 
ssc 
s sc 
sc 
sc 
< 
< 
< 
< 
< 
ssc 
с 
sc 
ssc 
ssc 
l) 8-cell stage 
So-called ß-plots were constructed (Fig.5) oí- sisters (s) 
cousins (с), second cousins (sc) and second-second cous­
ins (ssc). Comparison of the plots, with regard to the 
position of the "initial downward curvature" part of the 
curves and the slope of the tail, revealed in which cel­
lular relationship variability was small, great or inter­
mediate . 
which relationship the greatest, intermediate or smallest intercleavage 
time differences exist (Table З)· It appeared that the large differences 
between sister cells in the ¿t-th generation, diminish in later generations. 
In generations where the gradient in intercleavage times has disappeared 
(which means that the gradient can be observed in less than 50Й of the 
siblings; Table l), there is an increase in variability with decreasing 
cellular relationship. From the 6th generation on, intercleavage times 
of sister cells become positively correlated (Table Ψ and 5) · 
We determined whether cells with a shorter intercleavage time produce 
exclusively descendants with a shorter intercleavage time, and also whetb-
^
1 ) 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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cell number 
60 80 100 120 ПО 160 180 200 220 21,0 260 260 
time (mm) 
Figure 2A 
Intercleavage time distributions in subsequent generations of 
a pedigree. More data on this pedigree are presented in Table 1. 
er cells with a longer intercleavage time exclusively originate from 
mother cells with a longer intercleavage time. We found that cells with 
a shorter intercleavage time produce offspring with either long, short 
or intermediate intercleavage times. The same was observed for cells 
with a longer intercleavage time. However, there is a tendency for the 
cells with a longer intercleavage time to produce more daughters with a 
longer intercleavage time than do cells with a shorter intercleavage 
time. A similar phenomenon was observed for the mother cells with a 
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Figure 2B 
Intercleavage time distributions in subsequent generations of 
another pedigree. 
shorter intercleavage time, which tend to produce more daughters with a 
short intercleavage time. This suggests a positive correlation between 
mother and daughter intercleavage times. Indeed, statistical analysis 
confirmed this (Table il·). The probability levels for C
m
.C d ana. ^s-^s'/
c
m 
(Table il·) axe based on the assumption of uncorrelated mothers who are 
cousins. But in case of extreme significance of the correlation of sister 
intercleavage times (P < 0.001; Table il·) it is not expected that the con­
clusion will be different from an analysis taking into account the cousin-
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Figure 3 
Distribution of differen­
ces between the inter-
cleavage times of sister 
cells. Data of each gen­
eration of all pedigrees 
were used (n = 585)· 
cousin relation. From the 9th generation on there is a correlation be­
tween the mother and daughter intercleavage times (Table k and 5). Only 
in one out of 25 analyses the sibling correlation was the result of a 
correlation between mother and daughter cells. 
Figure ^ 
ß-plot of the proportion of sibling 
pairs with a difference in inter-
cleavage times greater than speci-
fied on the abscissa (n = 585)· 
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TABLE 4 
Correlation between the intercleavage times of sister cells and mother daughter cells 
Generat ion 
^) 
5 
6 
7 
θ 
9 
V C s 2 > 
-.67 
.36 
.51* 
.87 
.95 
.78 
P 3 ) 
.87 
.12 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.001 
P · * ) 
.94 
.006 
.001 
.001 
WJ0.5) 
-.95 
.85 
.58 
.№ 
.70 
P 3 ) 
.98 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.001 
с .с,
6) 
m d ' 
.66 
.35 
.36 
.89 
.56 
Ρ
3 ) 
.02 
.11 
.24 
.001 
.001 
ä 8-cell stage. í¡) Intraclass correlation coefficient of sister intercleavage times. h) Level of probability. 
) Level of probability of the correlation between cousin intercleav-
_ age times. 
) Intraclass correlation coefficient of sibling intercleavage times, 
making allowance for the intercleavage time of the common mother 
s cell. 
) Interclass correlation coefficient between mother and daughter 
cells. 
The intercleavage time correlations might arise as a consequence of 
some physical or chemical similarity between closely related cells. Be-
cause of their spherical shape, it is possible to determine the volume 
of a deep cell. Fron the 8th generation on there is a negative relation-
ship between deep cell volume and intercleavage time (Fig.6). The large 
sister deep cell has a shorter intercleavage time than its smaller sis-
ter. Moreover, the sister peripheral blastomere of a large sister deep 
cell has a long intercleavage time. The reverse holds true for a sister 
peripheral blastomere of a small deep cell. As can be expected, large 
mother cells produce larger daughter cells than do small mother cells. 
We divided the deep cells into two groups, one consisting of the larger 
cells and the other of the smaller cells. Statistical analysis showed 
that the time difference between the intercleavage times of large mother 
and daughter cells is significantly (P < 0.01) smaller than between the 
smaller mother and daughter cells. Moreover, if a large cell generates 
one daughter cell with a rather long intercleavage time, the volume of 
that cell is considerably smaller than that of its sister. The <X-curves 
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Figure 5 
ß-plot of the proportion of siblings, cousins, second cousins 
and second-second cousins in subsequent generations (gen) 
with a difference in intercleavage time greater than is spe-
cified on the abscissa, 
• sister cells; о cousin cells; D second cousin cells; м second-
second cousin cells. 
of smaller and larger deep cells are shifted in absolute time (Fig.7). 
Their similar shapes indicate a similar transition probability. Apparent­
ly, cell size does not influence the random transition. 
Discussion 
In this study the lengthening of the interphase in cells and in the 
yolk syncytial layer, together with the variability in intercleavage 
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TABLE 5 
Percentage of generations which shows none, a negative or a 
positive correlation in intercleavage times 
G .С, 
m d 
ration 
22) 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 
100 
90 
59 
85 
40 
0 
0 
0 
-
0 
0 
33 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
+ 
0 
10 
8 
15 
60 
100 
100 
100 
n
1) 
10 
10 
12 
13 
15 
5 
4 
3 
0 
100 
100 
92 
77 
60 
33 
0 
Number of generations 
2-cell stage 
times of blastomeres in the cellular blastoderm, is analysed. Nuclear di­
vision occurs at about the same time in the syncytium as in the cells. 
However, cellular and nuclear divisions in the cellular blastoderm are 
asynchronous. In the syncytium nuclear multiplication is highly regular 
after the 7th cleavage starting at one place in the syncytium. Possibly 
some signal originates from the nucleus that divides first. Such a cyto­
plasmic initiator is suggested to play a role in the multiplication of 
Physarum nuclei (Rush et al., I966) and a similar mechanism may be oper­
ative in the control of nuclear division in the syncytium of Nothobran-
chius guentheri. Since neighbouring cells in the blastoderm do not take 
part in the highly organised division sequence of the nuclei in the syn­
cytium, we assume that the signal does not traverse cellular membranes. 
Apparently each individual cell has its own timekeeping mechanism for mi­
tosis. 
The analysis of the lengthening of the intermi to ti с and intercleavage 
period had to be undertaken on separate pedigrees since they differ from 
each other with regard to (l) the average duration of the time period 
with which the lengthening occurs, (2) the number of time periods a cleav­
age cycle is prolonged and (3) the time at which the lengthening starts. 
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Figure 6 
Relationship between cell vol­
ume and intercleavage time of 
deep cells. In the 7th genera­
tion (7) a correlation is ab­
sent. In the 8th generation (8) 
(coir, coeff. -.658¡ Ρ < O.Ol) 
and in the 9th generation (9) 
(corr. coeff. -.698¡ Ρ <O.OOl)
r 
a significant negative corre­
lation is prominent. 
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Figure 7 
Proportion of deep cells with 
an intercleavage time difference 
between mother and daughter 
cells greater than specified on 
the abscissa (ct-plot). 
• large deep cells ; 
о small deep cells. 
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Combination of the various more or less constant time periods of differ­
ent pedigrees leads to a mean period of 30 minutes. It can be speculated 
that the early cleavage cycles, which have a duration of about 90 min­
utes, are built up of 3 time periods. When the lengthening of intercleav-
cLge times starts after the 7th cleavage, the cell cycle of each cell is 
prolonged with a similar period of time, since no sister cells were found 
differing more than 28 minutes. Volume measurements of deep cells show 
that when the volume of the cells is about 88,000 ym , their intercleav-
age time is 9O minutes. If at each subsequent cleavage the cell cycle is 
prolonged with a 30 minutes time period, the cell cycle will have a 
length of Ц- hours at the time the cells attain a volume of about 1,^ +00-
2,800 um .This is about the volume of those cells in tissue culture 
(GHO, Fox and Pardee, I97O; WI-38, Bowman et al., 1975! HTG, unpublished 
results), which have a cell cycle which is composed of a number of b 
hours time periods (Shymko and KLevecz, pers. comm.). Because of this 
similarity we propose that in N. guentheri at each cleavage a time seg­
ment of ЗО minutes is inserted in a programmable mitotic clock. The idea 
of such a mitotic clock has been amply described recently by Edmunds and 
Adam (198I) for Euglena. 
Within the pedigrees, the duration of the time period with which the 
intercleavage time is lengthened differs between the cells. Correlations 
were found between the intercleavage times of sisters and mother and 
daughter cells. Since large deep cells have a shorter time period of 
lengthening than have smaller cells, the duration of this time period 
may depend on the volume of the cell. 
A straight-lined ß-curve of sibling pairs strongly suggests the exis-
tence of a random transition in the cell cycle (Shields, I978). In early 
cleavage cycles a transition probability of 0.2l/min may cause the ob-
served variability in intercleavage times (Van Haarlem et al, I98I). 
Because the observed distribution of sibling differences in intercleav-
age times differ from the expected one (Fig.3) it is proposed that cells 
do not have the possibility to traverse the random transition point con-
tinuously, but only once every 5 minutes. The transition probability is 
O.67/5 min. Because of a difference in the rate cells traverse the re-
maining part of the cell cycle, they do not divide synchronously in 
groups, five minutes apart, but in a dispersed way. 
Thus, the timing of mitosis and/or cell division in N. guentheri might 
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be regulated Ъу: 
a. A programmable timing device, initially 3 x 30 minutes and prolonged 
with a step of about 30 minutes or a multiple of it at every cleavage 
after the 7th one. The duration of this time period varies between the 
different cell lines of a pedigree and is influenced Ъу the volume of a 
cell. 
b. A random transition of О.67/5 min, independent of the cell's volume. 
In which way the programmable timing device and the random transition 
are related ana. affect the processes in the DNA-division cycle, remains 
unknown as yet. 
Although embryonic cells differ from cells in tissue culture in a num­
ber of aspects, it is shown that similarities exist, concerning the vari­
ability in intercleavage times. Sister cells and to some extent, mother-
daughter cells are correlated just as has been described before for a 
number of cells in tissue culture (Sisken, І96З; Dawson et al., 1965; 
Hemon et al., 1978; Van Wijk and Van de Poll, 1979). Moreover, a similar 
increase in variability with decreasing cellular relationship has been 
observed also in rat hepatoma cells (Van Wijk and Van de Poll, 1979) and 
in neuroblastoma cells (Van Zoelen et al., I98I). Analysis of intercleav­
age times does not lead inevitably to the acceptance of a suggestion of 
a chemical or physical stimulus for mitosis or cell division. However, 
similarities of cell kinetic data of embryonic cells and cells in tissue 
culture suggest that mechanisms common to all cells may be involved in 
the regulation of cell division. 
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Chapter VI 
CONTACT INHIBITION OF OVEHLAPPINGt ONE OF THE FACTORS INVOLVED IN DEEP 
CELL EPIBOLY OF NOTHOBBANCHIUS КОВТНАШАЕ 
R. Van Haarlem 
Sununarv 
Living eggs of the annual fish Nothobranchius korthausae were studied 
during epiboly either Ъу direct observation or with time-lapse cinemato­
graphy. Before epiboly the deep cells are tightly packed on top of each 
other between the enveloping cell layer and the periblast and they are 
stationary. From stage 17a (half epiboly) to stage 21, deep cells build 
up a monolayer of moving and colliding cells. In the course of epiboly 
all the deep cells acquire the ability to show contact inhibition of o-
verlapping. This was demonstrated directly by recording the outcomes of 
many cellular collisions. Neither cellular overlapping nor nuclear over^ 
lapping was observed. The dispersion of the deep cells during epiboly 
over the yolk is due both to contact inhibition and to the fact that the 
deep cells are attached to the undersurface of the spreading enveloping 
cell layer. 
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Introduction 
Studies on Teleost epiboly produced a lot of interesting, mainly de-
scriptive, facts about this type of vertebrate gastrulation, but the me-
chanism governing epiboly is still unknown (Trinkaus, I976). Although 
detailed studies have been undertaken of deep cell locomotion before and 
during epiboly in Fundulus (Trinkaus, 1973; Tickle and Trinkaus, 197?) 
and in Orvzias (Kageyama, 1977)t little is known about the factors that 
give directionality to the movements of these cells (Trinkaus, I976). In 
this study we used the eggs of the annual cyprinodont fish Nothobr anchi us 
korthausae Meinken in order to obtain more insight into the mechanism of 
deep cell epiboly. In other words, we tried to answer the question, how 
are the cells motivated and guided in the course of their movements? 
(Trinkaus, I976). 
Before the deep cells disperse over the yolk they remain in a tightly 
consolidated multilayered spherical cell mass within the segmentation 
cavity (Wourms, 1972a). The cells are separated from the yolk by the syn-
cytial periblast and covered by a monolayered cell sheet, the enveloping 
cell layer. The marginal cells of the enveloping layer are attached to 
the periblast and both spread together over the yolk during epiboly. 
Simultaneously with the extension of the segmentation cavity the deep 
cells start to move, and when epiboly has concluded the cells are com-
pletely dispersed over the whole yolk mass. In annual fish a diapause can 
now occur. After completion of epiboly cells start to aggregate and form 
a multilayered oblong disc in which the embryo proper will develop. 
In Nothobranchius species during epiboly there are only 200 - 1,000 
cells present (egg diameter, 0.8 mm; Wourms, 1972b), compared to 25.000 -
30,000 in Fundulus eggs (egg diameter, 1.8 mm; Richards and Porter, 1935)· 
The small number of deep cells and the transparency of the chorion facili-
tate direct microscopic observation of almost any deep cell everywhere in 
the blastoderm. The data presented here justify the conclusion that deep 
cells of Nothobranchius korthausae. in contrast to Fundulus deep cells 
(Trinkaus, 1973)» axe contact inhibited by each other during epiboly. 
Materials and Methods 
The annual fish used in this study were a kind gift of Mr. Steinfort 
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(Boskoop, The Netherlands). Eggs were collected as previously described 
(Lesseps et al., 1975) and incubated in the dark at 25 ¿ 1 G. Only da-
ta taken from eggs that developed normally up to stage 30 (10-somite 
embryo) will be reported. All direct observations and filming have been 
done on living eggs in a deep depression slide at 2^ + 1 G, using a 
Zeiss Invertoscope D with brightfield and Nomarsky differential interfer-
ence-contrast optics. Magnification of the objectives used was either 
l6x or kOx. Time-lapse cinematography was performed with a Nikon США 
time-lapse apparatus and a Bolex Hl6 camera on Agfa-Gevaert Scientia 50 
В 65 AH film, with an interval between the frames of k sec. The films 
were analysed with the aid of a Bell and Howell TQ III projector at a 
speed of 18 frames/sec. Photographs were taken with a Zeiss G 35 camera 
on Agfapan 100 film. 
All observations, filming and measuring have been done on the most cen­
tral part of the egg surface as it appeared in the image. This resulted 
in obtaining as many of the cells in focus as possible. The lipid drop­
lets in the yolk caused no trouble during direct observation and only 
little during filming, as a result of the use of an inverted microscope, 
since the side of the egg studied was opposite to that where the lipid 
droplets are situated. When the egg is rotated, the lipid droplets gene­
rally concentrate neax the top of the yolk and thus stabilize the new po­
sition of the egg. Usually the egg can be manipulated by means of the 
cover glass into a position where the cells can be clearly seen, espe­
cially when the lipid droplets are slightly to one side of the egg axis. 
The percentage of tightly packed and free cells, with or without exten­
sions, was determined by counting 50 cells at five different randomly 
chosen places in the blastoderm. Between each measurement the egg was 
arbitrarily rotated to and fro. In all cases 10 cells, centrally located 
in the image, were analysed. Cell movements were recorded on graph paper 
by mapping the position of the nucleus at 30-min intervals for 3 hr. The 
graticule in the eyepiece consists of 20 χ 20 squares. Each square was 
put on par with a square of 5 x 5 и™ of "the graph paper, so the position 
of the nuclei within the graticule could be transmitted to a correspond­
ing position on the paper. The areas analysed during epiboly were situ­
ated just behind the marginal deep cells in stages 17a, 18 and 18a. The 
areas in which cell movements were recorded after epiboly were chosen 
arbitrarily. No correction was made for the projection from the spherical 
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egg onto the plane paper. The distance between the deep cells was mea­
sured Ъу placing the intersection of two lines of a graticule above the 
nucleus of a deep cell. Thus the surroundings of that cell were divided 
into four areas and the distance could be measured between the nucleus 
of the nearest neighbour cell in each area, by means of an eyepiece mi­
crometer. 
Results 
The early embryology of Nothobranchius korthausae shows the typical 
features and phenomena of annual fish development as described by Wourms 
(1972a). Cleavage is rather slow and the deep cells start to aggregate 
and to form the embryo proper only after epiboly is terminated. The de­
velopmental rate up to stage 30 is presented in Table 1. Because of our 
special interest in epiboly we divided this period into nine stages in­
stead of five, as Wourms did. 
Before epiboly starts all deep cells lie tightly on top of each other 
between the enveloping cell layer and the periblast (Figs.lA-C). Prom 
the time-lapse films it is clear that in stage ІЗ the deep cells do not 
move, although they show slight undulations of the cell surface. A few 
hours later, in stage 1^, for the first time some cells are observed to 
be blebbing (a bleb is a hemispherical surface protrusion of a cell; 
Trinkaus, 1973)» and some time later these cells start to move. In stage 
16 these deep cells now possess long, thin extensions of the cell surface 
and they lose their rounded shape and flatten. During the early stages of 
epiboly more and more cells start to bleb (Pigs.lD-F). From stage 17a on, 
all cells are moving and have one or more extensions and no further bleb­
bing is observed (ilg.lG-l). About S5% of the cells have four, five or 
six extensions. By means of these extensions, cells touch either the cell 
body or one of the extensions of a neighbouring cell. The shift from a 
population of tightly packed cells without extensions to one of free cells 
with extensions is summarized in Figure 2. 
From stage 15a on, the deep cells get attached to the undersurface of 
the enveloping layer. This cannot be seen everywhere in the blastoderm 
because of the narrow space between the enveloping layer and the peri­
blast and the curvature of both layers around the yolk. Only focussing 
on one of the deep cells and rotating the egg to such a position that 
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one can watch that cell strictly from the side reveals, that the deep cell 
is attaching to the enveloping layer. This can Ъе seen more clearly if a 
lipid droplet bulges the yolk and thus more space is created because the 
periblast fits the lipid droplet tightly, while the enveloping layer is 
just lifted up a little (Fig. IG). When the enveloping layer is removed 
with watchmaker forceps after fixation in k% formaldehyde, all deep cells 
are found sticking to the enveloping layer and none is left on the peri­
blast. Prom this we conclude that the deep cells use the enveloping cell 
layer as a substrate. In this respect the egg of Nothobranchius kort-
hausae differs from that of Fundulus, where the deep cells move routine­
ly on the periblast (Trinkaus, 1973). 
Prom stage 17a on, the deep cells build up a monolayer. They continue 
moving and colliding against each other after epiboly has concluded. 
There is all the time much intercellular space left, about the same as in 
stage 17a (Fig. IH). Cell division continues too. Big gaps in the mono­
layer were never observed. Neighbouring cells are in contact with one 
another almost continuously with at least one extension. Neighbour ex­
change was observed (see Fig. 3)» but not very often. Cells move for the 
most part in concert, especially during epiboly. Photographs like those 
in Fig. 1 of stages 17-22 never show nuclear overlapping or overlapping 
of cell bodies. In order to demonstrate contact inhibition we do agree 
with the proposition that "direct demonstration of contact inhibition of 
overlapping requires a statistical evaluation of the outcomes of many 
intercellular collisions" (Martz and Steinberg, 1973; see also Abercrom-
bie, I970). For contact inhibition tells us something about the behaviour 
of a cell during and after collision with another cell and thus one has 
Figure 1 
Photographs of three stages of the development of Nothobranchius 
korthausae. A, D and G are side views. In some pictures the cho­
rion is visible, and sometimes also the lipid droplets can be 
seen. (A) Late flat hollow blastula; stage I3. 85x. (B) Deep 
cells without extensions lying tightly together; stage ІЗ. I90x. 
(C) Detail of B. 250x. (D) Rounded deep cells lying on the peri­
blast; flattened deep cells axe attached to the enveloping layer; 
stage l6a. І35Х. (E) Deep cells; some cells possess extensions; 
stage l6a. I9OX. (F) Detail of E. 350x. (G) Deep cells stuck to 
the undersurface of the enveloping layer; stage I9. 350x. (H) 
Deep cells keeping each other at even distances; stage I9. I90x. 
(I) Detail of H. 350x. 
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Figure 2 
From 30 eggs, 50 deep cells we-
re counted in each stage and 
distributed over the four cate-
gories. Values are means + S.D. 
Category I« cells lie tightly 
against each other and do not 
have extensions ( · ). Cate-
gory II: cells that lie tight-
ly against each other and do 
have extensions ( О ). Cate­
gory III: cells that are free 
and do not have extensions 
( Δ ). Category IV: cells 
that are free and do have ex­
tensions ( • ). 
to study the behaviour of the cells as individuals. We recorded the out­
comes of many collisions between the cells and we never observed either 
nuclear overlapping or overlapping of cell bodies (Table 2). So the sta­
tistical evaluation was not necessary. In contrast to some cell types in 
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Figure 3 
Deep cell movements during epiboly (A) and after epiboly has con­
cluded (B). The position of the nucleus of a deep cell has been 
drawn at 30 minutes intervals for 3 hours. An arrow in the migra­
tion pathway indicates the direction of locomotion. In the right 
upper comer an arrow indicates the direction of epiboly ( A ) . All 
cells actually move in each 30 minutes period. The area in which 
the cell movements were recorded during the second half of epi­
boly was situated somewhat behind the marginal zone. The area in 
which cell movements were recorded after epiboly was chosen by 
chance. 
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TABLE 1 
Time of development of Nothobranchius 
korthausae Meiriken a t 25.0 + 0.5 G 
Stage* 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15a 
16 
16a 
17 
17a 
18 
18a 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2^ 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Unfertilized ovum 
Activated egg 
One-cell stage 
Two-cell stage 
Four-cell stage 
Eight-cell stage 
Sixteen-cell stage 
Thirty-two-cell stage 
Sixty-four-cell stage 
High solid blastula 
flat solid blastula 
Early flat hollow blastula 
Late flat hollow blastula 
Expanding flat hollow blastula 
Early epiboly I 
Early epiboly II 
One-fourth overgrowth 
Three-eighths overgrowth 
One-half overgrowth 
Five-eighths overgrowth 
Three-fourths overgrowth 
Seven-eighths overgrowth 
Completion of epiboly 
Dispersed phase 1 
Dispersed phase 2 
Reaggregation 1 
Reaggregation 2 
Reaggregation 3 
Reaggregation Ц-
Reaggregation 5 
Definitive axis 
Solid neural keel 
Early somite embryo 
Ten-somite embryo 
Time(hr 
0 
1.0 
2.0 
4.0 
6.0 
8.0 
10.0 
12.0 
13.5 
15.5 
18.0 
20.5 
22.5 
24.5 
26.5 
29.5 
32.5 
35.5 
38.5 
41.5 
44.5 
^7.5 
50.5 
53 
65 
68 
71 
74 
77 
80 
84 
96 
108 
120 
x ) Stages according t o Wourms (1972a), except s tages 
15a, 16a, 17a and 18a. 
' ) I n d i c a t e s the s t a r t of each s t a g e . 
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TABLE 2 
Amount of nuclear and cellular overlappings 
after collision of deep cells 
Number 
of eggs 
Number of 
collisions ob­
served in 
each egg 
Number of 
nuclear 
overlap­
pings 
Number of 
cellular 
overlap­
pings 
100 100 
culture, for instance, fibroblasts, the boundaries of the deep cells are 
clearly visible. Whether the extensions overlap or underlap cells was 
impossible' to estimate with the methods used in this study. 
During epiboly 70-80% of the cells move in one direction, toward the 
margin of the blastoderm. After epiboly has concluded only 30-50% of the 
cells are moving in one direction (fig. 3 and Table 3). Cells that move 
in the same direction are found close together. The cells of group E in 
Flg. 3B can be found in the upper half to the right, and the cells of 
group G in the lower half to the left. The two cells of group H also lie 
next to each other. The cells seldom move in a straight line. In the 30 
minutes period the cells move more equally in all directions than in the 
3 hours period. 
70 9 670 66 5 
Figure 4 
Mean distance (іплш) between 
the deep cells during epiboly 
stages in different zones, as 
indicated above, in projection 
onto the plane paper. In each 
zone the distance was measured 
between 20 cells and their four ••в"01 р"1* 
nearest neighbours. In stages 
17a and 18a the mean distance in 
each zone differs (P < 0.05) from that in another zone. In stage 
19 the distance between the cells is the same in each zone. 
There is a tendency for the distance between the deep cells during epib­
oly to be larger near the margin of the blastoderm than near the original 
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area of the "blastoderm before epiboly (Fig.^ f and Table ^ ) . After termina-
tion of epiboly the distance between the deep cells becomes almost equal. 
TABLK 3 
Direction of locomotion of the deep cells' 
Time 
A 
During epiboly 
B C D 
Direct ion 
0 
After epiboly 
E F G H 0 
(A) Analysis of Fig.3 
30 min 59 1 12 28 0 ¿β Ю 33 І^ 0 
3 hr 85 0 0 15 0(15) 5^ 0 38 8 0(2?) 
(В) Analysis of five eggs during epiboly and of one egg after epiboly 
Time 
30 min 
3 hr 
A 
5^ 
69 
В 
12 
6 
С 
12 
lil· 
D 
12 
5 
0 
10 
6(85) 
I 
9 
20 
J 
25 
20 
К 
26 
28 
L 
27 
20 
0 
13 
1 2 ( a ) 
x) Percentage of cells that move in the direction of epiboly (A) or in the 
opposite direction (B) with a deviation to the left and to the right of 
^5 • Group G consists of cells that move to the right, and group D con­
sists of cells that move to the left, both with a deviation of 45 . Cells 
of group 0 do not move at all. The directions in which the cells of 
groups E, F, G, and H and I, J, К and L move are chosen arbitrarily be­
cause of lack of information about the former direction of epiboly in 
the stages after epiboly. This is also the reason why only one example 
of cell directionality after epiboly is given and not the average of the 
five analysed eggs. In the other four eggs cell directionality is more or 
less the same. In Fig,3B cells of group E move upward, and those of group 
F downward. Cells of group G move to the right, and those of group H move 
to the left. The number of cells on which each analysis is based is indi­
cated in parentheses. 
Discussion 
The purpose of this study was to gain more information about the mecha­
nism of deep cell epiboly at the cellular level. In vivo observations on 
intercellular collisions justify the conclusion that deep cells of Hotho-
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TABLE Ц-
Number of eggs in which the average distance between the 
deep cells in one zone differs from that in another zone 
Stage 17a Stage 18a Stage I9 
Zone 1-zone 2 10 6 2 
Zone 2-zone 3 8 2 
Zone 1-zone 3 8 1 
•,) Ten eggs were analyzed. 
°) Ρ < 0.05. 
) See FlgA for the distribution of the zones over the egg. 
branchius korthausae are contact inhibited. However, the cells are con­
tact inhibited with each other, for although deep cells never move upon 
each other, they use the enveloping cell layer as a substrate. Oldfield 
(1963) reported about a similar situation ¿n vitro. Both macrophages and 
polymorphonuclear leucocytes are contact inhibited with each other, but 
do overlap chick heart fibroblasts as if there were no contact inhibi-
tion. Since Abercrombie and Heaysman (195^) introduced the phenomenon of 
contact inhibition in order to explain the monolayering of fibroblasts 
in culture, a few other cell types have been found to show contact inhi-
bition (Abercrombie, I970). So far most investigations have been under-
taken on cells in tissue culture. Whether contact inhibition of indivi-
dual cells also exists in vivo has been hypothesized to explain the lat-
eral migration of mesoblast cells during avian gastrulation (Trelstad 
et al., I967), and the initial invasion of fibroblasts into the cell free 
stroma that lies between the corneal epithelium and endothelium (Bard 
and Hay, 1975)· Contact inhibition in vivo of cell sheets has been re-
ported a few times in connection with wound closure, and similar beha-
viour has been found for the enveloping cell layer of Fundulus (Trinkaus 
and Lentz, I967). So deep cells of Nothobranchius korthausae belong to 
one of the few cell types known so far that show contact inhibition in 
vivo. 
The migration of the deep cells during epiboly, away from the original 
cell mass, is very similar to that of fibroblasts moving away from the 
expiant (Abercrombie and Heaysman, 195^! Abercrombie, I961). In both sit-
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uations the cell density decreases the further away from the original 
cell mass. When deep cells coming from all sides meet each other at the 
vegetal pole, the cell density over the whole egg becomes equal. More or 
less the same thing happens in the collision zone between two expiants 
where an even distribution of cells arises after two fibroblast popula-
tions have met. The direction of cell movements of the two cell types 
shows a great resemblance too. In both cases the greatest proportion of 
the cells moves outward. After epiboly has concluded cell movements are 
nearly equal in all directions, as has also been observed for fibroblasts 
in the collision zone. These correspondences between fibroblasts and deep 
cells are additional evidence for a contact-inhibited state of the deep 
cells. 
Analysis of cell directionality in Nothobranchius korthausae is, because 
of the rounded substrate, based on a small number of cells in a small 
area of the blastoderm surface (3%). This is why differences are found in 
the frequency of cell directionality between the eggs presented in Table 
3. In a contact-inhibited situation the direction of locomotion of a cer-
tain deep cell largely depends on the behaviour of its neighbour cells. 
When one of its neighbours moves away and more space is created between 
both cells, that cell may move in the same direction and fill up the ftree 
space. When cells are evenly spread over the substrate, one would there-
fore expect the cells to move equally in all directions. But when not all 
of the available substrate is occupied by cells (as it is the case in No-
thobranchius korthausae), local differences in cell density may randomly 
arise. The same thing can happen when a cell divides and a local higher 
density is the result. These are some of the reasons why cells, although 
evenly distributed over the whole substrate, may move in concert. And if 
one analyses cell directionality in a small area of the blastoderm, a 
preference for one direction may be observed. 
Contact inhibition can give directionality to deep cells during epiboly, 
for there is an initial concentration of cells at one place in the extend-
ing segmentation cavity. Deep cells move away from that area and disperse 
over the yolk. Chemotaxis and a gradient of increasing adhesiveness of 
the substratum are also possible mechanisms that can account for direc-
tional cell movement. If deep cell migration is under the control of a 
gradient of adhesiveness, of an attracting force originating from the 
vegetal pole, or of a repelling force originating from the animal pole, 
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the cells would accumulate near the vegetal pole. But this does not hap­
pen. The existence of any of these mechanisms therefore seems unlikely. 
Whether there is a negative chemotactic mechanism operative, caused Ъу 
the difference in cell density, for instance, a concentration gradient 
of an excreted cell metabolite, cannot be excluded. For one reason this 
mechanism seems unlikely too. In the second half of epibMy the blasto­
derm converges at the vegetal pole. One could imagine that the substances 
building up the gradient become concentrated toward the vegetal pole. In 
that case the cells would accumulate in the equatorial region of the egg. 
However, the distribution of the deep cells over the yolk in stage 18 in­
validates this assumption. So at least two factors are involved in deep 
cell epiboly, i.e., contact inhibition and the spreading of the enveloping 
cell layer. 
What is the contribution of each factor to deep cell translocation? 
When deep cells are attached to the enveloping cell layer, they are car­
ried by this moving cell sheet. Because nothing is known at present a-
bout the direction and extent of spreading at various places in the enve­
loping layer, we cannot conclude which part of the translocation is due 
to active locomotion of the cells or to passive carrying away by the en­
veloping layer. This is also the reason why no data on deep cell velocity 
are reported. That more cells move toward the vegetal pole in the 3 hours 
period than in the 30 minutes period may be due to the spreading of the 
enveloping cell layer. 
Only those aspects of deep cell morphology and behaviour are reported 
that are necessary for an understanding of the contact-inhibited state 
of the deep cells. The behaviour of deep cells before and during early 
epiboly, i.e., the sequence of surface undulations, blebbing and forma­
tion of extensions, strongly resembles that of Fundulus deep cells 
(Trinkaus, І97З). Besides the difference of contact inhibition Fundulus 
deep cells are not contact inhibited like those of Oryzias latipes 
(Kageyama, 1977)» the deep cells of Fundulus are found to bleb during 
the second half of epiboly. 
The extensions of Nothobranchius korthausae deep cells are narrow and 
long compared to blebs, lobopodia, and filopodia of Fundulus deep cells. 
Before epiboly there is first a rise in the number of cells that are 
tightly layered and have extensions. After that more and more cells be­
come free. This suggests a function of the extensions in locomotion. And 
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because cell bodies seldom collide with each other during the second half 
of epiboly, this also suggests a role in the recognition of neighbouring 
deep cells. The function of the extensions and the locomotion of single 
deep cells are now under further investigation. 
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C h a p t e r VII 
A SEM STUDY OF DEEP CELL MORPHOLOGY AND INTERCELLULAR CONTACTS^ВЕРОНЕ, 
DURING AND AFTER EPIBOLY OF THE ANNUAL FISH NOTHOBRANCHIUS K0RTHAU5AE 
R. Van Haarlem and W.H.M. Van d e Berg 
Эшшпагу 
The morphology of the deep cells and their contact relations between 
one another and with the internal yolk syncytial layer and the enveloping 
cell layer were studied with scanning electron microscopy. Analysis of 
subsequent blastula and epiboly stages revealed that cells gradually 
change in shape, from a spherical cell to one that has been flattened on 
to the enveloping layer and protrudes various types of surface extensions. 
These protrusions exist predominantly on those areas of the cell surface 
that are close to adjacent cells. Evidence is presented which shows that 
deep cells during epiboly are attached to the undersurface of the enve­
loping layer and do not contact the internal yolk syncytial layer. It is 
concluded that deep cells during epiboly are continuously connected with 
one another with long, thin filopodia. 
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Introduction 
During early development of metazoan organisms, cell translocation is 
an important factor in morphogenesis (Abercrombie, 1977)· Although passive 
movements may occur, the vaste majority of cell translocation is due to 
active cell movements (Trinkaus, in press). One of the major questions 
about cell migration during morphogenesis concerns the determination of 
its directionality. It has been shown in the annual fish Nothobranchius 
korthausae that the direction of migration of the deep cells during epi-
boly is under the control of contact inhibition of overlapping (Van Haar­
lem, I979). Before the beginning of epiboly deep cells form a population 
of nonmoving cells overlapping each other, situated between the enveloping 
layer and the internal yolk syncytial layer near the animal pole. During 
epiboly, when all the cells move, probably using the enveloping layer as 
a substratum for locomotion (Van Haarlem, 1979; Van Haarlem, 1981a), 
cells do not overlap and the net rate of movement is away from the higher 
density of cells, in the direction of the vegetal pole. 
The annual fish embryo differs from the non-annual fish embryo in that 
only a small number of cells is present during cleavage and epiboly stages 
(Wourms, 1972a, b; Van Haarlem, 1981a). Therefore deep cells can be ob­
served in considerable detail ала. their locomotion can be studied by means 
of time-lapse cinemicroscopy, with respect to the involvement of single 
cell locomotion in gross morphogenetic movements. Since the behaviour of 
deep cells during epiboly depends on intercellular contacts (Lesseps et 
al., 1979; Van Haarlem, I979) the morphology of these cells, together with 
the contact relations between one another and the substratum were studied. 
Materials and Methods 
Eggs were collected as described previously (Lesseps et al., 1975)» 
washed three times in sterile tapwater and incubated in the dark at 25 i, 
1 С until they reached the proper stage for fixation (staging according 
to Van Haarlem, 1981a). Following fixation for U- hours in 2.5% glutaral-
dehyde, 0.2 M sucrose and 2 M CaCl? in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.3) 
the eggs were washed for one hour in 0.29 M sucrose, 2 mM CaCl in 0.1 M 
cacodylate buffer (pH 7.3). Thereafter eggs were mechanically dechorio-
nated with the aid of tungsten needles and left in the buffer solution 
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overnight. They were then postfixed for 2 hours in 1% OsO^, 2 mM CaCl 
in cacodylate buffer (pH 7.3). After washing in 0.9% NaCl for at least 
two hours, eggs were dehydrated in increasing series of ethanol, infil-
trated with amyl acetate and critical point dried using liquid CO . Fix-
ation, washing, dechorionisation and postfixation were done at room tem-
perature. Subsequently the eggs were stuck on to a specimen holder and 
the enveloping layer was lifted up and stuck upside down next to the 
egg. In this way it is possible to study the deep cells which are situ-
ated either on the yolk syncytial layer or attached to the enveloping 
cell layer. After sputter-coating with gold, the reversed enveloping 
layer with the deep cells and the remaining part of the blastoderm lying 
on the yolk were viewed with a Jeol ISM-U„ scanning electron microscope. 
Observation of deep cells in living and fixed eggs was performed with 
a Zeiss standard microscope equipped with nomaxsky optics (objectives l6x, 
¿Юх and lOOx). Light microscopical observations showed that overall deep 
cell morphology and intercellular contacts remained the same during fix­
ation and further processing. 
In this study the terms bleb, lobopodium, filopodium and lamellipodium 
are used to distinguish the various types of morphologically different 
cell protrusions. A hemispherical cell protrusion is called a bleb. A 
lobopodium, as compared with a bleb, is somewhat longer but smaller in 
diameter. A filopodium is a thin protrusion of a length that is often ex­
ceeding the length of the cell body. Both lobopodia and filopodia can be 
branched. A lamellipodium is a very broad and flattened extension of the 
cell surface. 
Results 
The change from a spherical deep cell (in blastoderm stages) to a cell 
attached to the undersurface of the enveloping layer with protruding filo­
podia and other types of extensions of the cell surface (during epiboly), 
is a step by step process. Moreover, this change does not occur simulta­
neously in all cells and in an early epiboly stage the various phases in 
the development of a deep cell can be distinguished (Fig.lA). Spherical 
deep cells are situated next to cells with blebs in the central part of 
the blastoderm (Fig.IB). Although most cells protrude blebs, some cells 
possess branched lobopodia that flatten on to adjacent cells (Fig.IB). In 
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the marginal region cells have been spread, on to the substratum and the 
intercellular space has been increased (Fig.lA). They have lesser blebs 
than cells in the central region. In the marginal region of the blasto­
derm, instead of blebs, cells protrude thin, branched filopodia of a dif­
ferent length (Fig.lA). In the central region cells lie on top of each 
other. In the submarginal region (situated between the central and the 
marginal region) overlapping of cells occurs occasionally (Fig.1С) but 
is completely absent in the marginal region. Ftom these observations it 
appears that cells in the marginal region axe ahead of cells situated more 
to the centre, not only with respect to their migration over the yolk, 
but also with respect to their individual development from spherical to 
flattened cell. 
In the preceding paragraph was shown that cells differ from each other 
in their progress through development. From now on the change in deep cell 
morphology and contact relations will be presented based on the majority 
of the cells in a certain stage. More than 30 eggs per stage were examined. 
During early blástula stages (stage 10, 11) deep cells lie closely pack-
ed in the segmentation cavity (Fig.2A). The nearly spherical deep cells 
protrude no blebs, but thin, cylindrical extensions of the cell surface 
that differ from each other in diameter and in length (Fig.2B). Deep cells 
are connected with the yolk syncytial layer either by protrusions originat-
ing from deep cells or from the surface of the yolk syncytial layer (Fig. 
2C, D). Cells of the enveloping layer axe mutually connected by protru-
sions. These are formed only at the edges of the enveloping layer cells 
(Fig.2E) and do not contact underlying deep cells. Protrusions of deep 
cells touch the enveloping layer (Fig.2E). During late blastula stages 
(stage 13, 1^, 15) cells with blebs are observed for the first time, and 
soon more cells possess one or more blebs. The intercellular space near 
the margin of the blastoderm is larger than in the central region. Espe-
cially in these stages it is obvious that also in deep cells the protru-
sions preferentially arise from that part of the cell surface that is 
situated close to that of another cell. 
In blastula stages a considerable number of deep cells remains attached 
to the yolk syncytial layer after peeling off the enveloping layer. During 
epiboly stages contacts between the yolk syncytial layer and the deep 
cells axe not observed anymore. It is possible that the tiny protrusions 
were broken down during manipulation of the blastoderm. Analysis of a 
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large number of deep cells during epiboly showed that no broken ends of 
protrusions can be observed. Moreover, the SEM photographs showed that 
deep cell protrusions originate from that side of the cell surface which 
is turned towards the enveloping layer (Fig.2, 3)• 
During the second half of epiboly deep cell shape differs from cell to 
cell. Although no blebs were observed any longer except in dividing cells, 
the shape of cell bodies and the form of the protrusions varies considera-
bly per cell. Cells possess filopodia. The tip is often smaller than 0.5 
/um (Fig.3C). Lobopodia are seldom observed. Filopodia, shorter and longer 
ones, branched or not, are numerous (Fig.2, 3)· Near the cell surface, the 
filopodia are wider than at their tip. The reverse was also observed. A 
local broadening of filopodia was observed sometimes. In general, filo-
podia tend to be smaller at the end than neax the cell surface, and in 
this respect, they differ from protrusions in the blastula stages. Over-
lapping of filopodia occurs (Fig.3C). 
Although diapause I in Nothobranchius korthausae has not been observed 
so fax, one may assume that if it is present, it must be very short in 
duration (Van Haarlem, 1981a). In the period between termination of epib-
oly and beginning of aggregation, deep cells are less flattened and pos-
sess lesser protrusions than during epiboly. However, after a presumed 
diapause, cells possess an even larger number of protrusions than during 
epiboly (Fig.3C). In this phase of development cells with lamellipodia 
were observed for the first time (Fig.3D). 
Figure 1 
Overview of a large area of the undersurface of the enveloping 
layer at 3/8 epiboly, stage l6a (A, 270x). 
In the central region (a) of the blastoderm (i.e. the region 
around the animal pole) lie completely spherical deep cells 
with blebs and with branched lobopodia that flatten on to ad-
jacent cells (B, 500x). In (sub)marginal regions deep cells 
have spread on to the enveloping layer and protrude long, thin, 
branched filopodia (C, 1350x). Overlapping of cells occurs in 
the submarginal region. 
e = enveloping cell layer; db = deep cell. 
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The change in deep cell morphology is summarized in the following table: 
Stage Morphological characteristics 
10-13 spherical deep cells are connected by thin protrusions 
1^-15 spherical deep cells protrude blebs, that may flatten on to 
adjacent deep cells; lobopodia are present; connections exist 
between the deep cells and the internal yolk syncytial layer 
and the enveloping layer 
I6-I7 deep cells flatten on to the substratum (enveloping layer) and 
protrude filopodia; in these stages all kinds of shapes can be 
distinguished 
I8-I9 deep cells have flattened exclusively on to the enveloping 
layer and protrude a large number of (branched) filopodia; 
no connections with the yolk syncytial layer are observed 
20-21 deep cells protrude even more filopodia than during epiboly; 
cells with lamellipodia appear 
Discussion 
The change of deep cell morphology will be discussed, together with its 
relation to cell locomotion. Already in early blastula stages, deep cells 
are connected with one another. The cell protrusions are numerous where 
the cell surface is close to adjacent cells. Cells protrude more often 
extensions in these surface areas, or they have a longer lifetime because 
they adhere to other surfaces (Garter, I965). The latter mechanism seems 
to be operative in fundulus deep cells (Trinkaus, 1973) and perhaps also 
in Nothobranchius korthausae. 
During epiboly, blebs were observed only in dividing deep cells. How-
ilgure 2 
Deep cells at early blastula stages can be seen lying closely 
packed after the removal of the enveloping layer (A, 200x). The 
cells are connected by numerous protrusions (B, 2350x). During 
blastula stages the yolk syncytial layer and the deep cells are 
mutually connected with protrusions (С, ІбООх; D, ІбООх). In 
late blastula stages deep cells send out their protrusions on 
to the enveloping layer cells which axe also connected by each 
other (Ε, ΙβΟΟχ). Surface particles (arrow) are present on all 
deep cells (F, 8k00x). 
e = enveloping layer; y = yolk; ysl = yolk syncytial layer. 
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ever, in eaxly blastula stages when cells divide quite often, no blebs 
were protruded. Apparently blebbing is not related to cell division, but 
is a property which cells acquire on their way from non-protruding to 
protruding cells. In N. korthausae blebbing is a transitory state in the 
genesis from normoving to moving deep cell (Van Haarlem, 1979). On the 
contrary fundulus deep cells bleb during epiboly (Trinkaus, 1973). Dif­
ferences between the two species with regard to their deep cells may arise 
as a consequence of differences in cell properties (intrinsic factors) 
or/and as a consequence of differences in the substratum (extrinsic fac­
tors). A major difference between fundulus deep cells and annual fish 
deep cells is that the latter exclusively use the enveloping layer as a 
substratum, while fundulus cells readily move over each other (Trinkaus, 
І97З). So a change in properties of the substratum may exert a considera­
ble influence on the morphology and the behaviour of the N. korthausae 
deep cells. Only during epiboly the enveloping layer is under considera­
ble tension (Van Haarlem and Van de Berg, 1981e). Blebs were observed be­
fore and during epiboly when a cell detaches ftom the substratum for di­
vision. It therefore is possible that the increased tension of the enve­
loping layer is responsible for the fact that deep cells do not bleb алу 
longer during epiboly. A similar reasoning could explain why deep cells 
protrude lamellipodia only after epiboly, and not during epiboly. 
During (early) epiboly deep cells differ in their progress from a spheri­
cal non-blebbing cell, to a flattened cell protruding several types of 
surface extensions. This could be explained by the different times cells 
originate from the peripheral blastomeres (Van Haarlem, l98la; Van Haar­
lem et al., IgSlb). This age difference together with intrinsic proper­
ties of the cells, may cause the observed pattern in cell shapes. 
Previous light microscopical observations on living embryos of N. kort­
hausae showed that deep cell bodies do not overlap and that they use the 
enveloping layer as a substratum (Van Haarlem, 1979) ^ere confirmed by 
Figure 3 
Deep cells during the second half of epiboly (A, 330x). Protru­
sions overlap one another (B, lOOOx) and touch adjacent deep 
cell bodies. Deep cells during the aggregation phase (C, llOOx) 
occasionally protrude lamellipodia (D, ІбООх). 
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data presented in this study. Moreover, the SEM photographs show that fi-
lopodia before contacting neighbouring cells, overlap each other. Even 
filopodia of the same cell may overlap one another. With these filopodia 
deep cells are generally in contact with more than one neighbouring cell 
at the same time. When analysing deep cell locomotion in relation to in-
tercellular contacts, some of these contacts cannot be seen on time lapse 
films, because the diameter of the interconnecting filopodia of deep cells 
is often tonder the limit of resolution of the light microscope. This im-
poses limitations to the study of the control of deep cell directionality 
in N. korthausae which depends on intercellular contacts. 
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Chapte r V i l i 
THE SPREADING OF THE ENVELOPING CELL LAYER AND THE YOLK SYNCYTIAL LAYER 
BEFORE AND DURING EPIBOLY OF THE ANNUAL FISH NOTHOBRANCHIUS KORTHAUSAE 
R. Van Haarlem and W.H.M. Van de Berg 
Siuiunary 
The spreading of the enveloping cell layer and the yolk syncytial layer 
was studied with light and scanning electron microscopy. Marginal cells 
of the enveloping layer do not protrude surface extensions common to lo-
comotive marginal cells of spreading epithelial sheets. Already before 
epiholy the blastoderm expands over the yolk. The spreading of the enve-
loping layer during epiboly can be regarded as a continuation of the 
spreading of the peripheral blastomeres during cleavage stages. During 
the flattening of the annulus of syncytial cytoplasm, the nuclei in the 
external yolk syncytial layer divide mitotically three or four times, 
Thereafter they clump together and sometimes disintegrate. The envelop-
ing layer and the yolk syncytial layer spread at a similar rate during 
epiboly. By carbon marking was shown that the outer surface of the yolk 
syncytial layer moves during epiboly. It is concluded that the envelop-
ing layer spreads passively over the yolk, probably as a result of the 
movement of the outer surface of the yolk syncytial layer. 
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Introduction 
In early metazoan development after a period of cell multiplication 
massive cell translocations take place during gastrulation. Evidence 
has Ъееп presented that, in general, locomotion of individual cells is 
responsible for these morphogenetic movements (Trinkaus, 1976). It has 
also been shown that these cell migrations may depend partially on the 
attachment to other cells that are moving (Trinkaus, in press). 
Epithelial cell sheets in vitro (DiPasquale, 1975! І^^Ьал and Trink-
aus, I976) and in vivo (Chernoff and Overton, 1979) spread as a conse­
quence of active locomotion of their marginal cells. Whether the spread­
ing of the enveloping cell layer of teleost fishes also takes place as a 
result of locomotion of its marginal cells remains unclear, since in Fun-
dulus heteroclitua it has been impossible to demonstrate that the margin^ 
al cells axe motile (Betchaku and Trinkaus, I978)· 
At the end of the cleavage phase the blastoderm of Nothobranchius kort-
hausae (Fig.l) consists of a monolayered cell sheet, the peripheral blas-
tomeres, enclosing a sparse population of individual cells, the deep 
cells. During blastula stages peripheral blastomeres become tightly ap­
posed to each other thus forming the enveloping layer (EVL). Between the 
deep cells and the yolk surface lies the internal yolk syncytial layer 
(i-YSL), a thin layer of cytoplasm which is left on the yolk after sepa­
ration of the central blastomeres from the yolk sphere during early cleav­
age stages (Van Haarlem, 1981a). The marginal cells of the enveloping 
layer are attached to the yolk syncytial annulus, a ring of cytoplasm 
which separates the marginal cells of the enveloping layer from the yolk. 
The yolk syncytial annulus, the prospective external yolk syncytial layer 
(e-YSL), originates from marginal peripheral blastomeres during cleavage 
stages by fusion of these cells (Van Haarlem, 1981a; Van Haarlem et al., 
198lb). 
Deep cells of N. korthausae differ from deep cells of F. heteroclitus 
with respect to the control of cell movement. Whereas Nothobranchius deep 
cells are contact inhibited (Van Haarlem, 1979), Fundulus deep cells are 
not (Trinkaus, 1973). Therefore it seems possible that both species also 
differ in the way the enveloping cell layer spreads over the yolk during 
epiboly. Since in N. korthausae the i-YSL, the external yolk syncytial 
layer (e-YSL) and the enveloping layer can be observed in living eggs 
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with the light microscope, we studied the hehaviour of these layers si­
multaneously before and during epiholy. The study of the three layers 
was supplemented with a series of observations with the scanning electron 
microscope. 
Materials and Methods 
Eggs were collected as has been described before (Lesseps et al., 1975)· 
Following rinsing in sterile tapwater the eggs were incubated in the dark 
at 25 І 1 С until they reach the proper stage for observation or fix­
ation (staging according to Van Haarlem, 1981a). Living embryos were ob­
served at 25 Ì 1 G with a Zeiss standard microscope equipped with bright-
field and Nomarsky differential contrast optics. A graticule in the eye-
piece made it possible to record on graphpaper the change in position of 
cells, nuclei (of the EVL and the i-YSL that lie close to one another) and 
carbon particles (Van Haarlem, I979)· Time-lapse filming and film analy-
sis were performed as described before (Van Haarlem, l98lf). Fixation of 
the eggs, dechorionisation and further processing for scanning electron 
microscopical observations were done as has been described before (Van 
Haarlem and Van de Berg, 198ld). 
In order to mark the outer surface of the blastoderm with carbon parti-
cles, eggs were transferred to a petri dish with a layer of black (lamp-
black) paraplast as a bottom, filled with Yamamoto's (I967) solution. Eggs 
were put into a small hole in the paraplast and with a tungsten needle a 
small fissure was made at the level of the blastoderm surface that has 
been selected for marking. Thereafter the carbon particles, suspended 
in Yamamoto's solution, were injected into the egg by means of a mouth 
controlled micropipette. After attachment of the carbon particles, the 
egg was gently rotated to verify whether the carbon particles are affixed 
well to the surface of the blastoderm. Subsequently the eggs were trans-
ferred into a deep depression slide and the stage of development was de-
termined . 
Counting of the number of enveloping layer cells before epiboly was done 
on living eggs. During epiboly the eggs were fixed in k% formaldehyde. The 
microscope image was projected on to a small ping-pong ball. By rotating 
the egg and the ball simultaneously it was possible to draw all the enve-
loping layer cells in their proper shape on the ball, after which the 
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number of cells could Ъе determined. 
Thickness of the yolk syncytial layer and of the enveloping layer was 
measured Ъу means of an ocular micrometer on living eggs. At the end of 
epiholy the thickness of both layers was estimated from SEM photographs. 
After fixation in formaldehyde (ЗД) the blastoderm with the e-YSL was 
separated from the yolk, stuck on to a microscope slide and stained with 
feulgen (Van den Biggelaar, 1971)ι to reveal mitotic figures during nu­
clear multiplication in the e-YSL. 
Results 
Light microscopical observations on the EVL 
We start our description of the behaviour of the enveloping layer cells 
at the moment the blastoderm starts to flatten on to the yolk (Pig.l). At 
Figure 1 
Cleavage and blastula stages of Nothobranchius korthausae 
(side view), 1. 1-cell stage (st 3)» 2, ¿(—cell stage (st 5)> 
3. 16- cell stage (st 7)ι τ, high solid blastula (st 10), 
5. flat solid blastula (st ll) and 6, late flat hollow blas­
tula (st 13). 
ρ = peripheral biastemere; d = deep cell; a = annulus of syn­
cytial cytoplasm; i = internal yolk syncytial layer; e = ex­
ternal yolk syncytial layer; ζ = zona radiata (eggshell); у = 
yolk. Magnification llOx. 
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Figure 2 
Number of enveloping layer 
cells during blastula stages 
fst ІО-І^) and epiboly stages 
(st 15-19). 
that time, about 16 hours after oviposition (st IO) the enveloping layer 
consists of about 110 cells (Fig.z). Asynchronous cell division in sub­
sequent stages results in a continuous increase of cell number. At the 
end of the blastula phase nuclear and cellular division stops and about 
26О cells axe present. Thereafter cell fusion becomes visible, starting 
in the margin of the blastoderm. First, the initially straight-lined cell 
boundary becomes notched after which it will be no longer visible. When 
the binucleate cell fuses with one of its adjacent cells a similar se­
quence of events occurs. Time-lapse films of cell fusion show nuclei cros­
sing the line where a cell membrane was situated before. Soon cells situ­
ated more to the centre fuse with one another. When epiboly has started 
60-70 cells are present. During the second half of epiboly only ^0-50 
cells are left (Fig.2). The shape of the enveloping layer cells is irreg­
ular and cells vary considerably in size (Fig.3). 
Since cell division stops before epiboly starts, spreading of the enve­
loping layer and thus of individual layer cells, has to account for the 
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Figure 3 
The enveloping layer cells during (a) epiboly and (b) late epib-
oly as can be seen after fixation of the eggs (see M and M). 
increase in surface area of the enveloping layer. The thickness of the 
enveloping layer diminishes from 60 дт (st 10) to 6 дт (st l6) and is 
only 1 дш at the end of epiboly (Table l). All enveloping layer cells take 
part in the spreading and none remains in the sheet as a small thick round­
ed cell. During epiboly the yolk mass is not perfectly spherical, but is 
considerably constricted at the margin of the blastoderm, indicating that 
the enveloping layer is under tension. Indeed, when with a tungsten nee­
dle a small fissure is made in the enveloping layer it readily ruptures 
over a large area. Marginal cells of spreading epithelial sheets usually 
show fluctuating lamellae, an expression of active locomotive behaviour. 
No such behaviour of the marginal enveloping layer cells or of marginal 
peripheral blastomeres during cleavage and blastula stages was observed, 
neither by direct observation, nor on time-lapse films. 
Light microscopical observations on the YSL 
The yolk syncytial layer is a syncytium that separates the cellular blas­
toderm from the yolk. Both the i-YSL and the yolk syncytial annulus, sit­
uated below the margin of the blastoderm, can be observed during blastula 
stages in the living egg (Fig.l). Before epiboly the syncytial annulus 
decreases in height (Fig.l; Table l). At the beginning of epiboly both the 
i-YSL and that part of the syncytial layer situated below the marginal 
cells of the blastoderm are of comparable thickness (Table l), 
During the flattening of the annulus the nuclei move from below the blas-
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TABLE 1 
Thickness of the EVL, i-YSL and YSL annulus 
Stage 
10 (early) 
10 (late) 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
EVL 
60 
60 
43 
27 
22 
15 
8 
6 
1 
Thickness 
i-YSL 
16 
16 
14 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
1 
(да) 
YSL annulus 
42 
42 
36 
33 
24 
20 
18 
12 
EVL = enveloping cell layer 
i-YSL = internal yolk syncytial layer 
YSL annulus = a ring of syncytial cytoplasm below 
the marginal cells of the blastoderm. 
Data are of one out of ten embryos 
toderm into the e-YSL (Fig.4). Soon thereafter nuclear multiplication 
starts. Nuclei become invisible and after mitosis their number appears in 
duplicate (Fig.4). Nuclear multiplication is not synchronous. It starts 
at some point in the syncytium and successively all nuclei around the cel­
lular blastoderm become invisible. In the same sequence as they disappear 
they will reappear. During interphase, nuclei migrate in the direction of 
the vegetal pole. In N. korthausae generally 3 multiplication rounds take 
place (Fig.4; Table 2). Thereafter some nuclei may divide once more, 
whereas others just disintegrate and disappear (Fig.4). Frequently it has 
been observed that nuclei come to lie close to each other and fuse, result­
ing in one large nucleus which might disintegrate after a while. During 
epiboly no nuclear division was observed and a gradually increasing num­
ber of nuclei will disappear. During the second half of epiboly nuclei 
are rare and dispersed over the i-YSL. Occasionally nuclei can be found 
in the e-YSL in an area of 0-30 лип in front of the marginal cells of the 
enveloping layer. 
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Light microscopical observations on the peripheral tilastomeres, EVL and 
YSL 
During eaxly cleavage stages the marginal peripheral "blastomeres move 
in the direction of the vegetal pole (Fig.l). After formation of the an-
nulus of syncytial cytoplasm blastoderm spreading continues, and the en-
TABLE 2 
Time of nuclear multiplication in the e-YSL 
Duration (min) 
Multiplication round 
Mitosis Interphase 
First (stage 13) 33 90 
Second (stage Ik) kO I30 
Third (stage Ik) 56 I56 
e-YSL = external yolk syncytial layer 
Data are of one out of ten observed embryos. 
veloping layer flattens on to the yolk. 
During epiboly the cellular membranes of the EVL are often difficult to 
distinguish. Therefore the rate of spreading of this layer was estimated 
by analysing the displacement of its nuclei. Table 3 shows that during 
epiboly the spreading of the EVL and the YSL occurs at a more or less sim-
ilar rate. However, the rate of spreading of both layers is rather varia-
ble. On the average, the speed of spreading of both layers during epiboly 
is about JO/tm/hour. At the end of epiboly the spreading of the YSL slows 
down earlier than that of the EVL. 
Since the marginal cells of the EVL are not actively motile, it is pos-
sible that the spreading of the EVL occurs as a result of the spreading of 
the YSL to which it is attached. Carbon particles that were affixed to the 
surface of the syncytium are displaced over the yolk before and during 
epiboly, indicating that the surface of the YSL is being displaced (Table 
k). Whereas the YSL spreads at more or less the same rate ftom the begin-
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Figure Ц-
Nuclear division and migration in the external yolk syncytial 
layer. Sister nuclei are connected by a thin line} the contin­
uous lines indicate the margin of the cellular blastoderm. The 
dotted line indicates the margin of the external yolk syncytial 
layer, which cannot be seen anymore after extensive flattening 
of the annulus of syncytial cytoplasm (st 16, st I?). The dot-
ted-lined nucleus disintegrates after clumping of two sister 
nuclei. 
ning of epiboly on, the margin of the EVL migrates faster during early 
epiboly than later on. This is in agreement with the observation that the 
nuclei situated in the e-YSL before epiboly, can be found in the i-YSL 
during epiboly. 
Scanning electron microscopical observation of the EVL and YSL 
Neither during blastula stages (Fig.5A), nor during epiboly (ïlg.jjB, D 
and E), surface extensions of the marginal cells common for cells that 
show active locomotive behaviour were observed. Marginal enveloping layer 
cells seem to be embedded in the yolk syncytial layer (Fig.5A). The sur-
face of the enveloping layer cells is rather smooth and remains this way 
during epiboly. 
The outer surface of the external yolk syncytial layer becomes convolut-
ed just before epiboly (Fig.5A and B). It is highly convoluted near the 
margin of the cellular blastoderm over an area of about 30 -urn away from 
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TABLE 3 
Displacement of EVL and 1-YSL nuclei 
Displacement (лиц/Ьг) 
Time (hours) st I7 st 17a st 18 
i-YSL 
42 
¿fO 
21 
23 
26 
EVL 
¿(4 
42 
25 
18 
23 
i-YSL 
22 
24 
27 
29 
30 
EVL 
29 
30 
25 
28 
30 
i-YSL 
34 
20 
17 
4 
0 
EVL 
35 
21 
27 
18 
0 
Displacement of the nuclei of the enveloping layer (EVL) and the in-
ternal yolk syncytial layer (i-YSL) in subsequent hours (1-5)1 start-
ing the observation in st 17, st 17a and st 18 in three different em-
bryos. 
the margin and the density of the surface folds decreases in the direction 
of the yolk cytoplasmic layer towards the vegetal pole (fig. 5 D and E). 
Moreover, changes in the surface of the i-YSL were observed. Before epiboly 
the outer surface is crowded with long thin surface protrusions (Flg.óA). 
During the first half of epiboly the density and the length of the pro-
trusions decreases (Fig. 6В) and near the end of epiboly the surface of 
the yolk syncytial layer is as smooth as that of the yolk cytoplasmic 
layer (Fig. 6C). No changes in the surface of the yolk cytoplasmic layer 
became apparent (Fig.5C and D; Fig.6D). 
Just before the end of epiboly only a small area of the e-YSL is left 
(Fig.óD). Numerous long thin surface protrusions, oriented towards the 
vegetal pole (Fig.óE) are prominent. 
Discussion 
Marginal cells of the peripheral blastomeres and of the enveloping layer 
do not protrude surface extensions common to locomotive marginal cells of 
spreading epithelial sheets. Therefore it is not likely that the periph-
eral blastomeres and the EVL of Nothobranchius korthausae spread over the 
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yolk as a result of active locomotion of their marginal cells. In fact, 
the spreading of the EVL is a continuation of the spreading of the sheet 
of peripheral blastomeres. Rrom early cleavage stages on the marginal pe­
ripheral blastomeres move in the direction of the vegetal pole. At that 
time deep cells do not move. Moreover, active cell locomotion already dur­
ing cleavage stages has never been observed in metazoan embryos. It is 
TABLE k 
Displacement of the EVL and the e-YSL surface 
par t ic le 
1 (EVL) 
2 (EVL maxgin) 
3 (e-YSL) 
displacement (діп/О 
0-0.5 0.5-1 
10 12 
15 30 
10 12 
1-1.5 
15 
15 
10 
.5 hour) 
1.5-2 
18 
39 
15 
2-2.5 
45 
15 
Displacement of carbon particles presented as distance 
per half hour after the beginning (0 hour) of the ob­
servation in stage Ik. 
EVL = enveloping layer; e-YSL = external yolk syncytial 
layer. 
Data are of one embryo. 
Figure 5 
The outer surfaces of the marginal enveloping layer cells, of 
the yolk syncytial layer arid of the yolk cytoplasmic layer. 
A = The smooth outer surface of the marginal EVL cells (E) and 
of the external yolk syncytial layer (e). Stage 13, magnifi­
cation І36ОХ, 
В = The highly convoluted outer surface of the e-YSL (e) and 
the smooth surface of the EVL (E) and the i-YSL (i). Stage 18, 
magnification 2100x. 
С = The smooth outer surface of the yolk cytoplasmic layer. 
Stage 15, magnification 2350x. 
D = The margin of the EVL (E). Numerous surface folds axe 
present on the e-YSL (e) surface. Stage l6, magnification 1520x. 
E = The density of surface folds on the e-YSL (e) decreases in 
the direction of the vegetal pole. EVL (E). YCL ( Y ) . Stage 1?, 
magnification 900x. 
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concluded that the spreading of the sheet of peripheral blastomeres, later 
on in development called the enveloping layer,is not the result of active 
locomotion of marginal cells but takes place passively. 
Prior to epiboly the EVL flattens on to the yolk and the annulus of 
syncytial cytoplasm, to which the EVL is attached, diminishes in thickness. 
There is a cytoplasmic flow in the direction of the vegetal pole, carrying 
away the nuclei from below the marginal enveloping layer cells into the 
e-YSL. The nuclei situated immediately below the marginal cells displace 
at a similar rate as the marginal cells, whereas the foremost nuclei move 
faster. At the end of epiboly too the EVL and the YSL do not migrate at a 
similar rate, as is estimated from the displacement of their nuclei. It 
should be reminded that the EVL is attached to the outer surface of the 
YSL, and thus displacement of nuclei and outer surface of the YSL need 
not necessarily to be the same. Probably they must be regarded as sepa­
rated, but related processes. 
Several lines of evidence suggest an active role for the YSL in blasto­
derm expansion. The marginal cells of the peripheral blastomeres and the 
enveloping layer are not motile. The spreading of the EVL and the YSL oc­
curs most of the time at a more or less similar rate. Moreover, only in the 
outer surfaces of the i-YSL and the e-YSL changes were observed, whereas 
the surface of the EVL remains unchanged. Since before epiboly the i-YSL 
possesses numerous long, thin protrusions whereas during epiboly their 
number decreases, the protrusions may function as a reserve of surface 
membrane material which is inserted in the outer surface during spreading 
of the i-YSL. Surface folds in the e-YSL appear just before epiboly and can 
Figure 6 
The outer surfaces of the marginal enveloping layer cells, of 
the yolk syncytial layer and of the yolk cytoplasmic layer. 
A = The outer surface of the internal yolk syncytial layer (i) 
possesses numerous surface protrusions. Deep cell (D). Stage 
14, magnification СЮОх. 
В = On the surface of the i-YSL single surface protrusions are 
present. Stage 16, magnification 2010x. 
С = The surface of the i-YSL is rather smooth, but small sur­
face particles can be seen. Stage 18, magnification ЗЗбОх. 
D = The closing point of epiboly. EVL (E); e-YSL (e); YGL (Y). 
Stage 18, magnification ІЗ^Ох ' 
E = Detail of D. EVL (E); e-YSL (e). Stage 18, magnification 
27OOX. 
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be seen until the end of еріЪоІу, when from randomly oriented they become 
oriented towards the vegetal pole. Although at this moment there is no 
conclusive evidence for the YSL to be the motive force in epiboly, all re­
sults obtained thusfar are consistent with the proposition. 
In N. korthausae the number of EVL cells decreases during epiboly, 
whereas it remains constant in F. heteroclitus (Betchaku and Trinkaus, 
I978) and in Oryzias latipes (Kageyama, I980). In these species no division 
of EVL cells during epiboly has been observed. The behaviour of the EVL 
cells as studied by time-lapse cinematography and the shape of the outer 
surfaces of the EVL and the i-YSL and e-YSL as studied with scanning elec­
tron microscopy, are in general similar to the situation in Fundulus (Bet­
chaku and Trinkaus, I978). Carbon marking of the outer surface of the en­
veloping layer and the yolk syncytial layer indicates its displacement in 
the direction of the vegetal pole (Trinkaus, 1971). Although differences 
were observed in the behaviour of the EVL cells (cell fusion in N. kort­
hausae ). the similarities in the shape and the behaviour of the envelop­
ing layer and the yolk syncytial layers suggest that a similar mechanism 
may control epiboly in both annual and non-annual fishes. 
In a previous study it has been shown that the annulus of syncytial cyto­
plasm in Nothobranchius species arises as a result of fusion of the mar­
ginal peripheral blastomeres (Van Haarlem, 1981a; Van Haarlem et al., 
I98lb), ïtom observations presented in this study it appears that no ad-
dition of nuclei from the marginal cells of the EVL takes place, as seems 
to be the case in Qryzias latipes (Gamo, I96I). The nuclei arise by mitot-
ic multiplication from the first row of nuclei present in stage ІЗ. During 
cleavage and blastula stages no nuclei were observed in the i-YSL. Also 
in Gatostomus commersoni (Long, I980) practically no nuclei are present in 
the i-YSL. Only after the margin of the EVL has come to lie above the 
foremost nuclei of the e-YSL these nuclei can now be regarded as i-YSL 
nuclei. At the end of the period of multiplication nuclei inside the e-
YSL clump and form larger nuclei. These nuclei may exist for some time or 
disintegrate after a short while and become invisible. A similar behaviour 
has been described for YSL-nuclei in Esox masquinongy (Bachop and Price, 
I97I). 
During epiboly of N. korthausae deep cells and enveloping layer cells 
migrate over the yolk together with the yolk syncytial layer. The deep 
cells are exclusively attached to the undersurface of the EVL (Van Haar-
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lem, 1979; Van Haarlem and Van de Berg, 198ld) and part of their migration 
might Ъе due to the spreading of the EVL. The enveloping layer is attached 
with its marginal cells to the Ï5L and its spreading occurs passively, 
probably as a result of some motive force inside the YSL. Thus the major-
ity of the cell movements during early development of N. korthausae takes 
place passively. Further study of the mechanism of epiboly should concern 
with the behaviour of the outer surface of the yolk syncytial layer. 
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Chapter IX 
A SIMPLE DEVICE FOR RECORDING SERIAL OPTICAL SECTIONS 
R. Vein Haaxlem, C. Lagerweij ала L.C.J.Ε.M. Ten Hom 
Summary 
A stepper motor was attached Ъу way of a speed reducer to the coarse 
focussing spindle of a light microscope. After exposure of a film frame, 
the stepper motor displaces the microscope stage according to the pro­
grammed instructions in the electronic control unit. In this manner the 
focal plane is changed and serial optical sections of the developing 
annual fish blastoderm were recorded on 16 ram film. This design facili­
tates the analysis of cell behaviour during early development of annual 
fishes, of either large numbers of cells simultaneously or of individual 
cells in detail. 
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Introduction 
Time-lapse cinematographic analysis of cell behaviour is a well known 
and often used technique (Rose, I963). Studies of migration of individual 
cells and cell sheets during metazoan development contributed consider-
ably to the understanding of cell behaviour in the living organism (Trink-
aus, I976). However, cells are arranged in three dimensions and this im-
poses limits to the detail in the cells under observation. Because of 
the inverse relationship between the depth of field and the resolving 
power (i.e. numerical aperture) of the optical system, the objective (and 
the ocular) have to be selected carefully for the purpose of filming. For 
instance, the recording of the invagination of a population of cells re-
quires an objective with a large depth of field and thus individual cells 
are recorded in limited detail. On the other hand, recording of locomotion 
of a single cell permits the use of objectives with a far higher numerical 
aperture. 
One of the few embryos in which cell behaviour can be observed in con-
siderable detail during early development are those of annual fishes (Van 
Haaxlem, 1979; Van Haarlem et al., I98I ), for cells and nuclei are ar-
ranged in three easily distinguishable monolayers, (l) The enveloping cell 
layer ( E V L ) , a monolayered cell sheet attached with its marginal cells to 
the yolk syncytial layer. (2) The yolk syncytial layer (¥SL), a multinu-
cleated syncytium lying on the yolk mass. (3) The deep cells, situated in 
the segmentation cavity between the EVL and the YSL. Because development 
takes place on a spherical substratum (the yolk sphere), time-lapse films 
recorded at a fixed focal plane show cells the behaviour of which can be 
analysed only for a limited period of time. Even by changing the plane of 
focus manually during filming, essential aspects of the behaviour of the 
cells are not recorded, probably because of the accomodation of the eye. 
This paper describes a design which makes it possible to record changes 
in the blastoderm as sequences of serial optical sections and its appli-
cation to the study of cell behaviour during early development of annual 
fishes. 
Materials and Methods 
Figure 1 shows the assembly of stepper motor, speed reducer and coarse 
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Figure 1 
Technical drawing of stepper motor, speed reducer and coarse 
focussing spindle. This comhination results in a displacement 
of the microscope stage of one step equal to 0,75 ß ^ , 
focussing spindle (Zeiss standard microscope RA), The stepper motor is 
controlled by an electronic control unit (Fig,2), When the x-contact of 
the cine-timer (Nikon С Ш А ) is activated, the motor displaces the micros­
cope stage according to the program set in the control unit. Depending on 
the numerical aperture of the objective, a number of steps between the 
frames is programmed. The total distance over which the stage has to be 
displaced can also be programmed, depending on the number of optical 
sections that is required to record the object in study in focus. Because 
the stepper motor reverses its direction of turning at both ends of the 
range, it is possible to film continuously over long periods of time, 
Making use of high speed films it is possible to work with low light 
levels, which is a prerequisite for normal development of the annual fish 
egg. 
In order to avoid disturbance of the image by lipid droplets tending to 
reach the highest position in the yolk mass, the microscope is turned CO 
degrees on its limb. After selecting a fish egg suitable for filming, the 
egg is put into a home-made deep depression slide with a coverslip as a 
bottom. By means of the top coverslip the depression is sealed air-tight. 
It appeared that a small air bubble inside the depression provides enough 
oxygen to allow normal development for several days. 
Films were analysed with a modified Bell and Howell TQIII projector, 
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Figure 2 
Stepper motor control, Following activation of the "x-contact" 
of the cine-timer or "manual start", counter A generates a 
number of clock pulses equal to the previously set in number 
in the thumbwheel switch (steps per frame). These pulses pass 
on to counter B, which is reset at the beginning of filming, 
and to the stepper motor. After exposure of a frame, the step-
per motor displaces the microscope stage the desired number of 
steps (counter A) towards the objective. As soon as the accu-
mulated value in counter В is equal to the value in the thumb­
wheel switch (range) the stepper motor reverses and the count­
er В is set in the down mode. Consequently, the value in count­
er В diminishes and the stage is removed from the objective. 
When this value reaches the zero level, the stepper motor turns 
in the original direction and the counter В is set in the up 
mode. The display continuously shows the value in counter B. 
Two push buttons allow to turn the motor continuously, at a 
fixed speed of 50 steps per sec, to the right or to the left. 
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with a Schneider projection lens. An extra heat filter was set in the 
light path and a frame counter was attached. The projector is built in a 
specially designed table in such a way that the projected image is formed 
on the rear of the horizontal viewing screen. The drawing paper is sucked 
onto the glass by means of a vacuum tube around the screen. 
Results and Discussion 
Both films and the here presented photographs (Fig.3) show cells which 
never appear completely in focus in the recorded area of the blastoderm. 
Only by analysing carefully defined sequences of serial optical sections, 
it is possible to determine precisely the shape and position of cells and 
nuclei, the shape and position of the cell protrusions and the contacts 
they make with other cells (Fig,3). We use the apparatus in our laboratory 
in the study of cell-cell interactions and of cell locomotion and cell 
migration and in the analysis of intercleavage time variability. 
The here described design is a prerequisite for a detailed recording of 
the movements and interactions of cells and for the estimation of the time 
of nuclear and cellular division in the blastoderm of annual fish embryos. 
Since the object in focus changes from frame to frame, the film can only 
be used for frame by frame analysis. However, it appeared to be possible 
to show them to an audience at a projection speed of 2 frames per second. 
With a little practice, people are able to follow one or two discrete ob-
jects (e.g. deep cells) in their migration over the yolk sphere. The ap-
plicability of the device is manyfold and of course not restricted to the 
study of cell behaviour during early development of annual fishes. 
Figure 3 
S e r i a l o p t i c a l sec t ions of a small p a r t of the blastoderm of 
the annual f i sh Nothobranchius korthausae during ep ibo ly . Op-
t i c a l sec t ion ing through the blastoderm (2 .25 Am a p a r t and 15 
sec a f t e r each other) s t a r t e d a t a l e v e l of the EVL (arrow in 
a ) . Comparing subsequent sec t ions one observes the d i s a p p e a r -
ance of c e l l boundaries of the EVL and the appearance of l a r g e 
nucle i i n s i d e the YSL (arrow i n f ) . The photographs show t h a t 
changing the focal plane i s e s s e n t i a l i n order to record deep 
c e l l shape completely i n focus. Filaments on the eggshel l . 
cause the patchy background in a l l photographs. 
D i f f e r e n t i a l in ter ference c o n t r a s t o p t i c s ; objec t ive LD ¿Юх; 
ocular 4х. Magnification ¿ЮОх. 
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Chapter Χ GENEBAL SUMMABY 
Annual fish eggs enable us to investigate the regulation of cell divi­
sion and cell migration through analysis of the behaviour of cells in the 
living embryo. These observations on living embryos were supplemented with 
a series of observations with the scanning electron microscope. The rela­
tionship between the control of cell division and the mechanism of cell 
diversification was investigated. The study of cell migration was directed 
towards an explanation of the mechanism of epiboly. 
In order to find a suitable species for our investigations the normal 
development of ten species of the annual fish genus Nothobranchius was 
studied in detail. This resulted in a table of normal stages of the early 
development of the ten species (Chapter II). Differences between the spe­
cies were apparent with respect to the orientation of cleavage planes and 
the number of deep cells and enveloping layer cells. Only in N. guentheri 
a diapause I in stage 20 was observed. In the development of all species 
three periods of cell fusion occur and the mechanism of epiboly seems to 
be the same in Nothobranchius species. 
The comparative study of normal development of Nothobranchius species 
showed that only in N. guentheri the blastomeres in the 8-cell stage are 
arranged in two rows of four cells next to each other. Arising by vertical 
cleavages the blastoderm appears rather flattened during cleavage and 
blastula stages. This facilitates the observation of the time of cell divi­
sion and of the cell types generated after each cleavage. Therefore this 
species was selected to study cell lineages from the 1-cell stage until 
blastula stages (Chapter III, IV). During early cleavage stages the cell 
number doubles at every cleavage. After the 5th cleavage marginal peri­
pheral blastomeres will stop dividing and fuse with one another to form 
the external yolk syncytial layer. Also in the other nine species of 
Nothobranchius the external yolk syncytial layer originates by fusion 
of marginal cells of the blastoderm (Chapter II). This can be considered 
as the regular aspect of the cell lineages. Concomitantly with marginal 
cell fusion, deep cells originate from peripheral blastomeres which are 
situated more to the centre of the blastoderm. Since it is impossible 
to predict from which blastomere and at what time a deep cell will orig­
inate, the formation of the deep cell population is considered to be 
the more irregular aspect of the cell lineages. The possible relation-
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ship between the duration of the cell cycle and diversification of blas-
tomeres was studied, but no evidence was found for such a relationship. 
Mitotic gradients axe not involved in the process of cell diversification 
either (Chapter III, IV). 
In deviation of most metazoan embryos, no period of synchronous cell 
divisions was found in N. guentheri (Chapter III, V). But, from the 4th 
until the 7th generation a mitotic gradient, a cell division gradient and 
a gradient in intercleavage times axe detectable. These gradients origi­
nate as a consequence of variability in the duration of the mitotic pro­
cess. In subsequent generations the differences between sister inter­
cleavage times tend to diminish and from the 8th generation on the vari­
ability in intercleavage times increases with decreasing cellular rela­
tionship. Since in eaxly cleavage stages there is no fixed relation in 
the time between the processes of cell division and mitosis, it was con­
cluded that the DNA-division cycle consists of at least two parallel 
series of events: one for cell division and one for mitosis. 
After a period of comparable mean intercleavage times, intercleavage 
times begin to lengthen with steps of about 30 minutes, or a multiple of 
it. This value differs from one cell line to another within a pedigree 
and is apparently influenced by the size of the cells. Intercleavage times 
of large cells are stretched with a shorter time period than in the case 
of small cells. Analysis of the variability in intercleavage times showed 
that a random transition of a probability of 0.2l/min might be operative 
in the control of cell division. However, since the frequency distribu­
tion of intercleavage time differences of sister cells shows subpopula­
tions with means differing 5 minutes, a cell might have only once every 
5 minutes the possibility to traverse a transition point in the cell cy­
cle, with a probability of O.67/5 шіп. The transition probability is in­
dependent of the volume of the cell. 
It was concluded that the control of cleavage divisions consists of at 
least the following components: 
(a) A variability in the duration of the mitotic process and the absence 
of a fixed relationship between mitosis and cell division 
(b) A random transition with a probability of 0.2l/min or, more likely, 
of О.67/5 min 
(c) A mitotic clock, in which steps of about 30 minutes axe inserted af­
ter the 7th cleavage, depending on the volume of the cell. 
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An explanation was found for the migration of the enveloping layer 
(Chapter VI, VII) over the yolk surface during epiboly of Nothobranchius 
korthausae. It was clearly shown that the movement of the enveloping lay-
er (actually, the sheet of peripheral blastomeres) already starts during 
cleavage stages. At that time not even the deep cells are motile. When 
deep cells become motile, the marginal cells of the enveloping layer re-
main quiescent. Before or during epiboly no ruffling lamellae, or other 
types of surface extensions common to marginal cells of actively spread-
ing epithelial sheets, were observed. When marginal cells axe non-motile 
and cell division cannot account for the increase in surface area (on the 
contrary, cell fusion takes place), what then might cause the epiboly of 
the enveloping layer? By means of carbon marking it was shown that the 
outer surface of the yolk syncytial layer moves in the direction of the 
vegetal pole, before and during epiboly. In addition, only in the outer 
surface of this layer changes were observed with the scanning electron 
microscope. Since the enveloping layer is attached by its marginal cells 
to a changing and moving substratum and the spreading is not restricted 
to the phase of epiboly, it is concluded that the yolk syncytial layer 
(and not active cell locomotion) is the motive force in epiboly. 
Analysis of intercellular collisions of moving deep cells has shown that 
during epiboly of N. korthausae these cells are contact inhibited with 
respect to each other (Chapter VI). Careful observations on living eggs 
and studies with the scanning electron microscope presented convincing 
evidence for the conclusion that deep cells exclusively use the envelop-
ing layer as a substratum for locomotion (Chapter VI, VII). As a result 
of spreading of the enveloping layer the substratum available for deep 
cell locomotion increases, especially near the margin of the blastoderm. 
Contact inhibited cells move in the direction of the lowest density of 
cells. Since deep cells are almost continuously connected with several 
neighbouring cells, they will move steadily in the direction of the veg-
etal pole. But also their substratum moves in that direction. Evidently 
two factors are involved in the epiboly of the deep cells: a spreading 
substratum and the contact inhibited state of the cells. Together they 
explain the dispersion of the deep cells over the yolk. 
It is of importance to know whether a similar mechanism of epiboly is 
also operative in other species than N. korthausae. Indeed, deep cells 
of other species are also contact inhibited with respect to each other and 
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they also use the enveloping layer as a substratum. No cell divisions were 
observed in the enveloping layer and the marginal cells were not locomotive 
( Chapter II ). Probably ail Nothobranchius species have a similar mechanism 
of epiboly. 
The study of cell behaviour on a spherical substratum over longer peri-
ods of time with the light microscope, requires a constant refocussing on 
the cells under observation. An apparatus was designed which makes it pos-
sible to record changes in the blastoderm on 16 mm film as series of op-
tical sections (Chapter IX). 
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ALGEMENE SAMENVATTING 
van het proefschrift getiteld: 
Gelgedrag tijdens de vroege ontwikkeling van jaarvissen. 
Eieren van jaarvissen stellen ons in staat om vanaf de bevruchting tot 
na de migratie van de cellen over de dooier alle cellen duidelijk waar te 
nemen. Dit is mogelijk omdat de eischaal helder en dus doorzichtig is en 
omdat er maar weinig cellen zijn. Bovendien rangschikken zij zich in twee 
duidelijk te onderscheiden celtypes. Deze celtypes, de diepe cellen (deep 
cells) en de omhullende cellaag (enveloping cell layer), zijn van de dooi-
er (yolk sphere) gescheiden door het dooier syncytium (yolk syncytial 
layer) ; zie figuur 1, hoofdstuk 1. Tijdens de epibolie migreren de cel-
len over de dooier. Door middel van analyse van het celgedrag in het le-
vende ei werd de regulatie van celdeling en van celmigratie onderzocht. 
De mogelijke relatie tussen de regulatie mechanismen van celdeling en van 
celdiversificatie (d.w.z. van het ontstaan van diepe cellen, van omhullen-
de cellen en van de cellen die later het dooier syncytium zullen vormen, 
uit één type blastomeren) werd bestudeerd. Het onderzoek van de migratie 
van cellen was gericht op het vinden van een verklaring voor de epibolie. 
Naast het gebruik van lichtmicroscopische technieken, werd ook gebruik ge-
gemaakt van het raster electronenmicroscoop. 
Teneinde één of meer soorten te vinden die geschikt zouden zijn voor 
onderzoek werd de normale ontwikkeling van tien soorten van het Afrikaan-
se jaarvis geslacht Nothobranchius beschreven. Dit onderzoek leidde tot 
de indeling van de ontwikkeling tot en met het 10-somieten embryo in een 
30-tal stadia (Hoofdstuk II). De oriëntatie van de klievingsvlakken en 
het aantal diepe cellen en omhullende cellen is niet in alle soorten ge-
lijk. Alleen in N. guentheri werd in stadium 20 een diapause I waargeno-
men. In alle onderzochte soorten vinden er drie periodes van celfusie 
plaats. Het mechanisme van epibolie is waarschijnlijk voor alle soorten 
gelijk. 
Uit het vergelijkende onderzoek van de normale ontwikkeling van Notho-
branchius soorten bleek, dat slechts bij één soort, N. guentheri, de blas-
tomeren in het 8-cellig stadium gerangschikt zijn in twee rijen van ei-
cellen naast elkaar. Omdat de eerste vier klievingen vertikaal zijn 
blijft het blastoderm tamelijk plat. Hierdoor is het mogelijk om van 
alle cellen zowel het tijdstip van celdeling te bepalen alsook tot 
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welk(e) celtype(s) de dochtercellen behoren. Het onderzoek van de celge-
nealogie van het 1-cellig stadium tot en met de blastula stadia werd met 
deze soort uitgevoerd (Hoofdstuk III, IV). In het begin van de klievings-
fase verdubbelt zich het aantal cellen bij elke klieving. Na de 5e klieving 
stoppen de perifere randcellen met delen en fuseren met elkaar. Op deze 
wijze ontstaat het externe dooier syncytium. Bij de overige onderzochte 
soorten ontstaat dit deel van het dooier syncytium op de dezelfde manier 
(Hoofdstuk II). Aangezien het altijd de randcellen zijn die het dooier 
syncytium vormen, is dit het meer regelmatige aspect van het klievings-
patroon. Daarentegen is het onmogelijk te voorspellen uit welke blasto-
meren een diepe cel zal ontstaan. De vorming van de diepe cellen is het 
meer onregelmatige aspect van de celgenealogie. Het bleek dat er geen re-
latie bestaat tussen de interklievingstijden van een blastomeer en de 
celtypes waartoe haar dochtercellen behoren. Ook zijn mitose gradiënten 
geen feitelijke oorzaak voor celdiversificatie. 
In afwijking van embryos van de meeste meercellige organismen zijn de 
klievingen van N. guentheri niet synchroon (Hoofdstuk III). Van de ¿te 
tot en met de 7e generatie werd een mitose gradiënt, een gradiënt van cel-
delingen en een gradiënt van interklievingstijden waargenomen. Deze 
gradiënten ontstaan tengevolge van een variabiliteit in de duur van de 
mitose (mitose is gedefinieerd als de periode waarin de kern onzicht-
baar is). Aangezien er in vroege klievingsstadia geen vaste relatie be-
staat tussen het tijdstip van mitose en het begin van celdeling, werd 
geconcludeerd dat de processen die betrokken zijn bij de ША-synthese 
en de celdeling (de zgn. ША-celdelings cyclus) gerangschikt zijn in 
tenminste twee parallelle causale sequenties: een voor celdeling en een 
voor ША-synthese en mitose. In de ke generatie zijn de verschillen 
in interklievingstijd tussen de zustercellen groot. Vanaf de 5 e genera­
tie worden deze verschillen kleiner. In de 8e en 9e generatie bestaat 
dan de situatie dat de variabiliteit van interklievingstijden groter 
wordt naarmate de cellen minder met elkaar verwant zijn (Hoofdstuk V). 
De gemiddelde interklievingstijden van opeenvolgende generaties tot en 
met de 7e generatie zijn min of meer gelijk. Vanaf de 8e generatie wor­
den de interklievingstijden verlengd met stappen van ongeveer 30 minuten 
of een veelvoud ervan (Hoofdstuk V). De duur van deze tijdsperiode ver­
schilt tussen de cellijnen van één embryo en wordt beïnvloed door het 
volume van de cel. Interklievingstijden van grotere cellen worden minder 
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verlengd dan die van kleinere cellen. Uit een analyse van de variabili­
teit in interklievingstijden bleek dat een toevallige overgang met een 
waaxschijnlijkheid van 0,2l/min mede bepalend is voor de duur van de 
klievingstijd. Omdat de frequentieverdeling van de verschillen in inter-
klievingstijd tussen zustercellen onderverdelingen laat zien waarvan de 
medianen 5 minuten van elkaar verschillen, is het aannemelijk te veron­
derstellen dat de cellen slechts eens per 5 minuten de kans hebben om het 
overgangspunt in de celcyclus te overschrijden, met een waarschijnlijk­
heid van 0,б7/5 гоЗлъ Deze overgangswaarschijnlijkheid is onafhankelijk 
van het volume van de cel. 
Uit de analyse van de variabiliteit en de verlenging van de interklie­
vingstijden bleek, dat het regulatiemechanisme van de klievingsdelingen 
bestaat uiti 
(a) Een variabiliteit in de duur van de mitose en een afwezigheid van een 
vaste relatie tussen het tijdstip van mitose en het begin van de cel­
deling 
(b) Een toevallige overgang met een waarschijnlijkheid van 0,2l/min of, 
meer waarschijnlijk, van 0,67/5 min 
(c) Een mitotische klok, die na de 7e klieving verlengd wordt met stap­
pen van ongeveer 30 minuten, of een veelvoud ervan. 
Er werd een verklaring gevonden voor de migratie over de dooier van de 
omhullende cellaag in N. korthausae (Hoofdstuk VIII). Aangetoond werd dat 
de migratie van deze cellaag (of liever gezegd, de migratie van zijn 
voorloper, de laag van perifere blastomeren) al begint tijdens de klie­
vingsfase, op het moment dat zelfs de diepe cellen nog niet actief bewe­
gelijk zijn. Als de diepe cellen actief gaan bewegen, blijven de rand-
cellen van de omhullende cellaag onbewegelijk. Noch voor, noch tijdens 
epibolie worden geplooide lamellen of andere soorten van uitsteeksels 
van de celmembraan waargenomen, zoals randcellen van actief spreidende e-
pitheliale cellagen die wel hebben. Als de randcellen niet actief bewege­
lijk zijn en celdeling de toename in oppervlakte niet kan verklaren (er 
vindt daarentegen celfusie plaats), wat zou dan de oorzaak kunnen zijn 
van de epibolie van de omhullende cellaag? Het behulp van markering met 
koolstofdeeltjes werd aangetoond dat het buitenste oppervlak van het 
dooiersyncytium in de richting van de vegetatieve pool beweegt, zowel 
voor als tijdens epibolie. Bovendien werden m.b.v. het raster electronen 
microscoop, alleen in het buitenoppervlak van dit dooiersyncytium ver-
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anderingen aangetoond. Aangezien de omhullende cellaag met zijn randcel-
len is vastgehecht aan een bewegend substraat en de spreiding niet be-
perkt is tot de fase van epibolie, werd geconcludeerd dat naar alle waar-
schijnlijkheid het dooiersyncytium de omhullende cellaag over de dooier 
heentrekt. 
Uit de analyse van intercellulaire botsingen van bewegende diepe cellen 
bleek dat deze cellen contact inhibitie ten opzichte van elkaar vertonen 
(Hoofdstuk VI). Licht- en electronenmicroscopische observaties toonden 
aan dat de diepe cellen tijdens epibolie alleen de omhullende cellaag als 
substraat voor beweging gebruiken (Hoofdstuk II, VI, VII). Ten gevolge 
van de spreiding van de omhullende cellaag neemt het voor de diepe cellen 
beschikbare substraat, vooral aan de rand van het blastoderm, toe. Daar-
door, en omdat diepe cellen bijna voortdurend in contact zijn met meer-
dere buurcellen, bewegen zij zich gestadig in de richting van de vegeta-
tieve pool. Maar ook hun substraat beweegt zich in die richting. Klaar-
blijkelijk zijn twee factoren betrokken bij de epibolie van de diepe cel-
len; een spreidend substraat en het feit dat de cellen contact inhibitie 
ten opzichte van elkaar vertonen. 
Het is van belang te weten of eenzelfde mechanisme van epibolie aanwe-
zig is bij de andere Nothobranchius soorten. Dit bleek inderdaad het ge-
val te zijn. Diepe cellen van de negen andere onderzochte soorten verto-
nen ook contact inhibitie ten opzichte van elkaar en gebruiken ook de om-
hullende cellaag als substraat. Tijdens epibolie werd geen celdeling waar-
genomen in de omhullende cellaag en de randcellen blijven voor en tijdens 
epibolie onbewegelijk. Waarschijnlijk is het mechanisme van epibolie in 
alle Nothobranchius soorten hetzelfde (Hoofdstuk II). 
Een onderzoek m.b.v. het lichtmicroscoop van het gedrag van cellen die 
een ronde dooier als substraat gebruiken, maakt het voortdurend scherp-
stellen van de te bestuderen cellen noodzakelijk. Om veranderingen in het 
blastoderm scherp of film te kunnen vastleggen, werd een apparaat ontwor-
pen waarmee deze als series van optische coupes kunnen worden vastgelegd 
(Hoofdstuk IX). 
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